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Abstract 

 

Forward osmosis (FO) is an emerging membrane separation technology. It is 

different from the well-studied pressure-driven membrane separation processes. The 

FO process is based on water transport under an osmotic pressure difference across 

a semi-permeable membrane. The distinct operating conditions lead to unique 

technical challenges during the exploitation of FO technology. According to a 

comprehensive literature investigation, one of the stringent barriers is lacking of 

effective FO membranes. The objectives of this research were to develop high 

performance FO membranes, and furthermore, to systematically study the mass 

transport and the governing mechanisms in FO process. 

 

Thin film composite (TFC) FO membranes with a tailored support structure were 

developed in this study. The membranes consisted of a highly porous substrate with 

finger-like pore structure, which was prepared via phase inversion, and a polyamide 

rejection layer synthesized by interfacial polymerization. The TFC FO membranes 

had small structural parameters due to the thin cross-section, low tortuosity, and 

high porosity of the substrates. The membrane rejection layers exhibited superior 

separation properties (higher water permeability and excellent selectivity) relative 

to commercial FO membranes. Under FO testing conditions, these membranes 

achieved high water flux while maintaining relatively low solute reverse diffusion. 

Comparison of the synthesized TFC FO membranes with commercial FO and 

reverse osmosis (RO) membranes revealed the critical importance of the substrate 

structure, with a straight finger-like pore structure preferred over a spongy pore 

structure to minimize internal concentration polarization (ICP), a unique and critical 

problem resulting in low water flux in the osmotically driven membrane processes. 

In addition, membranes with high water permeability and excellent selectivity are 

preferred to achieve both high FO water flux and low solute flux. The results 

proved that TFC membranes with a tailored porous substrate and rejection layer are 

promising for FO applications.  

 

In the study of polyamide rejection layer synthesis, the influence of monomer 
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concentrations (i.e., m-phenylenediamine (MPD) and trimesoyl chloride (TMC) 

concentrations) on the membrane separation properties as well as the FO 

performance was systematically investigated. A strong trade-off between the water 

permeability and salt rejection of the membranes was observed, where reducing the 

MPD concentration or increasing the TMC concentration may result in a higher 

membrane permeability but a lower salt rejection. In FO tests, membranes with poor 

salt rejection had severe solute reverse diffusion, which enhanced the severity of 

ICP. It was found that the FO water flux was governed by both the membrane water 

permeability and solute rejection. For a membrane with higher water permeability 

but lower solute rejection, the reduced membrane frictional resistance was 

compensated simultaneously by the more severe solute-reverse-diffusion-induced 

ICP. The net effect on the FO water flux depends on the competition of these two 

opposing mechanisms. Under conditions where solute reverse diffusion may cause 

severe ICP (e.g., high draw solution concentration and high water flux level), 

membranes need to be optimized to achieve a high salt rejection even if this is at the 

expense of lower water permeability. 

 

In view of the importance of the water permeability and salt permeability on FO 

performance, a systematic comparison study of prevailing semi-permeable FO 

membranes with nanofiltration (NF)-like and RO-like separation properties in terms 

of flux performance and fouling behavior was conducted. Due to the crucial 

influence of solute reverse diffusion on FO water flux, the high-rejection RO-like 

FO membranes generally performed better than the NF-like counterparts in sodium 

chloride based FO tests. On the other hand, the high permeability of NF-like FO 

membranes could achieve higher water flux, when proper draw solutes were used to 

minimize draw solute leakage. Fouling tests suggested that the NF-like TFC FO 

membranes tended to be more fouling resistant due to their relatively smooth 

membrane surface. This work further elucidated the major mechanisms that govern 

the FO performance. These mechanisms were summarized as a frictional resistance 

loss mechanism (MR), solute-reverse-diffusion-induced ICP (MICP-Js), concentration 

of feed solutes (concentrative ICP or MICP-feed in the active-layer-facing-draw-

solution orientation) and dilution of draw solutes (dilutive ICP or MICP-draw in the 
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active-layer-facing-feed-solution orientation). These mechanisms are related to the 

properties of membrane, draw and feed solutions. This work led to a set of 

systematic criteria for the selection of FO membranes, draw solution and 

optimization of other operating conditions, of which the practicability was 

demonstrated in potential FO applications. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

Forward osmosis (FO) is an osmotically driven membrane process where water 

diffuses through a semi-permeable membrane under an osmotic pressure difference 

(π) across the membrane (Cath et al., 2006). The osmotic pressure difference is 

generated when two solutions, i.e., a low osmotic pressure solution (feed solution or 

FS) and a high osmotic pressure solution (draw solution or DS), are separated by 

the semi-permeable membrane. The osmosis phenomenon has been studied 

centuries ago. The first reported study can be traced back to 1748 when Abbé Nollet 

observed diffusion of pure water through an animal bladder into wine (Lonsdale, 

1982). From the middle of last century, researchers started to explore the 

engineering applications of osmotically driven membrane process. One of the 

preliminary attempts was the hydroelectric pile to produce electric power by mixing 

freshwater and salt water (Pattle, 1954). A few more studies were reported from the 

1970s on. Interesting topics included drinking water extraction (Kessler and Moody, 

1976; Moody and Kessler, 1976), osmotic power plant (Loeb, 1975; 1976; Loeb et 

al., 1976), and osmotic pump for drug delivery (Theeuwes and Yum, 1976; 

Eckenhoff and Yum, 1981). More recently, especially in the past decade, FO 

technology has been proposed for many more applications, such as wastewater 

treatment (Holloway et al., 2007; Cornelissen et al., 2008; Achilli et al., 2009b; Lay 

et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2011), biomass concentration (Zou et al., 2011), seawater 

desalination (McCutcheon et al., 2005b; Elimelech, 2007; Cath et al., 2010), 

osmotic power generation (Achilli et al., 2009a; She et al., 2012b), microbial fuel 

cell (Zhang et al., 2011a; Ge and He, 2012), food processing (Petrotos and 

Lazarides, 2001; Jiao et al., 2004; Sant'Anna et al., 2012), pharmaceutical devices 

(Waterman et al., 2009; Ajay Babu et al., 2010), etc.  

 

Compared to pressure-driven membrane processes such as reverse osmosis (RO) 

and nanofiltration (NF), FO can operate at a very low hydraulic pressure (Cath et al., 
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2006; Xu et al., 2010). Where a high osmotic pressure draw solution is naturally 

available or can be easily regenerated, the energy consumption of the FO process 

can be potentially lower than that of pressure-driven processes (Cath et al., 2006; 

McGinnis and Elimelech, 2007). FO is also expected to have reduced risk of 

membrane fouling (Holloway et al., 2007; Cornelissen et al., 2008; Achilli et al., 

2009b), though further research is still required to understand the mechanisms 

involved (Lay et al., 2010; Mi and Elimelech, 2010b; Tang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 

2010c; Zou et al., 2011). In addition, FO is ideal for some sensitive applications 

where high pressure and high temperature need to be avoided, e.g., food processing 

(Dova et al., 2007; Garcia-Castello et al., 2009), pharmaceutical applications 

(Eckenhoff and Yum, 1981; Guan et al., 2009), etc.   

 

1.2 Problem statement 

Despite the many potential applications of FO technology, there are a few 

technological barriers that have yet to be overcome. One stringent problem is lack 

of suitable membranes. In principle, any semi-permeable membrane that rejects the 

draw agents can be used as FO membrane (Cath et al., 2006). However, it is found 

that conventional semi-permeable membranes for pressure-driven membrane 

processes (e.g., RO membranes) achieved poor FO water flux (Mehta and Loeb, 

1978; Loeb et al., 1997; Wei et al., 2011b). Lack of a suitable membrane has greatly 

impeded the development of FO technology. 

 

The main reason why conventional semi-permeable membranes fail in the FO 

process is a severe concentration polarization occurring within the membrane 

support layer. Like pressure-driven membrane processes, FO has concentration 

polarization at the solution-membrane interface (external concentration polarization 

or ECP), which can be controlled by improving the hydraulic conditions (Wang et 

al., 2010c). Moreover, concentration polarization can occur within the membrane 

support layer in the FO process, which is known as internal concentration 

polarization (ICP) (Loeb et al., 1997; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006; Tang et al., 

2010). ICP is a unique problem in osmotically driven membrane processes. As the 

water flux in FO is on the opposite direction to the solute flux, there will be either 
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(1) a concentrative ICP for the active-layer-facing-draw-solution (AL-DS) 

orientation, where the solutes from the feed solution accumulate in the porous 

support layer as a result of retention by the active rejection layer, or (2) a dilutive 

ICP for the active-layer-facing-feed-solution (AL-FS) orientation, caused by 

dilution of the draw solution inside the support layer (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 

2006; Tang et al., 2010). In addition, ICP can be enhanced by the solute diffusion 

from DS to FS for low-rejection membranes (Tang et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2011; 

Zou et al., 2011). In all cases, the effective driving force (i.e., π across the 

rejection layer) would be dramatically reduced, resulting in severe reduction of the 

water flux (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006; Tang et al., 2010). One essential 

solution to improve the performance of current FO technology is developing 

membranes suitable for the FO process. 

 

Up to the present, commercial FO membranes are still limited in terms of both 

manufacturers and choice of membrane chemistries. The only commercial FO 

membranes widely available are the cellulose triacetate asymmetric membranes 

from Hydration Technologies Innovations (HTI, Albany, OR) (McCutcheon and 

Elimelech, 2006; Tang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010c). In parallel, the synthesis of 

FO membranes is still in the preliminary stage. There have been only a handful of 

FO membranes reported (Herron, 2005; Wang et al., 2009; Chou et al., 2010; Su et 

al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2010b; Yip et al., 2010; Qiu et al., 2011a; Qiu et al., 2011b; 

Saren et al., 2011; Setiawan et al., 2011; Tiraferri et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2011; Fang 

et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2012; Qi et al., 2012b; Wang et al., 2012b). The demand for 

FO membrane development is stringent. One obstacle faced by FO membrane 

fabrication is the absence of systematic knowledge of mass transport in the FO 

process. Unlike pressure-driven membrane process, the flux in the FO process is 

highly non-linear with respect to membrane properties (such as water permeability 

and solute rejection) and osmotic driving force (Tang et al., 2010). The influence of 

these factors on FO performance has yet to be studied. Meanwhile, trade-off 

relationships among membrane properties due to the limitation of fabrication 

techniques impose constraints for membrane optimization. Thus, systematic studies 

are necessary to provide guidelines for FO membrane fabrication as well as future 
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engineering applications of FO technology. 

 

1.3 Objectives 

The overall objectives of this study were to synthesize high-performance FO 

membranes and to systematically investigate the mechanisms that govern the FO 

performance. The specific tasks were as follows: 

 

(1) to study the effects of support layer properties on the FO performance; 

 

(2) to determine the influence of the rejection layer, particularly the combination of 

permeability and selectivity, on the FO performance; 

 

(3) to investigate the impact of membrane fabrication conditions on the FO 

performance; 

 

(4) to fabricate flat-sheet thin film composite (TFC) FO membranes with both 

support and rejection layers optimized for the FO process; 

 

(5) to study the competing effects of membrane properties and operating conditions, 

and to set out criteria for membrane selection and process optimization. The 

conclusions of this study would be applicable to not only the flat-sheet 

membranes but also other configurations such as hollow fibre membranes. 

 

1.4 Scope and organization of the thesis 

This thesis focused on the synthesis and characterization of optimal TFC FO 

membranes. The thesis includes eight chapters. The contents of each chapter are as 

follows. 

 

The working principle of the FO process, and the advantages and critical problems 

encountered by FO technology are briefly introduced in Chapter 1. The objectives 

of this research are also introduced.  
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A comprehensive literature review is presented in Chapter 2, which introduces the 

basic concepts, potential applications and challenges of FO technology. The 

influential factors governing FO performance are investigated. Solutions are 

developed from the membrane point of view and promising technologies to 

fabricate high-performance FO membranes are reviewed. 

 

Chapter 3 introduces the methodology and experimental design of this study. 

Preparation methods of flat-sheet TFC FO membranes are presented. 

Characterization of membrane chemistry, morphology and separation properties is 

provided. Systematic FO experiments are designed to study membrane performance 

in different testing conditions.  

 

In Chapter 4, TFC FO membranes with optimized support structures and rejection 

layer are developed. Characteristics of the resulting FO membranes are examined 

and compared with commercial FO membranes as well as RO membranes, to 

illustrate the effects of the support layer structure and the active rejection layer 

separation properties. This part of work has been published in the Journal of 

Membrane Science (Wei et al., 2011b). Copyright permission for using this work is 

attached at the end of this thesis. 

 

Chapter 5 is to study the effect of polyamide layer fabrication conditions on the 

performance of TFC FO membranes. In particular, the influence of monomer 

concentrations used in interfacial polymerization and the resulting polyamide 

rejection layer separation properties on FO performance are systematically studied. 

The constraint on FO performance imposed by the rejection layer synthesis is 

investigated to provide insights into membrane optimization and selection of 

suitable membranes for given FO applications. This part of work has been 

published in the Journal of Membrane Science (Wei et al., 2011a). Copyright 

permission for using this work is attached at the end of this thesis. 

 

Chapter 6 systematically compares NF-like and RO-like FO membranes in terms of 

their FO performance and fouling behavior. NF-like and RO-like TFC FO 
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membranes were prepared on identical porous substrates. The influence of 

membrane surface characteristics and separation properties on the FO performance 

(water flux, solute rejection, and fouling behavior) is studied. Implications on the 

membrane selection and process operation in FO applications are discussed. This 

work has been published in the Journal of Membrane Science (Wei et al., 2013). 

Copyright permission for using this work is attached at the end of this thesis. 

 

Modeling work is presented in the Appendix to theoretically demonstrate the 

influence of membrane properties (structural parameters, water permeability and 

solute permeability) on FO performance. An ICP model is used to predict the water 

flux when membranes with different properties are used. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature review 

 

2.1  Forward osmosis 

Osmosis is the transport of solvent through a semi-permeable membrane from a 

lower osmotic pressure phase to a higher osmotic pressure phase (Moody and 

Kessler, 1976; Cath et al., 2006). The semi-permeable membrane is permeable to 

the solvent but impermeable to the solutes. As a spontaneous phenomenon, osmosis 

has been discovered centuries ago and was explored for applications such as 

preservation of foods and sterilization (Cath et al., 2006). Engineering applications 

of osmosis as a membrane separation technology have been proposed since the 

middle of the last century (Pattle, 1954; Loeb, 1975; Kessler and Moody, 1976; 

Loeb, 1976; Loeb et al., 1976; Moody and Kessler, 1976), although large scale 

applications were not developed at that time. In recent years, there is a recurring 

surge of study on osmotically driven membrane technologies due to the stringent 

water and fossil energy shortage. The proposed applications have covered many 

fields like wastewater treatment (Holloway et al., 2007; Cornelissen et al., 2008; 

Achilli et al., 2009b; Xiao et al., 2011), seawater desalination (McCutcheon et al., 

2005b; Elimelech, 2007; Cath et al., 2010), power generation (Achilli et al., 2009a), 

osmotic microbial fuel cells (Zhang et al., 2011a), etc. In this section, basic 

concepts of osmotically driven membrane technologies (the forward osmosis 

technology in particular) as well as their potential applications are introduced. 

 

2.1.1 Working principles of forward osmosis 

The working principles of osmotically driven membrane processes are shown in 

Figure 2-1. When a high osmotic pressure draw solution and a lower osmotic 

pressure feed solution are separated by a semi-permeable membrane, concentration 

of the FS and dilution of the DS will take place at the same time under the osmotic 

pressure difference (π = πdraw − πfeed > 0) (Cath et al., 2006). 
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Figure 2-1 Schematic drawing of forward osmosis, pressure-retarded osmosis 

and reverse osmosis processes (modified from Ref. (Cath et al., 2006) with 

copyright permission). 

 

An osmotic pressure difference is generated due to the chemical potential difference 

of solvent in the DS and FS (Cath et al., 2006). With identical solutes in both 

solutions, the chemical potential of solvent in the low concentration solution is 

higher and thus drives the solvent transport into the high concentration solution 

until equal chemical potentials are reached, e.g., identical solute concentrations in 

both solutions, or π is counterbalanced by a hydrostatic pressure difference P 

(Figure 2-1), etc. (Mulder, 1996). In the FO process, π is usually created by using 

a DS that has a higher osmotic pressure than that of the FS. The osmotic pressure of 

a solution can be calculated using the van’t Hoff equation (Mulder, 1996): 
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                                                         gCR T                                                     (2-1) 

 

where β is the dimensionless van’t Hoff factor, C is the molar concentration of 

solution, Rg is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. The van’t Hoff 

factor is a function of the dissociation degree of the solute in the solution. It can be 

seen from this equation that osmotic pressure is a colligative property determined 

by the solution concentration and dissociation of solutes. The physical meaning of π 

can be interpreted as the pressure needed to prevent the transport of pure water 

through an ideal semi-permeable membrane into this solution (Mulder, 1996; Cath 

et al., 2006).  

 

There are two other membrane processes that are closely related to forward osmosis, 

i.e., reverse osmosis and pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO). The separation 

mechanism of RO membranes is similar to that of FO membranes, via the solution-

diffusion mechanism. Therefore, these two types of membranes could have similar 

semi-permeable properties. Instead of using an osmotic pressure difference as the 

driving force, however, the RO process applies a hydraulic pressure on a feed 

stream (e.g., seawater) to overcome its osmotic pressure and to extract pure water 

from the feed (Figure 2-1) (Cath et al., 2006). Compared to FO, RO is a more well-

established and leading membrane technology today, widely used in industry 

especially in desalination (Lee et al., 2011). Another emerging osmotically driven 

membrane technology is PRO. In the PRO process, a hydraulic pressure lower than 

π is applied on the DS side to retard the water permeation. The solvent flux is in 

the direction from FS to DS (Figure 2-1) (Cath et al., 2006). The work of osmotic 

flux can be used to generate power by a hydroturbine (Yip and Elimelech, 2011; 

She et al., 2012b). The PRO process has been studied to harvest osmotic energy 

since the 1970s and becomes increasingly attractive recently in view of the 

abundant osmotic energy sources worldwide (Aaberg, 2003). 

 

The FO, RO and PRO processes are compared in terms of applied hydraulic 

pressure and the direction of water flux in Figure 2-1. A general equation for the 

water flux (Jv) in these three processes is as follows (Cath et al., 2006): 
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                                                        ( )vJ A P                                              (2-2) 

 

where A is the water permeability of membrane and σ is the reflection coefficient. 

In the FO process, the hydraulic pressure applied on the system is zero (ΔP = 0) and 

thus the water flux is from the FS to the DS under the osmotic pressure gradient 

(Δπ). A ΔP < Δπ is applied on the high osmotic pressure side in the PRO process 

and the water flux is still from the FS to the DS. In the RO process, a ΔP > Δπ is 

applied on the brine side to exceed the osmotic pressure difference; thus, the water 

flux is generated from the brine. The operating pressure in an RO process could be 

very high (e.g., 10-100 bar, (Mulder, 1996)) due to the high osmotic pressure of the 

brine, which makes it a very energy-intensive process.  

 

2.1.2 Potential applications of FO technology  

In order to utilize the renewable osmotic energy and to reduce the pumping energy 

in membrane processes, osmotically driven membrane technologies have been 

studied for many applications such as wastewater treatment, water purification, FO 

desalination, osmotic power generation, food processing, pharmaceutical devices, 

and osmotic microbial fuel cells, etc. (Cath et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2012b). A few 

of the applications with great interest are introduced in the following to shed light 

on future studies of FO membrane synthesis. 

 

2.1.2.1 Osmotic membrane bioreactor  

The membrane bioreactor (MBR) is a prevalent water reclamation technology that 

combines biological degradation and membrane separation (Judd, 2008). 

Conventionally, microfiltration (MF) or ultrafiltration (UF) is used in an MBR 

system to filter the mixed liquor (Judd, 2008); effluent post-treatments such as RO 

are required if the product is high quality water. Recently, an innovative osmotic 

membrane bioreactor (OMBR) technology has been extensively studied 

(Cornelissen et al., 2008; Achilli et al., 2009b; Qin et al., 2010; Cornelissen et al., 

2011; Lay et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2011; Alturki et al., 2012; Lay et al., 2012a; Lay 

et al., 2012b; Yap et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012a; Zhang et al., 2012b). A 

schematic of a submerged OMBR is shown in Figure 2-2. In this system, an FO 
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membrane module is contacted with the mixed liquor. Water in the mixed liquor 

permeates through the membrane into draw solution that is circulated within the 

module. A downstream desalination process (e.g., RO or membrane distillation 

(MD)) is combined to reconcentrate the diluted draw solution and to release the 

high quality water (Cath et al., 2005a; Cath et al., 2005b; Holloway et al., 2007; 

Cornelissen et al., 2008; Achilli et al., 2009b).  

 

 

Figure 2-2  Schematic of an osmotic membrane bioreactor (reproduced from 

Ref. (Lay et al., 2012a) with copyright permission). 

 

Compared to an MBR using porous MF or UF membranes, the OMBR has a higher 

removal efficiency to a wide spectrum of pollutants due to the high-rejection FO 

membranes (Achilli et al., 2009b; Alturki et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012a). It was also 

reported that less fouling was observed in the FO process, probably due to the low 

flux condition and the special characteristics (e.g., roughness and hydrophilicity) of 

the used FO membrane (Cornelissen et al., 2008; Achilli et al., 2009b; Lay et al., 

2010; Lay et al., 2012a). The cleaning efficiency is also expected to be higher in 

OMBR as a result of the mild FO fouling. Achilli (Achilli et al., 2009b) compared 

the fouling behavior between the OMBR and conventional MBR, showing that the 

OMBR required less backwashing frequency while maintaining a high water flux 

recovery rate.  

 

A problem faced by OMBR technology is severe salt accumulation in the bioreactor, 

which is attributed to the continuous concentration of influent salts as well as the 

Jv
Js
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reverse diffusion of draw solutes. Salinity build-up in the bioreactor not only 

reduces the water flux but also has a potential inhibition and toxicity effect on the 

microbial communities (Alturki et al., 2012). According to Xiao’s modeling work 

(Xiao et al., 2011), salt accumulation in an OMBR can be controlled by the OMBR 

operating conditions (the hydraulic retention time/sludge retention time ratio) and 

membrane selectivity (salt permeability/water permeability ratio). From a 

membrane optimization point of view, the membrane selectivity was suggested to 

be B/A~0.1πfeed (Xiao et al., 2011). It is noticed that the types of FO membranes 

available currently are still very limited, which cannot offer enough choices for 

optimal OMBR operation yet. Meanwhile, most of the current OMBR studies are 

using the commercial cellulose triacetate FO membranes. This material is 

susceptible to biological degradation. Thus, future research should be focused on 

fabrication of robust membranes to meet the development of OMBR technology. 

 

2.1.2.2 FO desalination 

Due to the freshwater scarcity and booming water demand, seawater and brackish 

water desalination has become an important water source in many countries and 

areas such as Singapore, the Middle East, etc. Among the desalination technologies, 

membrane-based technologies have grown fast since the 1960s and become 

dominant over thermal technology in new desalination plants due to the lower 

energy consumption (2-6 kWh/m
3
) (Subramani et al., 2011). Nevertheless, even 

with the most energy-efficient RO desalination technology, the energy consumption 

due to high pumping pressure still needs to be cut down considering the rising 

energy cost (Subramani et al., 2011). Moreover, water recovery in RO desalination 

is typically 35%-50% (McCutcheon et al., 2005b). Disposal of the concentrated RO 

brine is of concern because regulations on brine discharge have become more 

stringent. Recently, FO desalination has been considered to solve these problems.  

 

In FO based desalination, an osmotic pressure difference instead of hydraulic 

pressure is used as the driving force to concentrate the seawater, whereby it is 

possible to greatly minimize the pumping pressure. Where a high osmotic pressure 

DS is economically available, FO could be a low-energy desalination technology. 
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Fouling and scaling are also supposed to be more reversible in FO desalination due 

to the less compact fouling layer formed (Mi and Elimelech, 2010b; a). Early FO 

desalination studies can be traced back to the 1970s when the FO extractor was 

proposed to produce drinking water from seawater (Kessler and Moody, 1976; 

Moody and Kessler, 1976). It has undergone rapid development recently owing to 

the progress in draw agents and process design. For example, an FO desalination 

system using ammonium bicarbonate as the draw solute is shown in Figure 2-3. The 

diluted draw solution after the FO unit will be heated to decompose the draw solute 

and to produce fresh water. Then the released ammonia and carbon dioxide can be 

reused to regenerate the draw solution (McCutcheon et al., 2005a; McCutcheon et 

al., 2005b; McCutcheon et al., 2006; Patel-Predd, 2006; McGinnis and Elimelech, 

2007; Low, 2009). A pilot plant based on this approach has been built by Oasys 

Water recently (Elimelech, 2007). Other hybrid FO desalination processes, e.g., 

FO/RO (Bamaga et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2009; Bamaga et al., 2011), FO/MD 

(Martinetti et al., 2009), FO/NF (Tan and Ng, 2010; Zhao et al., 2012a) and FO/UF 

(Ling and Chung, 2011a) were reported as well. To promote the economic 

feasibility, regeneration-free FO based desalination techniques were also proposed, 

such as controlled dilution of a seawater feed by impaired water to reduce the 

energy consumption in RO desalination, controlled dilution of high-salinity RO 

brine before discharge, and osmotic backwashing, etc. (Hoover et al., 2011; 

Phuntsho et al., 2011; Yangali-Quintanilla et al., 2011; Phuntsho et al., 2012a; 

Phuntsho et al., 2012b).  

 

 

Figure 2-3 Schematic of an FO desalination system (reproduced from Ref. 

(McCutcheon et al., 2005b) with copyright permission). 
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Further development of FO desalination technology calls for more breakthroughs in 

membrane materials. First of all, a salt rejection as high as that of seawater RO 

membranes will be a crucial criterion, considering the high concentration feed and 

draw solutions. In addition, the high salinity on the feed side will greatly reduce the 

osmotic driving force. Optimization of the membranes for higher water flux is 

necessary for economic practicability.  

 

2.1.2.3 Water purification 

FO based water purification is one of the relatively established fields among the FO 

applications for which commercialized products have been available in the market. 

Similar to RO membranes, FO membranes have high rejection to particles and 

solutes. Thus with suitable draw agents, high quality water can be produced. The 

operating condition with low or even zero hydraulic pressure also makes the system 

design relatively simple and flexible. In small scale, direct purification from 

contaminated water sources can be performed by FO devices when potable water is 

lacking. For example, HTI has commercialized several portable FO filtration units 

(e.g., SeaPack, HydroPack, Expedition, LifePack, Hydrowell and X-Pack, see 

www.htiwater.com). These products are basically FO membrane pouches that 

contain a sport drink syrup or powder. By dipping the FO unit in water sources, 

water diffuses into the pouch and generates a clean energy drink (Cohen, 2004; 

Gourley, 2006; Bolto et al., 2007). Impurities like particles, colloids, bacteria, 

viruses will be effectively removed without hydraulic pressure or chemical addition. 

Purification of other contaminated water sources via FO has been studied as well, 

e.g., wastewater reuse in space missions (Cath et al., 2005a; Cath et al., 2005b; 

Cartinella et al., 2006; Gormly et al., 2009), water recovery from sewage 

concentration (Lutchmiah et al., 2011), potable water extraction from brackish 

water (Wallace et al., 2008), etc. In industry, an oilfield wastewater reclamation 

system (named Green Machine) for reclaiming drilling wastewater from gas 

exploration operations for hydraulic fracturing has been designed by HTI (Schultz, 

2010). More applications including dewatering of toxic landfill leachate, 

concentrating digester waste streams, and other industrial and municipal 

wastewaters are studied by this company as well. Generally speaking, FO 

http://www.htiwater.com/shop/hydration_products.php
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technology is able to recover purified water from a variety of water sources. To 

maintain the consistent water flux and quality in the long run, membranes with high 

chemical and biological stability, as well as high fouling resistance will be 

preferable.  

 

2.1.2.4 Osmotic power generation  

A schematic of osmotic power generation via PRO is shown in Figure 2-4. In this 

process, freshwater and pressurized seawater are synchronously pumped into a 

membrane module where the two streams are separated by a semi-permeable 

membrane. As water permeates into the draw solution, a portion of the diluted 

seawater will be depressurized by a hydroturbine to generate power, while the rest 

of seawater goes to a pressure exchanger to pressurize influent seawater (Achilli 

and Childress, 2010; She et al., 2012b). It is well-known that the osmotic power 

(namely blue energy) exists in a huge amount worldwide. For example, the osmotic 

pressure of seawater is about 25 bar and that of RO brine is about 50 bar. A great 

amount of energy can be harvested by controlled mixing of salt water with 

freshwater, e.g., about 1600 TWh/year of osmotic power could be produced in the 

estuaries globally (Achilli and Childress, 2010).  

 

 

Figure 2-4 Schematic of an osmotic power plant (reproduced from 

www.statkraft.com). 

 

Studies of osmotic energy exploitation were started in the early 1950s when Pattle 
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(Pattle, 1954) proposed a hydroelectric pile, in which electric power was produced 

by mixing freshwater and salt water. More research was conducted from the 1970s 

on (Gregor, 1974; Levenspiel and De Nevers, 1974; Loeb, 1975; Norman, 1975; 

Loeb, 1976; Loeb et al., 1976; Mehta and Loeb, 1978; Mehta and Loeb, 1979; Reali, 

1980; 1981); however, low power density was observed in these early studies and 

hampered the development of osmotic power plants for a few decades. This is 

mainly because efficient PRO membranes were not available at that time (Lee et al., 

1981; Vigo and Uliana, 1986). In 2001, the Norwegian state power company 

Statkraft and research partners developed two types of PRO membranes, i.e., thin 

film composite membranes and asymmetric cellulose acetate membranes (Gerstandt 

et al., 2008), and started a pioneering PRO power plant in 2003 on the Norwegian 

west coast (Aaberg, 2003). Potential power densities of the TFC and asymmetric 

membranes were reported to be 5 W/m
2
 and 1.3 W/m

2
, respectively (Gerstandt et al., 

2008; Skilhagen et al., 2008). Later in 2009, an osmotic power plant was launched 

at Tofte on the Oslo fjord, Norway (Patel, 2010). Other research using optimized 

FO membranes was also reported recently, showing even better results (power 

density >10 W/m
2
) (Chou et al., 2012). Increasing attention has been paid to PRO 

studies from membrane fabrication to system design (Post et al., 2007; Achilli et al., 

2009a; Thorsen and Holt, 2009; Yip and Elimelech, 2011; Chou et al., 2012; Kim 

and Elimelech, 2012; She et al., 2012b), which are supposed to greatly promote the 

practical application of PRO technology. 

 

Nevertheless, most of the PRO membranes currently available were designed to 

have thin and highly porous supports for high osmotic flux. Ideally, the peak power 

density can be reached at P = π/2. However, membrane deformation under such 

a high pressure may occur, which would destroy the membrane integrity and reduce 

the flow channels of the feed solution (She et al., 2012b). Therefore, membranes 

with high mechanical strength will be important in PRO applications. 

 

2.2 Internal concentration polarization 

Under ideal FO conditions, the FO membrane is assumed to be completely 

impermeable to solutes; thus, water transports through the membrane under the 
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osmotic pressure difference while all solutes are retained (Moody and Kessler, 

1976). Meanwhile, perfect mixing is provided to maintain identical concentrations 

between the bulk phase and the solution-rejection-layer interface (Moody and 

Kessler, 1976). The corresponding osmotic pressure profile is shown in Figure 2-5. 

Here the membrane works as a mere barrier to reject solutes and there is no 

resistance to mass diffusion on either the FS side or DS side. Therefore, the 

effective osmotic driving force will be π between the bulk FS and DS. The 

osmotic water flux Jv through membrane is proportional to π in the bulk phases, as 

shown in the following equation (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006): 

 

                                                       ( )v draw feedJ A                                            (2-3) 

 

 where A is the water permeability of membrane, πdraw and πfeed are the osmotic 

pressures of the DS and FS, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 Osmotic pressure profile across the membrane in an ideal FO 

process (reproduced from Ref. (Cath et al., 2006) with copyright permission).   

 

In prior FO studies, however, the experimental water flux appeared to be much 

lower than the product of membrane water permeability and osmotic pressure 

difference of the bulk solutions (Equation 2-3) (Lee et al., 1981; McCutcheon et al., 

2005a; Cath et al., 2006; McCutcheon et al., 2006). Moody derived three 

mathematical models for an example of an FO extractor to explain this lower-than-

expected water flux (Moody and Kessler, 1976). It was revealed to be the result of 

concentration polarization and reverse diffusion of the solute.  
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Concentration polarization is a universal problem existing in all membrane 

processes for liquid separation (Sablani et al., 2001). With an applied driving force, 

e.g., a hydraulic pressure for pressure-driven processes or an osmotic pressure 

difference for FO, water permeates through the membrane while the transport of 

solutes is hindered. The retained solutes will accumulate at the membrane surface 

and form a boundary layer (Mulder, 1996). This phenomenon of retained 

components accumulating and permeating components being depleted at the 

membrane surface is referred to as concentration polarization (Strathmann, 1981; 

Mulder, 1996). In the FO process, concentration polarization would exist externally 

on both sides of the membrane if solutes are present in both the FS and DS. The 

accumulation of solutes on the FS side is referred to as concentrative external 

concentration polarization (concentrative ECP) as in pressure-driven processes, 

while the depletion of solutes on the DS side due to water permeation is referred to 

as dilutive external concentration polarization (dilutive ECP) (McCutcheon and 

Elimelech, 2006).  

 

 

Figure 2-6 Osmotic pressure profile across the membrane in the presence of 

ECP (modified from Ref. (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006) with copyright 

permission). 

 

Figure 2-6 illustrates the osmotic pressure profile when ECP occurs. ECP can 

reduce the effective driving force πeff and leads to lower water flux than that 

estimated with π in bulk phase. In pressure-driven processes, the influence of ECP 

on membrane performance has been well studied and modeled by prior studies 

(Strathmann, 1981; Mulder, 1996; Elimelech and Bhattacharjee, 1998; Sablani et al., 
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2001), which may have a similar effect in the FO process. Nevertheless, it is found 

that the influence of ECP on the FO flux is relatively small, which could be 

mitigated by controlling the flux and mass transfer coefficient. Effective measures 

to reduce ECP may include increasing cross-flow velocity, using spacers, vibrations, 

ultrasound, etc. (Lee et al., 1981; Sablani et al., 2001; Cath et al., 2006). 

 

A more severe problem contributing to the low water flux in the FO process is 

internal concentration polarization. In the ideal case, perfect mixing should be 

provided on the membrane surface to homogenize the solutions and to mitigate the 

effect of concentration polarization. Under FO conditions, however, concentration 

polarization also takes place within the membrane as the membrane usually has a 

porous support layer beneath the selective layer for handling strength (McCutcheon 

et al., 2005b). This porous support tends to resist mass diffusion and thus forms a 

concentration polarization layer within it. This phenomenon is observed uniquely in 

osmotically driven membrane processes and is referred to as internal concentration 

polarization (Mehta and Loeb, 1978; Loeb et al., 1997; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 

2006).  

 

In the FO process, the asymmetric semi-permeable membrane can be loaded with 

the active rejection layer either facing the DS (the AL-DS orientation, Figure 2-7(a)) 

or facing the FS (the AL-FS orientation, Figure 2-7(b)). In the AL-DS orientation, 

water permeates from the FS through the membrane rejection layer while the feed 

solutes transport into the porous support due to convection. As the feed solutes are 

retained by the semi-permeable rejection layer, a boundary layer is formed within 

the support. On the other hand, the diffusion of solutes back into the bulk phase will 

be hindered by the support. This phenomenon is referred to as concentrative ICP 

(McCutcheon et al., 2005b; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006). ICP also takes 

place in another orientation. In the AL-FS orientation, water permeates through the 

rejection layer and dilutes the draw solution in the support layer. Draw solutes have 

to diffuse towards the rejection-layer-support interface to restore the osmotic 

driving force; however, this movement will be hindered by the support layer and 

leads to depletion of draw solutes near the rejection-layer-support interface, which 
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is referred to as dilutive ICP (McCutcheon et al., 2005b; McCutcheon and 

Elimelech, 2006). Both concentrative and dilutive ICP may lead to a severe 

reduction in the osmotic pressure difference across the rejection layer (represented 

by a πeff < π as in Figure 2-7). According to Equation 2-3, the water flux should 

increase linearly with the osmotic pressure difference when the ECP is minimized; 

however, many studies showed a non-linear dependence of flux on Δπ, i.e., the 

discrepancy between the experimental and predicted flux tended to increase under a 

higher osmotic driving force (McCutcheon et al., 2005b; Gray et al., 2006; Tang et 

al., 2010; Xu et al., 2010; Chanukya et al., 2012). This is because the influence of 

ICP is enhanced at higher water flux levels. The ICP phenomenon can be 

considered as hindered solute diffusion in the membrane support layer, for which 

the resistance can be represented by a K (or 1/Km) value in modeling studies (Lee et 

al., 1981; Loeb et al., 1997; Loeb, 2002; Gray et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2010). 

 

       

(a)                                                         (b) 

Figure 2-7 Osmotic pressure profiles across an FO membrane in the (a) AL-DS 

and (b) AL-FS orientations (reproduced from Ref. (Cath et al., 2006) with 

copyright permission). 

 

As the FO membranes are usually not ideally impermeable to solutes, the water flux 

Jv would be accompanied by a solute flux Js (Tang et al., 2010). If identical solutes 

are used in FS and DS, Js will be in the opposite direction to Jv. Leakage of draw 

solutes can enhance the ICP by increasing the FS concentration (in the AL-DS 

orientation) or reducing the DS concentration (in the AL-FS orientation) near the 

rejection layer and thus further reducing πeff. Even when pure water is used as the 
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feed and the AL-DS orientation is adapted, which was expected to have 

insignificant ICP (Gray et al., 2006; Alturki et al., 2012), concentrative ICP still can 

take place due to the reverse diffusion of draw solutes. Therefore, the reverse 

diffusion of draw solutes is considered as one of the most important problems in 

osmotically driven membrane processes. Several studies have been carried out to 

understand the effect of the solute diffusion on the FO performance. Lee (Lee et al., 

1981) first pointed out the enhancement of ICP by solute reverse diffusion. An ICP 

model combining the effect of the solute reverse diffusion on the predicted FO 

water flux was developed by Loeb (Loeb et al., 1997), which is widely adapted in 

many FO studies today. Recently, Tang (Tang et al., 2010) developed a model to 

evaluate the solute flux in FO. 

 

Several fundamental studies on the influence of ICP and ECP have been carried out 

(Loeb et al., 1997; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 

2007; Tan and Ng, 2008; Tang et al., 2010). It is proved that ICP is a major factor 

contributing to the FO flux reduction, especially under conditions of high flux 

and/or high DS concentration (Tang et al., 2010). Moreover, unlike ECP that can be 

mitigated by optimizing external hydraulic conditions, ICP was found to be less 

affected by external shear or turbulence due to the protection of the membrane 

support layer (Lee et al., 1981; Qin et al., 2009). Approaches to characterize ICP 

(e.g., electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (Gao et al., 2012), network modeling 

(Li et al., 2011c), computational fluid dynamics simulations (Gruber et al., 2011), 

etc.) have been proposed. According to prior studies, membrane optimization would 

be an efficient and critical task to reduce ICP. 

 

2.3 Influential factors for FO performance 

There are several factors that play important roles in the FO performance. From the 

process optimization point of view, these factors can be attributed to the FO 

membrane, the draw solution and the operating conditions. In this section, the 

influence of key factors is summarized to find out their relationships with 

membrane properties. Furthermore, this review is to indicate how to enhance FO 

performance by membrane improvement. 
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2.3.1 Membrane properties 

Membranes used in the FO processes typically comprise a semi-permeable rejection 

layer and a porous support layer that has no rejection to solutes. The influence of 

the support layer and rejection layer on FO performance is individually discussed in 

the following. 

 

2.3.1.1 Membrane support layer  

A critical and unique problem in the FO process is the ICP that causes a dramatic 

reduction in the osmotic driving force across the rejection layer as well as the 

obtainable water flux. The influence of the membrane support on ICP has been 

identified in several FO studies. Researchers (McCutcheon et al., 2005b; Garcia-

Castello et al., 2009) conducted a comparison between one commercial FO 

membrane and RO membranes under FO conditions. It was found that notably 

higher water flux was achieved by the FO membrane despite its slightly lower water 

permeability than that of the RO membranes. In microscopic examination of the 

membrane structure, the asymmetric FO membrane showed a small thickness of 

~50 μm. An open reinforcing polyester mesh was embedded within the semi-

permeable cellulose triacetate layer to minimize its contribution to the overall 

thickness. In contrast, the evaluated RO membranes, with either a polyamide-base 

thin film composite structure or cellulose acetate asymmetric structure, had an 

asymmetric polymer layer (~50 μm thick) and were further supported with a thick 

reinforcing fabric (~90 μm thick). This structure was to provide sufficient 

mechanical strength under the high pressure RO conditions. During the FO process, 

however, the thick and dense supports of the RO membranes resisted the solute 

diffusion between the bulk solution and rejection-layer-support interface. As a 

result, severe ICP occurred for the RO membranes and the membranes showed poor 

FO water flux compared to that of the FO membrane. 

 

Modeling of concentration polarization within the membrane support in the FO 

process was first proposed by Lee (Lee et al., 1981). An ICP model was then 

developed by Loeb to predict the FO water flux in the presence of a porous support 

layer (Loeb et al., 1997). It was revealed that the support layer primarily affected 
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ICP by several structural characteristics, i.e., thickness, porosity and tortuosity of 

the support. A parameter Km can be used to measure the mass transfer coefficient in 

the support layer (Tang et al., 2010). 
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                                         (2-4) 

 

where Deff and D are the effective and theoretical solute diffusion coefficients, 

respectively; leff and l are the effective and actual thickness of the support layer, 

respectively; τ is the tortuosity of the support layer;  ε is the porosity of the support 

layer and S is the structural parameter of the membrane support. In some FO studies 

(Lee et al., 1981; Loeb et al., 1997; Gray et al., 2006), a K value was also used to 

represent the resistance of the porous support to solute diffusion, which is equal to 

the reciprocal of Km. 

 

The structural parameter, S, is a critical parameter to assess the ICP propensity of 

FO membranes. The physical meaning of this parameter can be interpreted as the 

thickness of the ICP boundary layer (Tang et al., 2010). It can be seen from 

Equation 2-4 that the mass transfer coefficient of the FO support increases with a 

higher diffusion coefficient of the solute, while it decreases with a larger structural 

parameter. Therefore, FO membranes with a small S value are preferable, which 

means that the concentration at the rejection-layer-support interface can be restored 

more easily by mass diffusion from/toward bulk solution (Yip et al., 2011). It has 

been noticed that the ideal FO support layer shall be thin, highly porous, and have 

minimal tortuosity to reduce the S value (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2007; Tan 

and Ng, 2008; Bui et al., 2011; Tiraferri et al., 2011). In addition, a finger-like pore 

structure of the substrate is likely to have smaller S value than that of the sponge-

like structure but further investigation is still needed (Yip et al., 2010; Widjojo et al., 

2011). The above findings explain the poor FO performance of conventional RO 

membranes. In the RO process, the water flux is mainly governed by the rejection 

layer while the support layer has minor influence on the flux behavior. Thus, the 

support layer is designed to be thick and compact to withstand the high hydraulic 
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pressure. This kind of supports has a large thickness, high tortuosity and low 

porosity. Correspondingly, the RO membranes encounter severe ICP under FO 

conditions due to the inherently large S value (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2007). 

 

Another important property of the FO support layer is its hydrophilicity, in addition 

to the structural parameter. According to McCutcheon (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 

2008), an FO support with poor wetting tended to have vapor or air trapped in the 

pores, which blocked the water pathway and reduced the water continuity (wetted 

porosity (Bui et al., 2011)), thereby enhancing the ICP. Arena (Arena et al., 2011) 

modified two commercial TFC RO membranes by coating hydrophilic 

polydopamine onto the membrane support. A significantly higher FO water flux 

was achieved by the modified membranes. Widjojo (Widjojo et al., 2011) compared 

TFC FO membranes of which the substrates were prepared with different casting 

solutions. It was reported that blending of sulphonated material in the substrate 

could reduce the contact angle of the substrate from 77° to 15-20°, which led to an 

improved FO water flux.  

 

According to the above, it can be summarized that the support layer of an FO 

membrane should have a structural parameter as small as possible. As the 

fabrication technology of FO membranes is still under development at this point, 

more research on the effects of related parameters, i.e., porosity, tortuosity and 

thickness of support layer need to be conducted in the future. Other properties of 

suitable substrates may also include hydrophilicity, sufficient mechanical strength 

and high stability in harsh operating conditions, etc., which should be improved 

during membrane fabrication as well. 

 

2.3.1.2 Membrane rejection layer 

In membrane processes, separation of mixed components in the feed stream is 

achieved as the membranes can transport some components from the feed stream 

more readily than the other components (Mulder, 1996). The primary parameters to 

evaluate the separation efficiency of membranes are their permeability and 

selectivity. Similarly, water flux is one of the key parameters to determine the 
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performance of an FO process. According to Equation 2-3, the FO water flux is 

equal to the product of the membrane water permeability and the osmotic driving 

force. Therefore, increasing the intrinsic water permeability of an FO membrane is 

expected to achieve a better FO water flux. For example, in a comparison study by 

Yip (Yip et al., 2011), membranes prepared with identical support layers but 

different permeabilities showed different FO water fluxes. Increasing the membrane 

water permeability from 1.63 L/(m
2
 h bar) to 4.35 L/(m

2
 h bar) resulted in a higher 

FO water flux. Nevertheless, the FO water flux does not linearly increase with 

membrane water permeability due to ICP. At a high water flux level, dilution of the 

draw solution (AL-FS) or concentration of the feed solution (AL-DS) will be 

enhanced inside the support layer that inhibits the increase of the water flux. 

 

Membrane selectivity is another critical parameter in osmotically driven membrane 

processes. In principle, efficient FO membranes should have high rejection to draw 

solutes in order to maintain a high osmotic driving force across the membrane. In 

the case of low-rejection membranes, the reverse diffusion of draw solutes through 

membrane could significantly reduce the osmotic driving force and further 

exacerbate the concentrative/dilutive ICP, resulting in water flux decline. According 

to prior research, the FO solute flux/water flux ratio is proportional to the 

membrane selectivity (i.e., the salt permeability/water permeability ratio) (Tang et 

al., 2010). Other adverse effects of low membrane selectivity were also reported. 

Diffusion of the draw solute, especially fouling precursors (Mg
2+

, Ca
2+

, etc.), into 

the feed solution may increase the fouling potential on the FS side (Zou et al., 2011; 

She et al., 2012a). In the OMBR, draw solute leakage also contributed to salinity 

build-up in the bioreactor, which would have inhibition or toxicity effects on the 

microbial community and cause deterioration of biological activity (Xiao et al., 

2011; Alturki et al., 2012). Other concerns include contamination of the feed 

product, high cost of draw solution dosing, etc. On the other hand, salt flux from the 

FS to DS will occur as well if different solutes exist in the FS and DS (Hancock and 

Cath, 2009; Hancock et al., 2011; She et al., 2012a). In general, diffusion of feed 

solutes into the draw solution may have a negative effect when downstream 

processes (RO, NF, MD, etc.) are combined to regenerate the draw solution, or the 
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diluted draw solution is a product for further use, but it may have a benefit due to 

mitigation of the salinity build-up in feed, which deserves more investigation. In 

addition, membrane rejection to contaminants, e.g., pharmaceuticals (Jin et al., 

2012a), boron and arsenic (Jin et al., 2011; Jin et al., 2012b) is also of concern as it 

determines the contaminant removal efficiency of the FO process (Jin et al., 2011; 

Jin et al., 2012a; Jin et al., 2012b). 

 

According to above investigation, the rejection layer of FO membranes should have 

a high water permeability and high selectivity (low solute permeability) 

(McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2007). Nevertheless, the membrane water 

permeability and solute permeability are usually interrelated (Geise et al., 2011). 

Membranes with a high affinity to water are likely to have a high affinity to the 

solute as well. The trade-off between water permeability and selectivity has been 

demonstrated in FO membrane fabrication (Saren et al., 2011; Yip et al., 2011; 

Zhang et al., 2011b). In the FO process, although high water permeability tends to 

increase the water flux, a coupled high salt permeability could induce severe salt 

leakage and cut down the water flux. It has been found that the ratio of the reverse 

salt flux/water flux in the FO process is determined by the intrinsic properties of the 

membrane rather than operating condition, although salt flux is proportional to the 

effective draw solution concentration. This ratio, referred to as the specific reverse 

salt flux or reverse flux selectivity in some studies, is proportional to the ratio of the 

solute permeability/water permeability of the membrane (Tang et al., 2010). It can 

be used to evaluate the efficiency of the FO separation process, i.e., the mass of 

draw solute leakage with a unit of water permeate. Since both the water flux and 

salt flux/water flux ratio are important for an FO process, the optimal combination 

between membrane permeability and selectivity should be determined. Thus, it is 

worthwhile to conduct more studies on these competing mechanisms and their 

relationships with operating conditions. 

 

2.3.2 Draw solutes 

In the FO process, draw solutes work as the ―engine‖ to provide the osmotic driving 

force for water flux. Thus, FO performance greatly depends on the properties of the 
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draw solutes. According to the literature, inorganic salts (e.g., NaCl, MgCl2, 

NH4HCO3) are commonly used as draw solutes. Permeation of this kind of 

inorganic draw solute through an FO membrane and their FO performance have 

attracted wide attention (Hancock and Cath, 2009; Achilli et al., 2010; Hancock et 

al., 2011). Recently, new draw solutes with advanced properties were employed in 

FO studies (Chekli et al., 2012). These draw solutes are summarized and compared 

in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1 Summary and comparison of recently reported draw solutes for FO process 

Category Draw solutes Advantages Disadvantages References 

Inorganic 

electrolytes 

NaCl, MgCl2, CaCl2, 

KCl, Na2SO4, MgSO4, 

etc. 

 Commercially available 

at low cost. 

 Natural sources may be 

available, such as 

seawater, brackish water, 

RO brine, etc. 

 

 Relatively high 

solute permeability. 

(Hancock and Cath, 

2009; Achilli et al., 

2010; Hancock et al., 

2011; She et al., 2012a) 

Thermolytic 

solutes 

NH4HCO3, 

(NH4)2CO3, etc. 

 

 Draw solute can be 

effectively separated from 

water by decomposing 

upon moderate heating. 

 Draw solute recovery 

relies on proximity 

of economic heat 

source. 

(McCutcheon et al., 

2005b; McCutcheon et 

al., 2006; McGinnis and 

Elimelech, 2007; 

McGinnis et al., 2007; 

Low, 2009) 

 

Superparamagnetic 

nanoparticles 

(MNPs) 

Magnetic iron oxide 

nanoparticles,  

dextran coated MNPs,  

poly(ethylene glycol) 

diacid-coated MNPs,  

2-Pyrrolidone MNPs,  

triethylene glycol 

MNPs,  

polyacrylic acid 

MNPs, etc. 

 Feasibility to be 

functionalized for good 

solubility and high 

osmotic pressure. 

 Low permeability in 

membrane. 

 Easy recovery of draw 

solute by magnetic field 

or UF with low energy 

consumption. 

 

 Aggregation of 

MNPs. 

 High ICP propensity. 

 Possible 

deterioration of 

magnetic properties 

of MNPs during 

recycle. 

 Trend to adhere on 

supporting fabric. 

(Ling et al., 2010; Bai et 

al., 2011; Ge et al., 2011; 

Kim et al., 2011; Li et 

al., 2011d; Ling and 

Chung, 2011b; a; Liu et 

al., 2011) 
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Category Draw solutes Advantages Disadvantages References 

Organic solutes 

and 

macromolecules 

Fructose, glucose, 

sucrose,  

polyethylene glycol,  

2-Methylimidazole-

based organic 

compounds,  

poly(acrylic acid) 

sodium, etc. 

 Possibility to be 

functionalized for good 

solubility and high 

osmotic pressure. 

 Low solute permeability. 

 Easy recycle by low 

pressure membrane 

process. 

 

 High ICP potential 

due to high viscosity 

and low diffusion 

coefficient. 

 Possibly high cost. 

(Petrotos et al., 1998; 

Yen et al., 2010; Ge et 

al., 2012a; Ge et al., 

2012b; Sarp et al., 2012) 

Hydrogel   Highly concentrated 

hydrophilic groups. 

 Ability to draw large 

volume of water. 

 Properties, e.g., 

hydrophilicity, can transit 

via environmental stimuli 

that release water at low 

energy cost. 

 

 High ICP potential. (Li et al., 2011a; Li et 

al., 2011b) 

Fertilizers   Applicability in FO 

desalination. Diluted 

fertilizer solution can be 

directly used for 

fertigation and thus the 

process is 

reconcentration-free. 

 Concerns on 

irrigation water 

quality, e.g., ionic 

species, nutrient 

concentrations. 

 Fouling potential. 

(Phuntsho et al., 2011; 

Phuntsho et al., 2012a; 

Phuntsho et al., 2012b) 
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The criteria for draw solute selection have been studied by a few researchers 

(McCutcheon et al., 2005b; Achilli et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2012). Achilli (Achilli et 

al., 2010) proposed a protocol to screen efficient draw solutes among a variety of 

inorganic compounds. This protocol included high osmotic pressure, high water 

solubility, and minimal reverse diffusion of the draw solute (small solute 

permeability). Other concerns included technologies for draw solute separation and 

recycle, toxicity, compatibility with membrane material, dosing cost, etc. 

 

The osmotic pressure of the draw solution is a function of the solute molar 

concentration and the number of species dissociated in the solution (Equation 2-1) 

(Mulder, 1996). Therefore, solutes with small molecular weight, high dissociation 

degree and high water solubility would be preferred as they can provide a high 

osmotic driving force. NaCl is such a solute and is widely used in FO studies. 

According to Equation 2-4, the mass transfer coefficient Km increases with the 

diffusion coefficient of the draw solute. As small molecules usually have higher 

diffusion coefficients, they are supposed to diffuse more easily through the 

membrane support (Gray et al., 2006). In contrast, draw solutes containing large 

hydrated ions (e.g., multivalent electrolytes, large molecules) tend to have a lower 

diffusivity and higher viscosity. More severe ICP may occur with this kind of draw 

solutes when the porous support layer is placed against the draw solution (AL-FS) 

(Zhao and Zou, 2011b). Besides, solutes such as magnesium salts and calcium salts 

could act as fouling or scaling precursors (Achilli et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2011; She 

et al., 2012a). A high concentration of these solutes should be avoided when the 

system has a high fouling/scaling propensity. On the other hand, large molecules 

usually have lower permeability through the membrane and thus can minimize the 

reverse diffusion (Achilli et al., 2010). Several advanced draw solutes (e.g., 

macromolecules, superparamagnetic nanoparticles, hydrogels) were studied in view 

of their high retention by membrane. These large-molecule draw solutes seem to be 

advantageous in certain cases; however, a high ICP potential will be a problem to 

be considered. 

 

Due to the aforementioned trade-off relationships, selection of the draw solute is 
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considered to be one of the main challenges in FO technology. A promising solution 

to this problem is membrane optimization. As to the membrane support layer, 

reducing the structural parameter of the membrane support layer can effectively 

increase the mass transfer coefficient (Equation 2-4), thus alleviating the severity of 

the ICP when a large-molecule DS is used. Moreover, an optimal combination of 

membrane separation properties and draw solutes should be designed, e.g., RO-like 

membrane/NaCl DS, NF-like membrane/MgCl2. However, few comprehensive 

studies integrating both FO membrane optimization and draw solute selection are 

found in this literature investigation. 

 

2.3.3 Membrane orientation 

In the FO tests, the asymmetric-structure membranes are orientated with the 

rejection layer facing either the draw solution or the feed solution, where 

concentrative ICP and dilutive ICP will take place, respectively (Section 2.2). Gray 

and McCutcheon (Gray et al., 2006; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006) studied the 

influence of concentrative and dilutive ICP on FO performance. It was revealed that 

membrane orientation played an important role on the FO flux behavior. 

Significantly lower water flux was achieved in the AL-FS orientation than in the 

AL-DS orientation, especially when a low concentration FS (e.g., pure water) was 

used. The influence of dilutive ICP is more severe than concentrative ICP. A similar 

trend has been reported in other FO studies. 

 

Despite the potentially lower degree of ICP, the AL-DS orientation may not be a 

preferred configuration in some FO processes as it is susceptible to fouling. The 

membrane fouling behavior in the AL-DS and AL-FS orientations was compared by 

Tang (Tang et al., 2010). In the AL-DS orientation, foulants in the feed solution can 

easily enter the support and cause pore clogging. A cake layer formed within the 

support reduces the porosity and increases the tortuosity of the membrane support. 

As a result, the mass diffusion resistance of the support layer is drastically increased 

and the concentrative ICP is enhanced. Due to the pore clogging enhanced ICP, a 

more decline of the water flux was observed in the AL-DS orientation (Tang et al., 

2010). In comparison, a more stable water flux was observed in the alternative AL-
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FS orientation due to less fouling. A visual examination of these phenomena by 

direct microscopic observation has been reported by Wang (Wang et al., 2010c). 

Additionally, it was found that a lower rejection to contaminants in the feed solution 

was exhibited in the AL-DS orientation due to contaminant build-up near the 

rejection-layer-support interface (Jin et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2012b). Interestingly, a 

fouling layer (e.g., alginate) forming on the rejection layer in the AL-FS orientation 

would possibly enhance the rejection to contaminants (Jin et al., 2012b). 

 

To solve the dilemma of either the high fouling potential in the AL-DS orientation 

or the severe dilutive ICP in the AL-FS orientation, an innovative FO membrane 

with a rejection layer on both surfaces would be an ideal design. Tang (Tang et al., 

2011) published a modeling paper to predict the performance of such double-

skinned FO membranes. In contrast to conventional single-skinned membranes, 

double-skinned FO membranes will have (1) a highly permeable and nonporous 

feed skin to reject foulants without a substantial contribution to the hydraulic 

resistance, and (2) a draw skin with a suitable combination of water permeability 

and solute rejection. According to the modeling results, it was suggested that an 

optimal double-skinned FO membrane should have an RO-like draw skin such as 

that needs for brackish water desalination while a low rejection NF-like feed skin. 

Besides, the support layer should have a mass transfer coefficient as high as 

possible to reduce ICP. 

 

2.4 Synthesis of FO membranes 

2.4.1 Commercial membranes for FO study 

In early FO research, conventional semi-permeable membranes such as commercial 

RO membranes were studied due to their high permeability and selectivity in 

pressure-driven process; however, very low water flux was achieved as a result of 

severe ICP (Lee et al., 1981). These RO membranes typically comprised a thick and 

robust porous layer that has dense sponge-like pore structure. This support layer of 

RO membranes hinders solute diffusion between the bulk solution and the rejection-

layer-support interface, reducing πeff across the rejection layer and leading to low 

FO water flux (McCutcheon et al., 2005b). In some studies (McCutcheon and 
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Elimelech, 2008; Tang and Ng, 2008), the low FO water flux was also attributed to 

hydrophobicity of the support layer since insufficient wetting could disrupt the 

water continuity and enhance ICP. Arena (Arena et al., 2011) modified the 

hydrophilicity of two TFC RO membranes (Dow Water & Process Solutions BW30 

and SW30-XLE) by coating the support layer with hydrophilic polydopamine. An 

improved FO water flux was achieved by the modified membranes but was still not 

high enough (e.g., Jv < 25 L/(m
2
 h) with 1.5 M NaCl DS in the AL-DS orientation) 

in view of their high water permeability. It was demonstrated that conventional RO 

membranes are not suitable for osmotically driven membrane processes.  

 

Lack of effective FO membranes has been a bottleneck in FO technology for a few 

decades until commercial FO membranes were developed. Up to date, the only 

widely available commercial FO membranes are produced by HTI (Herron, 2005). 

Another two companies, Catalyx Inc. (Anaheim, CA) (2009c; 2009a; 2009b) and 

Oasys Water (Cambridge, MA) (2010; Pearce, 2010-2011), also announced the 

startup of FO membrane manufacture but commercial products are not widely 

available yet. According to newsletters (2010), the Oasys membranes were 

developed based on a thin film composite FO membrane, of which the lab-scale 

research has been published by Yip (Yip et al., 2010). 

 

The FO membranes produced by HTI are cellulose triacetate (CTA) based integral 

asymmetric membranes. There are two embodiments of the HTI membranes, 

involving a thin mesh embedded within a CTA rejection layer (Figure 2-8(a)) or a 

loose non-woven fabric attached on the back of the CTA layer (Figure 2-8(b)) 

(Herron, 2005). To prepare these membranes, casting solution is applied onto the 

surface of a rotating drum to form a casting solution layer, followed by pulling an 

open woven mesh or a non-woven fabric on the drum surface so that the fabric is 

attached to the casting solution layer. The resulting membrane is immersed into a 

coagulant bath and forms an asymmetric FO membrane (Herron, 2005). The HTI 

FO membranes have been used in many osmosis-related research (Cath et al., 2005b; 

McCutcheon et al., 2005b; Cartinella et al., 2006; Gray et al., 2006; McCutcheon 

and Elimelech, 2006; McCutcheon et al., 2006; Ng et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009a; 
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Achilli et al., 2009b; Hancock and Cath, 2009; Mi and Elimelech, 2010a; Tang et 

al., 2010; Hancock et al., 2011; Zhao and Zou, 2011a; Boo et al., 2012; Chanukya et 

al., 2012; Li et al., 2012) as well as in industry (Cohen, 2004; Gourley, 2006; 

Hutchings et al., 2010; Schultz, 2010). Unlike commercial RO membranes, the 

structures of the HTI FO membranes have been optimized to have a high porosity in 

the support layer (both the cellulose triacetate layer and the reinforcing fabric), as 

well as a small overall thickness (Tang et al., 2010). These properties can 

significantly reduce the structural parameter of the support layer and thus minimize 

the effect of ICP. Thereby, substantially higher FO water flux can be obtained by 

the HTI FO membranes compared to that of the RO membranes (McCutcheon et al., 

2005b; Ng et al., 2006; Tang and Ng, 2008; Garcia-Castello et al., 2009). Improved 

fouling resistance was also observed for the HTI membranes, probably owing to 

their smooth hydrophilic surface (Lay et al., 2010; Mi and Elimelech, 2010b). 

Nevertheless, the water permeability and salt rejection of these membranes still 

need to be enhanced. From a material point of view, cellulose triacetate membranes 

are susceptible to chemical, biological and thermal degradation, which may limit 

their applications under harsh conditions.  

 

      

(a)                                                             (b) 

Figure 2-8 Cross-sectional SEM images of commercial cellulose triacetate FO 

membranes (HTI, Albany, OR) with (a) embedded mesh (Tang et al., 2010) 

and (b) non-woven fabric (Wang et al., 2010b). Figures are reproduced from 

references with copyright permission. 

 

2.4.2 Promising technologies for FO membrane fabrication 

Presently, fabrication of FO membranes is still under development; consequently 
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commercial membranes are quite limited in types and materials. There is a 

significant gap between the demand and supply of high performance FO 

membranes. To meet the development of FO technology, a few studies have been 

carried out to fabricate membranes with improved FO performance. In this section, 

promising technologies of FO membrane fabrication are reviewed to gain insight 

for this study. 

 

2.4.2.1 Integral asymmetric FO membranes  

The development of integral asymmetric membranes by phase inversion was an 

important milestone in the field of membrane fabrication (Strathmann and Kock, 

1977; Lonsdale, 1987). High performance polymeric membranes with various 

materials and separation properties (from MF to RO) as well as substrates for 

composite membranes have been prepared via this method since its invention.  

Phase inversion is a process whereby a polymer is transformed from a liquid state to 

a solid state in a controlled manner (Mulder, 1996). In this method, water-insoluble 

polymers (cellulose triacetate, polysulfone, polyacrylonitrile (PAN), etc.) are 

dissolved in a suitable solvent system to prepare a casting solution. The resulting 

dope is cast onto a support (e.g., glass plate, fabric, etc.) to form a liquid film (for 

flat-sheet membranes) or dispensed through a spinneret (for hollow fiber 

membranes); and liquid-liquid demixing is induced whereby the polymer solution 

separates into two phases. The polymer-rich phase solidifies and becomes the solid 

matrix, while the polymer-lean phase becomes the membrane pores (Strathmann 

and Kock, 1977). Phase separation can be induced by several mechanisms, e.g., 

non-solvent induced phase separation, solvent evaporation induced phase separation, 

vapor induced phase separation and thermally induced phase separation, etc. 

(Mulder, 1996; Van De Witte et al., 1996; Ulbricht, 2006). A large number of 

commercial membranes are prepared via non-solvent induced phase separation 

(Mulder, 1996). In this method, the polymer solution film is immersed into a 

coagulant bath that contains nonsolvent such as water or a mixture of solvent and 

water. Due to the exchange between solvent and nonsolvent, the polymer 

precipitates and becomes a membrane with a porous structure. The membranes 

prepared by phase inversion usually have an anisotropic structure comprising a thin 
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and dense skin on one surface or both surfaces, while the rest of the membrane is a 

porous matrix that serves as the support. The morphologies and pore structure of the 

membranes can be tuned by controlling the phase transition stage. 

 

Integral asymmetric FO membranes prepared by phase inversion have been reported 

in a few studies. These membranes were typically prepared by a one-step process. 

The semi-permeable skin layer and porous support layer had identical chemical 

composition. Due to the limitations of the phase inversion method, the asymmetric 

membranes are typically prepared using linear and soluble polymers (Petersen, 

1993). In particularly, cellulose esters are widely used among the reported 

asymmetric FO membranes (Su et al., 2010a; Su et al., 2010b; Zhang et al., 2010; 

Sairam et al., 2011; Su and Chung, 2011; Zhang et al., 2011b; Ong and Chung, 

2012; Zhang et al., 2012c). Examples of these cellulose ester FO membranes are 

shown in Figure 2-9 (a) and (b). Several studies have been carried out to understand 

the formation and optimization of cellulose ester FO membranes. Su (Su et al., 

2010b; Su and Chung, 2011) studied the effects of thermal annealing and bore fluid 

composition on the cellulose acetate (CA) hollow fiber microstructure and 

performance. Zhang (Zhang et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011b) studied the 

fundamentals of flat-sheet cellulose ester membrane formation via phase inversion 

by systematically changing the preparation conditions such as the casting substrates 

(Teflon and glass), non-solvent composition, annealing, etc. Ong (Ong and Chung, 

2012) studied the influence of the solvent system on the CTA membrane pore 

structure and separation properties. Sairam (Sairam et al., 2011) studied fabrication 

of CA membranes with reinforcing nylon woven fabric. Other investigations on 

water and salt transport of cellulose ester polymers, as well as the correlation with 

hydrated free volume were carried out as well (Zhang et al., 2012c).  
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 (a)                                                            (b) 

      

(c)                                                            (d) 

Figure 2-9 Cross-sectional images of integral asymmetric FO membranes. (a) 

CA hollow fiber (Su et al., 2010a). (b) Flat-sheet CTA membrane (Ong and 

Chung, 2012). (c) PBI hollow fiber (Wang et al., 2007). (d) Flat-sheet 

polyethersulfone (PES) membrane with a polyester fabric (Yu et al., 2011). 

Figures are reproduced from references with copyright permission. 

 

A disadvantage of the cellulose ester membranes is their low resistance to biological, 

chemical and thermal degradation. Thus, operation with these membranes should be 

at ambient temperature within a pH range of 4-6.5 (Mulder, 1996). Their 

applications in bioprocesses such as the OMBR are limited as well. Therefore, 

attention was also paid to asymmetric membranes using high stability polymeric 

materials. Wang (Wang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011) reported 

polybenzimidazole (PBI) FO membranes with NF-like separation properties 

developed via phase inversion (Figure 2-9(c)). PBI is a class of heterocyclic 

polymers with high chemical and thermal stability. Nevertheless, the reported PBI 
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hollow fibers showed relatively low FO water flux (e.g., 36.5 L/(m
2
 h) using 5 M 

MgCl2 DS and pure water feed in the AL-DS orientation), probably due to the dense 

support structure. Yu (Yu et al., 2011) reported asymmetric polyethersulfone (PES) 

FO membranes with a polyester non-woven fabric. The polymer layer showed a 

dense top layer and a sublayer with finger-like pores (Figure 2-9(d)). A higher water 

flux of around 35 L/(m
2
 h) was achieved by the membrane using 3 M NaCl DS and 

pure water feed.  

 

Generally, preparation of integral asymmetric FO membranes is relatively simpler 

than other methods, which is beneficial to reduce the production cost. In some cases, 

post-treatments such as annealing (Su et al., 2010b) or crosslinking (Wang et al., 

2009) may be performed to modify the membrane permeability. Nevertheless, there 

are several limitations of the asymmetric FO membranes. Firstly, only a few of the 

polymers used in phase inversion have a suitable combination of water permeability 

and salt rejection, such as cellulose acetate and cellulose triacetate (Petersen, 1993). 

Secondly, the support layer and rejection layer of the asymmetric membranes 

cannot be individually optimized during the one-step fabrication approach. 

Therefore, it will be challenging for asymmetric FO membranes to achieve a high 

water flux while maintaining high salt rejection (especially for NaCl) under FO 

conditions. 

 

2.4.2.2 Thin film composite FO membranes 

A TFC membrane typically comprises an ultrathin active layer that determines the 

membrane permeability and selectivity, supported by a porous substrate (e.g., a UF-

like membrane) for mechanical strength. In contrast to asymmetric membranes 

prepared via a one-step phase inversion method, the two layers of TFC membranes 

are prepared by two successive steps using different materials (Petersen, 1993). For 

example, the porous substrate can be prepared by phase inversion. Then a 

polyamide rejection layer can be formed on top of the substrate by an interfacial 

polymerization reaction between a polyamine (e.g., m-phenylenediamine (MPD), p-

phenylenediamine (PPDA), and piperazine) and a polyfunctional acyl chloride (e.g., 

trimesoyl chloride (TMC)). The fabrication of TFC membranes expands the choice 
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of materials and preparation methods to customize membrane properties. Thus, TFC 

membranes are widely used in RO and NF today and exhibit superior water 

permeability and salt rejection.  

 

As FO membranes have similar separation mechanisms as RO membranes, it would 

be of great value to adapt the TFC structure to FO membrane fabrication. An early 

attempt by Wang et al. (Chou et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010b; Shi et al., 2011) 

reported TFC FO hollow fibers that consisted of a PES hollow fiber substrate and a 

polyamide rejection layer. The resulting FO hollow fibers showed decent water 

permeability as well as high NaCl rejection. Meanwhile, the substrate was 

optimized to be highly porous with long needle-like pores penetrating through the 

cross-section (Figure2-10(a)), which was beneficial to reduce pore tortuosity and to 

increase porosity. The correspondingly small structural parameter greatly reduced 

the ICP propensity of the membrane. Due to the optimized rejection layer and 

support properties, these hollow fibers showed a high FO water flux and a small salt 

flux/water flux ratio. Flat-sheet TFC FO membranes were reported in the literature 

as well. Yip and Tiraferri (Yip et al., 2010; Tiraferri et al., 2011; Yip et al., 2011) 

reported TFC FO membranes consisting of a polyamide rejection layer and a 

polysulfone substrate, which were reinforced by a loose and thin non-woven fabric 

(Figure 2-10(b)). The membranes showed good resistance to ammonium 

bicarbonate and a much higher FO water flux than a commercial FO membrane. 

 

Owing to the flexibility in TFC membrane preparation, more advanced TFC FO 

membranes, in terms of rejection layer modification and innovative substrate 

materials, have been reported recently. For example, Ma (Ma et al., 2012) reported 

mixed matrix TFC FO membranes which had NaY zeolite nanoparticles embedded 

in the polyamide rejection layer. The zeolite nanoparticles were super-hydrophilic, 

with sub-nanometer pores acting as flow paths for only water while solutes such as 

hydrated sodium ions were rejected due to a size sieving effect. With an optimal 

zeolite dosage, the membrane water permeability could be increased by about 80%. 

Correspondingly, a much higher FO water flux was exhibited by the zeolite-

polyamide thin film nanocomposite (TFN) membranes, in both the AL-DS and AL-
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FS orientations. Other advanced development for high-performance TFC FO 

membranes also include TFN membranes with carbon nanotubes (Jia et al., 2010), 

biomimetic membranes with aquaporin (Wang et al., 2012a), etc. In terms of the FO 

substrates, modification on the hydrophilicity of the support layer was carried out 

by Wang (Wang et al., 2012b) and Widjojo (Widjojo et al., 2011) by blending 

sulphonated polymers. Advanced substrates such as electrospun polymeric 

nanofibers were also incorporated into TFC FO membranes (Bui et al., 2011; Song 

et al., 2011). The structure of the nanofiber matrix showed a high porosity and good 

pore interconnectivity (Figure 2-10(c)), which are advantageous to minimize the 

ICP potential of membranes.  

 

     

 (a)                                                            (b) 

 

 (c) 

Figure 2-10 Cross-sectional images of TFC FO membranes. (a) FO hollow fiber 

substrate (Wang et al., 2010b). (b) Flat-sheet TFC FO membrane (Yip et al., 

2010). (c) Electrospun nanofiber supported TFC FO membrane (Bui et al., 

2011). Figures are adapted from references with copyright permission. 
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According to a prior comparison study between the asymmetric FO membranes and 

TFC FO membranes (Jin et al., 2012a), superior FO performance in terms of water 

permeability, contaminant rejection and pH stability was exhibited by the TFC FO 

membranes. A common characteristic of the TFC FO membranes as well as other 

composite membranes is that they can have different chemical compositions for the 

rejection layer and substrate. Thus, the preparation methods are very flexible. This 

is a very important advantage over asymmetric membranes for FO membrane 

fabrication. More specifically, the support layer can be first tailored for minimal 

ICP propensity, and then the physical and chemical properties of the membrane skin 

layer, e.g., intrinsic separation properties, surface morphologies and hydrophilicity, 

can be customized for specific applications.  

 

Knowledge of TFC FO membrane optimization is still lacking currently. According 

to the studies in pressure-driven membranes, properties of TFC membranes are 

tunable via adjusting the synthesis conditions such as monomer concentrations 

(Khare et al., 2003; 2004; Roh et al., 2006), reactive monomer structure (Roh et al., 

1998; Veríssimo et al., 2006), reaction and post-treatment conditions (Prakash Rao 

et al., 1997), substrates (Kosaraju and Sirkar, 2008), etc. The kinetics of interfacial 

polymerization reaction was investigated in prior research (Chai and Krantz, 1994; 

Khare et al., 2003; 2004) using a pendant drop mechanical analysis (PDMA) 

approach. During the reaction, a solid polyamide film is formed at the interface 

between the aqueous solution and an immiscible organic solution. Due to the low 

partition coefficient of acyl chloride (e.g. TMC) in water, interfacial polymerization 

usually occurs on the organic side. A crosslinked polyamide network is formed as a 

result of the trifunctional nature of TMC. Meanwhile, a portion of the reacting 

trifunctional groups of TMC will form unconnected segments and result in dangling 

end and branches. As TMC concentration increases, a maximum degree of 

crosslinking will be reached while the degree of branching increasing 

monotonically. It is also reported that a maximum crosslinking density can be 

obtained with a particular combination of the diamine and acyl chloride 

concentrations. The above PDMA studies have important implications for the TFC 

FO membrane synthesis. By varying the monomer concentrations, TFC membranes 
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with different crosslinking density and permeability can be achieved. It will be 

interesting to investigate the influence of these factors on FO performance, 

considering the significantly different mass transport mechanisms in osmotically 

driven membrane processes and pressure-driven membrane processes. 

 

2.4.2.3 Layer-by-layer assembly FO membranes 

Layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly is an approach to form multilayer films on a 

substrate by depositing different charged species, in a sequence of alternating 

charge or other complementary interactions (Decher, 1997; Hammond, 2011) 

(Figure 2-11). So far, LBL assembly has been employed in the fabrication of high 

permeability NF and pervaporation membranes. FO membrane preparation via LBL 

were also reported recently (Qiu et al., 2011b; Saren et al., 2011; Qi et al., 2012a; 

Qi et al., 2012b). To prepare the LBL FO membranes, substrates with charged 

functional groups on the surface are required. In the studies carried out by Qi and 

Qiu (Qiu et al., 2011b; Saren et al., 2011; Qi et al., 2012a; Qi et al., 2012b), 

polyacrylonitrile substrates with weak negative charge were first partially 

hydrolyzed in NaOH solution to enhance the surface charge as well as 

hydrophilicity. The resulting negatively charged substrates were alternatively 

soaked in poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) polycation solution and 

poly(sodium 4-styrene-sulfonate) (PSS) polyanion solution. Thereby, multiple 

PAH/PSS polyelectrolyte layers were formed on the PAN substrates. The water 

permeability and selectivity of the resulting membranes can be adjusted by 

changing the number of polyelectrolyte layers. Generally, increasing the 

polyelectrolyte layers improves the membrane selectivity but reduces the water 

permeability. With an optimal number of layers, membranes can have a high FO 

water flux and selectivity. Crosslinking with glutaraldehyde solution was used in 

Qiu’s study (Qiu et al., 2011a) to enhance the membrane stability under high ionic 

strength conditions. The LBL FO membranes mostly had NF-like separation 

properties, which could be potentially used in applications involving multivalent 

ions or large molecules. 
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Figure 2-11 Schematic of a layer-by-layer assembly membrane using sodium 

salt of poly(styrene sulfonate) (polyanion) and poly(allylamine hydrochloride) 

(polycation) (reproduced from Ref. (Decher, 1997) with copyright permission).  

 

The major advantages of LBL membranes are their high water permeability and a 

rejection layer where architecture can be easily controlled by the deposition route of 

polyelectrolyte layer. The substrate structures of these membranes can also be 

tailored for FO applications as can be done for other composite FO membranes. 

These advantages make it very promising to fabricate high-flux double-skinned FO 

membranes by the LBL method. To date only a handful of double-skinned FO 

membranes have been developed. In early studies, cellulose acetate double-skinned 

flat-sheet and hollow fiber membranes prepared by the phase inversion method 

were reported (Wang et al., 2010a; Su et al., 2012). However, these membranes 

generally showed low water permeability (< 1.0 L/(m
2
 h bar)) and thus low FO 

water flux. The sponge-like support layer may also contribute to their low FO 

performance due to a high mass diffusion resistance. Recently, double-skinned 

crosslinked LBL FO membranes were reported (Qi et al., 2012b). These membranes 

showed improved anti-fouling performance relative to single-skinned membranes, 

without a significant compromise in the FO water flux. Nevertheless, these double-

skinned membranes had NF-like separation properties on both surfaces that limited 

the NaCl based applications. Future work has yet to be done to increase the NaCl 

rejection of the draw skin, possibly by increasing the polyelectrolyte layers. 
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2.4.2.4 Chemically modified FO membranes  

In membrane fabrication, chemical modification can introduce functional groups 

into the membrane and effectively change its intrinsic properties (Mulder, 1996). 

FO membranes prepared by chemically modifying porous membranes have been 

developed recently, mostly to formed a charged rejection layer with NF-like 

separation properties on the porous substrates. Setiawan and Qiu et al. (Qiu et al., 

2011b; Setiawan et al., 2011) described a method to prepare positively charged NF-

like FO hollow fibers and flat-sheet membranes via chemical modification. In this 

method, phase inversion formed UF-like poly(amide-imide) (PAI, Torlon
®

) 

membranes were subjected to polyethyleneimine (PEI) soaking. The imide groups 

in the PAI reacted with the amine-functionalized PEI and formed a positively 

charged NF-like diamine layer on the membrane surface (Figure 2-12). A 

disadvantage of the positively charged membrane is potential fouling by negatively 

charged foulants. Less positively charged NF-like hollow fibers were studied by 

Setiawan (Setiawan et al., 2012b) as well by deposition of a negatively charged PSS 

layer on the PEI-crosslinked PAI hollow fibers. The rejection layer was then 

crosslinked with glutaraldehyde. Compared to the positively charged membranes, 

the modified membranes showed improved fouling resistance to bovine serum 

albumin (BSA).  

 

 

Figure 2-12 Reaction scheme between PAI and PEI (reproduced from Ref. 

(Setiawan et al., 2011) with copyright permission). 
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Similar to other types of composite membranes, the chemically modified FO 

membranes allow relatively independent optimization of the support structure and 

rejection layer. Moreover, membrane preparation via chemical modification is 

simple and thus it is possible to combine with other methods to produce a double-

skinned FO membrane. Fang (Fang et al., 2012) reported a method to form a 

secondary rejection layer on a single-skinned FO hollow fiber via chemical 

modification. In the Fang’s study, a RO-like rejection layer was synthesized by 

interfacial polymerization on the lumen surface of PAI hollow fiber substrates. 

Then the outer surface of the hollow fibers was cross-linked with PEI to form a 

positively charged NF-like rejection layer. This would be a promising protocol for 

future double-skinned FO membrane design. 

 

2.4.2.5 Dual-layer FO membranes 

FO membranes with a dual-layer structure have been reported in several studies 

(Yang et al., 2009a; b; Setiawan et al., 2012a). Yang (Yang et al., 2009a; b) 

reported NF-like dual-layer FO hollow fibers consisting of a sponge-like PES 

supporting inner layer and a semi-permeable PBI outer layer (Figure 2-13(a)). 

However, the membranes showed relatively low water permeability, probably due 

to the dense pore structure of the support layer. Recently, Setiawan (Setiawan et al., 

2012c) reported dual-layer FO hollow fibers (Figure 2-13(b)), which had a PES 

inner support layer with an elongated finger-like pore structure and a crosslinked 

PAI outer rejection layer. The membranes prepared by this modified method 

showed much better FO performance. The effects of spinning conditions on the 

membrane morphology were also investigated (Setiawan et al., 2012a). 
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(a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 2-13 Cross-sectional images of dual-layer FO membranes. (a) Dual-

layer PBI-PES/PVP FO hollow fiber (Yang et al., 2009b). (b) Dual-layer 

PES/PAI FO hollow fiber (Setiawan et al., 2012c). Figures are reproduced 

from references with copyright permission. 

 

In contrast to other investigated composite membranes, the dual-layer membranes 

can be fabricated in a single step that reduces the cost of production. Yet unlike the 

conventional integral asymmetric membranes, high-performance or functional 

membrane materials can be used for the rejection layer of dual-layer membranes, 

while low-cost materials can be used for the support layer. However, the dual-layer 

FO membranes reported so far were typically fabricated via coextrusion, and thus 

will be challenging to be adapted in other configurations such as flat-sheet 

membranes. 

 

2.5 Summary  

A comprehensive literature review is presented in this chapter to look into the 

fundamentals, opportunities and challenges of FO technology, as well as the 

importance and status of FO membrane fabrication. By utilizing the osmotic 

pressure difference instead of hydraulic pressure as the driving force, FO 

technology can achieve comparable separation efficiency to that of conventional 

pressure-driven membrane processes (e.g., NF and RO) with potentially lower 

energy consumption and less environmental impact. The mild operating conditions 

of FO are also beneficial for better preservation of the processing components. Due 

to these advantages, more FO research has been conducted over the last ten years, to 
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employ this technology in osmotic membrane bioreactors, desalination, water 

purification, osmotic power generation, water recovery, liquid food processing, and 

microbial fuel cells, etc.  

 

Although FO is an advantageous technology, most of the research activities are still 

at the bench-scale due to the limited FO water flux achieved, which is mainly due to 

the ICP phenomenon. According to the literature, several factors are revealed to 

contribute to ICP and constrain the FO performance, including the membrane 

characteristics, draw solution properties and operating conditions. Moreover, the 

influence of the draw solution and operating conditions is correlated with the 

membrane properties. Thus, efficient membranes are of critical importance for 

exploitation of FO technology.  

 

Attempts to use conventional semi-permeable membranes, such as RO membranes, 

have failed in FO applications, due to their severe ICP propensity and 

correspondingly low FO water flux. Emerging studies on the FO membrane 

fabrication have been reported recently. The reported membranes had various 

separation properties (e.g., NF-like and RO-like), structures (e.g., integral 

asymmetric, thin film composite and dual-layer) and chemistry (e.g., cellulose 

esters, polyamide based and polyelectrolyte layer-by-layer assembly). Most of these 

membranes showed improved FO performance compared to the RO membranes. It 

is suggested by this prior work that high-performance FO membranes should have a 

small structural parameter, high water permeability, high solute rejection, as well as 

membrane stability and mechanical strength for practical use. In comparison, 

composite membranes appear to be superior over integral asymmetric membranes 

under FO conditions, as the former can be easier optimized in terms of the structural 

parameter, permeability, chemistry, etc. In particular, TFC FO membranes are very 

promising among the composite FO membranes in view of their superior water 

permeability, salt rejection, membrane stability and low production cost. On the 

other hand, the main challenges in FO membrane fabrication are the complicated 

trade-off between the membrane properties and the fact that these parameters tend 

to affect the FO performance non-linearly. Yet there is a relatively poor 
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understanding of their competing effects, especially with respect to different 

operating conditions. As increasing attention is paid to FO technology, the demand 

for high-performance FO membranes for various applications has become a 

pressing issue. Therefore, not only the fabrication technology but also systematic 

knowledge concerning the influence of membrane properties on FO performance as 

well as the criteria for membrane optimization will be necessary in future research. 
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Chapter 3 

Materials and methodology 

 

3.1 Chemicals and materials 

3.1.1 Chemicals 

Unless otherwise specified, all chemicals were of analytical grade and were used as 

received. Ultrapure water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm was obtained from a 

Milli-Q water system (Millipore Singapore Pte. Ltd.), and was used throughout this 

study unless specified otherwise.  

 

Polysulfone (molecular weight 75,000-81,000 Da, Solvay Advanced Polymers, 

LLC) was used to prepare the substrates of the TFC FO membranes. Polysulfone is 

a widely used material for thin film composite membranes (Petersen, 1993). This 

polymer can be dissolved in suitable organic solvents and processed to form porous 

membranes. The resulting membranes have good chemical resistance as well as 

high mechanical strength even when they are dry. Due to these properties, the UF-

like polysulfone membranes can be used as the substrates for TFC membranes that 

are prepared by interfacial polymerization. N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Merck 

Schuchardt OHG) was used as the solvent for the casting solution. Polyvinyl 

pyrrolidone (PVP, average molecular weight 1,300,000 Da, Alfa Aesar), 

polyethylene glycol (PEG, molecular weight 600 Da, Samchun Pure Chemical Ind. 

Co., Ltd.) and lithium chloride (LiCl, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd.) were 

used as additives in the casting solutions.  

 

Chemicals used to synthesize the rejection layer of the TFC FO membranes 

included m-phenylenediamine (MPD, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), ε-caprolactam (Merck 

Schuchardt OHG), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Scientific Apparatus), piperazine 

(PIP, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), triethylamine (TEA, Alfa Aesar), trimesoyl chloride 

(TMC, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) and n-hexane (Merck KGaA). 

 

Sodium chloride (NaCl, Merck Schuchardt OHG), sodium sulfate (Na2SO4, Merck 
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Schuchardt OHG) and trisodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7, Wako Pure Chemical 

Industries Ltd.) were used to evaluate the membrane intrinsic separation properties 

and FO performance.  

 

Alginic acid sodium salt extracted from brown algae (referred to as alginate, A2158, 

Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) was used as a model foulant in the FO fouling tests. The feed 

solution pH and ionic composition in the fouling tests were adjusted using 

hydrochloric acid (HCl, Merck Schuchardt OHG), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 

Merck Schuchardt OHG) and calcium chloride (CaCl2, Unichem Inc.).   

 

3.1.2 Membrane materials 

Three commercial FO membranes obtained from Hydration Technology 

Innovations (Albany, OR) and one commercial RO membrane obtained from Dow 

FilmTec (Minneapolis, MN) were used for comparison purposes. The HTI FO 

membranes were all based on cellulose triacetate. One of the FO membranes was 

cut from a Hydrowell® module (denoted as CTA-HW). This membrane is formed 

by casting cellulose triacetate onto a polyester woven fabric (Wang et al., 2010c). 

The other two membranes were received as flat-sheet coupons, either supported by 

a polyester woven fabric (denoted as CTA-W) or a non-woven fabric (denoted as 

CTA-NW). The RO membrane BW30 was a TFC polyamide membrane supported 

by a non-woven fabric (Tang et al., 2007c; Tang et al., 2009b). In some experiments, 

the non-woven fabric of the BW30 membrane was manually peeled off with care 

before characterizations (denoted as BW30-o in this study).  

 

3.2 Preparation of flat-sheet TFC FO membranes 

The TFC FO membranes were prepared via a two-step process: (1) a phase 

inversion step to form a porous membrane substrate (Section 3.2.1), and (2) an 

interfacial polymerization step to form the active rejection layer on the substrate 

(Section 3.2.2). The preparation methods are described in this section while recipes 

for different membranes will be provided in corresponding chapters (Chapter 4-6). 
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3.2.1 Preparation of substrate 

To prepare a casting solution for the FO substrates, polymer (e.g., polysulfone) and 

additives (e.g., PVP and PEG, LiCl) were dissolved in NMP and stirred by 

magnetic stirrers at 70 °C until the solution became homogeneous. After cooling to 

room temperature (23 °C), the polymer solution was filtered with a stainless steel 

filter connected to compressed nitrogen gas. The filtered dope was then degassed in 

air-tight bottles for 24 h before use. To prepare a membrane substrate, the casting 

solution was spread onto a clean glass plate to form a uniform film using an 

Elcometer 4340 motorised film applicator (Elcometer Asia Pte. Ltd.). The film was 

then quickly and smoothly immersed with the glass plate into a coagulant bath 

where 23 °C tap water was used as the coagulant to induce phase separation, for  

which a polymer-rich phase forms the membrane structure and a solvent-rich phase 

forms the membrane pores (Strathmann and Kock, 1977). Additives such as PVP, 

PEG, and LiCl were dissolved in the casting solution for some substrates to tailor 

the pore structure of the substrate (the recipes see Chapter 4-6). The solidified 

substrate was moved to a flowing water bath to remove the residual solvent and was 

stored in ultrapure water before use.  

 

3.2.2 Preparation of membrane rejection layer 

The active rejection layer of the TFC FO membrane was prepared by interfacial 

polymerization on the surface of a precast substrate. The preparation was carried 

out at room temperature (23 C) unless otherwise specified. Before interfacial 

polymerization, a substrate was heated in a 70 C water bath for 2 min and then 

quenched in a 23 C water bath. This was to make the substrate pore structure more 

compact and stable. The substrate was then soaked in an aqueous solution of 

diamine (MPD or PIP) for 2 min. After removing the excess diamine solution on the 

substrate surface with compressed nitrogen gas, the substrate was brought into 

contact with an n-hexane solution of TMC for 1 min. A polymerization reaction 

between the two monomers (i.e., diamine and TMC) can take place instantaneously 

at the interface between the aqueous phase and organic phase (n-hexane), forming 

an ultrathin polyamide rejection layer on the surface of the substrate. Additives (e.g., 

SDS, ε-caprolactam and TEA) were added into the diamine solution in some 
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experiments to improve the membrane permeability. The residual TMC solution on 

the membrane was drained and the membrane was thoroughly washed in a flowing 

water bath. The nascent composite membrane was stored in ultrapure water before 

further use. 

 

3.3 Membrane characterization 

3.3.1 Characterization of membrane structure and surface properties 

The surface morphologies and cross-sections of the membranes were observed with 

a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Membrane samples were dried in vacuum at 

room temperature. Samples were then fractured in liquid nitrogen and coated with a 

thin layer of gold using an EMITECH SC7620 sputter coater (Quorum 

Technologies Ltd.). SEM images of the membrane surface and cross-section were 

obtained using a Zeiss EVO 50 Scanning Electron Microscope (Carl Zeiss Pte. Ltd.). 

The thicknesses of the membranes were measured from the SEM cross-section 

images and were further verified by measurement using a micrometer. The surface 

roughness of membranes was examined using atomic force microscopy (AFM, XE-

100, Park Systems). 

 

Membrane contact angles were measured by the sessile drop method, using a 

goniometer (Contact Angle System OCA, DataPhysics Instruments GmbH). The 

membrane samples were vacuum dried at room temperature for 24 h. Small water 

droplets were applied onto a leveled membrane surface and allowed to stabilize 

without vibration. The profiles of the water drops were captured by an optical 

system to determine the contact angles.  

 

Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) 

was used to examine the surface chemistry of the substrate and rejection layer of the 

TFC FO membranes. ATR-FTIR spectra of the substrate and TFC membranes were 

obtained using a Spectrum 2000 FTIR spectrometer (PerkinElmer).  

 

The porosity (ε) of a membrane was determined by gravimetric measurement of the 

wet and dry membrane, according to the following equation (Sukitpaneenit and 
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Chung, 2009; Wang et al., 2010b):  
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                              (3-1) 

 

where mwet and mdry are the wet and dry masses of the membrane samples, 

respectively; ρw and ρm are the densities of the wetting solvent (water in the current 

study) and polymer, respectively. The specific gravity of the polysulfone used in 

this study is 1.24. The mwet was obtained by measuring the wet membrane samples 

after carefully removing the water on the surface. The samples were subsequently 

dried in vacuum oven and then measured the mdry.  

 

3.3.2 Measurement of membrane intrinsic separation properties  

The intrinsic separation properties (water and salt permeability) of the membranes 

were evaluated in a customized cross-flow filtration setup in the RO testing mode 

(i.e., pressurized mode). A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 3-1. The 

membrane was loaded in a plate-frame-mode membrane cell (effective membrane 

area of 42 cm
2
) with the rejection layer facing the feed solution. A diamond-

patterned spacer was placed on the feed side to create turbulence and reduce the 

effect of ECP. The feed solution under constant pressure flowed against the 

membrane; permeate water through the membrane was collected to measure the 

flux and salt rejection. Before sample collection, compaction of membrane was 

conducted until a steady-state permeate flux was reached. In this study, ultrapure 

water was used as the feed to measure the membrane pure water permeability (A 

value) while salt solutions were used as the feed to measure salt rejection (R) of the 

membranes. The system temperature was controlled at 23 °C by a chiller. 
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Figure 3-1 Schematic of the cross-flow RO setup for determining the 

membrane intrinsic separation properties. 

 

The membrane water permeability A was calculated according to: 

  

                                                          vJ
A

p



                                                         (3-2) 

 

where p is the applied pressure and Jv is the permeate water flux.  

 

The membrane salt rejection R was determined based on conductivity 

measurements (Ultra Meter II
TM

 4P, Myron L Company, CA) of the feed and the 

permeate:  
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where Cfeed and Cp are the salt concentrations of the feed and the permeate, 

respectively. The salt permeability B of the membrane was calculated according to 

the following equation: 
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where Jv is the permeate water flux and R is the salt rejection. 
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3.3.3 Evaluation of FO performance  

The FO performance (water flux and salt flux) of each membrane was evaluated 

with a bench-scale cross-flow FO setup. A schematic of the setup is illustrated in 

Figure 3-2. The setup consisted of two loops with feed and draw solution circulated 

on each side of the membrane. The membrane coupon was mounted in a cell with a 

plate-frame configuration. The effective membrane area was 60 cm
2
. Identical 

diamond-patterned spacers were placed on both sides of the membrane to minimize 

the ECP. A co-current flow pattern was used to reduce strain on the membrane. A 

cross-flow velocity was 23.2 cm/s for both the feed and draw solutions. The 

temperature was held constant at 23 °C. 

 

 

Figure 3-2 Schematic of the cross-flow FO setup for membrane testing. 

 

The FO water flux Jv was determined by measuring the weight change of the feed 

solution: 
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                                     (3-5) 

 

where Vfeed and Δmfeed are the volume and weight changes of the feed solution, 

respectively; Am is the effective membrane area; ρfeed is the density of the feed 

solution and Δt is the sampling time interval. 

 

The FO solute flux Js was determined by calculating the change in the salt mass in 

the feed solution based on conductivity measurements: 
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                                               (3-6) 

 

where V0 and Vt are the initial and real-time volumes of the feed solution, 

respectively; C0 and Ct are the initial and real-time salt concentrations of the feed 

solution, respectively. 

 

3.3.4 Determining membrane structural parameter  

The structural parameter S is one of the critical properties of FO membranes. It is 

defined as the product of the support layer thickness (l) and tortuosity (τ) divided by 

the porosity (ε) (Loeb et al., 1997; Tang et al., 2010): 
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                                                    (3-7) 

 

 A large S value inevitably leads to severe ICP. According to the classical ICP 

model developed by Loeb et al. (Loeb et al., 1997), the FO water flux can be 

predicted by the following equations: 
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                                       (3-9) 

 

where D is the solute diffusion coefficient; πdraw and πfeed are the osmotic pressures 

of the draw solution and feed solution, respectively. Thus, the structural parameter S 

can be determined experimentally from Equations (3-8) and (3-9). 

 

3.3.5 FO fouling tests 

The fouling performance of the TFC FO membranes was evaluated in the AL-FS 

orientation using alginate as a model foulant. The fouling tests were performed in 
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the cross-flow FO setup as Figure 3-2. Before each fouling test, the membranes 

were stabilized for 30 min with the background electrolyte solutions, for which the 

compositions were identical to that under the subsequent fouling test except that no 

foulant was added. To be specific, the FS contained 1 mM CaCl2 and 7 mM NaCl. 

The calcium concentration and ionic strength (10 mM) were similar to that in the 

wastewater. According to prior studies (Mi and Elimelech, 2008; She et al., 2012a), 

the presence of CaCl2 is also able to enhance the alginate fouling in the FO process 

and thus one can better observe the foulant deposition. 1.5 M Na2SO4 was used as 

DS to reduce the reverse diffusion of draw solute for the NF-like FO membranes 

and to achieve a practicable water flux for fouling occurrence. Alginate was added 

to the FS at 30 min after the FO test; the duration of fouling tests was 14 h. The 

water flux right before adding foulant was taken as the initial flux. Baseline tests 

(without foulant addition) were similarly conducted. The experimental conditions 

for fouling tests were as follows:  

 

 FS: 100 mg/L alginate, 7 mM NaCl and 1 mM CaCl2, pH 6.0 ± 0.1;  

 DS: 1.5 M Na2SO4;  

 cross-flow velocities of both the FS and DS: 23.2 cm/s;  

 temperature: 23 °C.  

 

After each fouling test, the membrane coupons (area ~15 cm
2
) were cut from the 

fouled membranes and were gently rinsed with pure water and then soaked in 0.001 

M NaOH for foulant extraction (Wang and Tang, 2011b). Mild sonication (20 min) 

was applied. Clean membrane coupons were similarly treated with NaOH soaking 

and sonication, for which the resulting extract was used as control. The extract was 

examined by the phenol-sulfuric acid method using UV wavelength of 485 nm. The 

foulant mass on the fouled membranes was determined after deducting the 

contribution of the membrane itself. SEM analysis was conducted on the fouled 

membranes to check the foulant deposition. 
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Chapter 4  

Synthesis and characterization of flat-sheet thin film 

composite forward osmosis membranes 

 

4.1 Introduction 

FO is an osmotically-driven membrane process in which water diffuses through a 

semi-permeable membrane under an osmotic pressure difference across the 

membrane (Cath et al., 2006). An essential element in this process is the semi-

permeable membrane, which acts as the barrier for solute transport thus enabling 

build-up of an osmotic pressure difference between the draw solution and the feed 

solution. Theoretically, any membrane with sufficient rejection to solutes could be 

used in osmotically driven membrane processes. Nevertheless, prior studies have 

proved that conventional RO membranes had poor performance in the FO process 

(McCutcheon et al., 2005b), due to internal concentration polarization occurring 

inside the porous support layer of the membrane. A concentrative ICP occurs when 

the membrane rejection layer is placed against the draw solution, where solutes 

from the feed solution accumulate in the porous support layer as a result of their 

retention by the rejection layer (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006). On the other 

hand, a dilutive ICP occurs due to the dilution of draw solution concentration in the 

support layer when the active rejection layer faces feed solution (McCutcheon and 

Elimelech, 2006). Both concentrative and dilutive ICP can cause a dramatic 

reduction in the osmotic pressure difference across the active rejection layer and 

thus reduce the available water flux (Loeb et al., 1997; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 

2006; Tang et al., 2010).  

 

Exploitation of FO technologies has been studied for a few decades (Kessler and 

Moody, 1976; Loeb, 1976; Loeb et al., 1976; Moody and Kessler, 1976); however, 

lack of an efficient membrane to overcome the problem of internal concentration 

polarization greatly hindered further development of these technologies in the 

earlier years (Cath et al., 2006). Although many researchers have investigated the 

mechanisms of ICP (Lee et al., 1981; Loeb et al., 1997; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 
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2006; Ng et al., 2006; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2008; Tang et al., 2010; Wang 

et al., 2010b; Xiao et al., 2011), there are just a few studies focusing on FO 

membrane fabrication (Herron, 2005; Wang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009; Yang et 

al., 2009b; a; Chou et al., 2010; Su et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 

2010b; Yip et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010; Setiawan et al., 2011; Tiraferri et al., 

2011). Meanwhile the only FO membranes available commercially are the cellulose 

triacetate asymmetric membranes from Hydration Technologies Innovations 

(McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006; Tang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010c). The HTI 

membranes have been highly optimized in terms of the support structure to allow 

these membranes to achieve a decent FO water flux (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 

2006; Tang et al., 2010). On the other hand, the water permeability and salt 

rejection of these membranes appear to be relatively low (Tang et al., 2010; Xiao et 

al., 2011; Zou et al., 2011). Therefore, there are still significant opportunities for the 

improvement of FO membrane fabrication technology. According to experience in 

the reverse osmosis field (Petersen, 1993; Tang et al., 2009a), the TFC-based 

membranes generally have superior separation properties and more freedom in 

membrane optimization than integral asymmetric FO membranes prepared via 

phase inversion. Thus, it is expected that TFC-based membranes can play an 

important role in FO applications, which deserves further investigation (Kwon et al., 

2008). 

 

The objective of this chapter is to fabricate efficient TFC FO membranes, and to 

determine the effect of the substrate and rejection layer properties on the FO 

performance. Thin film composite polyamide membranes with tailored support and 

rejection layers were developed. The morphologies and physical characteristics of 

the resulting FO membranes were investigated and compared to commercial FO as 

well as RO membranes to illustrate the importance of both the support layer 

structure as well as the active rejection layer separation properties.  

 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Chemicals and membrane materials 

Polysulfone beads (molecular weight 75,000-81,000 Da, Solvay Advanced 
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Polymers, LLC), polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP, average molecular weight 1,300,000 

Da, Alfa Aesar), lithium chloride (LiCl, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd.), 

and n-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Merck Schuchardt OHG) were used to prepare 

the membrane substrates. M-phenylenediamine (MPD, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Scientific Apparatus), trimesoyl chloride (TMC, Sinopharm 

Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd.) and n-hexane (Fisher Scientific) were used to 

synthesize the rejection layer of the TFC FO membranes. Sodium chloride (NaCl, 

Merck Schuchardt OHG) was used to evaluate the membrane intrinsic separation 

properties and FO performance. All chemicals were of analytical grade and were 

used as received unless otherwise specified. Ultrapure water was supplied from a 

Milli-Q water system (Millipore Singapore Pte. Ltd.) with a resistivity of 18.2 

MΩ.cm. 

 

Three commercial cellulose triacetate FO membranes (CTA-HW, CTA-W and 

CTA-NW) obtained from HTI (Albany, OR) and one commercial TFC polyamide 

RO membrane (BW30) obtained from Dow FilmTec (Minneapolis, MN) were used 

for the purpose of comparison. In addition, membrane coupons of BW30-o were 

prepared for this study by carefully removing the non-woven fabric of BW30. The 

details of these membranes refer to Section 3.1.2.  

 

4.2.2 Synthesis of flat-sheet TFC FO membranes 

4.2.2.1 Preparation of substrate 

The TFC FO membranes were prepared via two steps: (1) a phase inversion step to 

form the membrane substrate (this section), and (2) an interfacial polymerization 

step to form the active rejection layer (Section 4.2.2.2). To prepare a casting 

solution for the FO substrate, a certain amount of polysulfone and additives (PVP 

and LiCl) were dissolved in organic solvent NMP (Table 4-1). The functions of the 

reagents can be referred to Section 3.2.1. The casting solution was stirred by a 

magnetic stirrer at 70 °C until the solution became homogeneous and transparent. 

After cooling to room temperature (23 °C), the polymer solution was filtered with a 

stainless steel filter connected to compressed nitrogen gas. The filtered dope was 

then degassed in air-tight bottles for 24 h before use. To prepare a polysulfone 
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substrate, the casting solution was spread onto a clean glass plate to form a uniform 

film using an Elcometer 4340 motorised film applicator (Elcometer Asia Pte. Ltd.). 

The film was then quickly and smoothly immersed with the glass plate into a 

coagulant bath where 23 °C tap water was used as coagulant. The time between 

casting the film and immersing it in the coagulant bath was 10 ± 1 s. The relative 

humidity in the air was 64 ± 4%. Exposure of the casting solution film to the air 

may affect the formation of the substrate due to the water vapor absorption; 

however, the effect would be constant in this study since the preparation conditions 

were well-controlled and consistent. The resulting substrate was kept in flowing 

water bath to remove residual solvent and stored in ultrapure water before use. 

 

Table 4-1 Synthesis conditions for TFC FO membranes 

Membrane ID TFC-1 TFC-2 

Substrate via phase inversion   

Casting solution Polysulfone 17.5 wt.%,  

PVP 0.5 wt.%,  

NMP 82.0 wt.% 

Polysulfone 15.5 wt.%, 

PVP 0.5 wt.%, 

LiCl 3.0 wt.%, 

NMP 81.0 wt.% 

Thickness of casting solution 175 μm 150 μm 

Rejection layer via interfacial 

polymerization 
a
 

  

Diamine solution (in water)  MPD 1.0 wt.% MPD 1.5 wt.%,  

SDS 0.1 wt.% 

TMC solution (in n-hexane) 
b
  0.5 mg/ml 1 mg/ml 

a. Compositions of monomer solutions (MPD dissolved in water and TMC 

dissolved in n-hexane) are listed.  

b. The unit of TMC solution concentration (mg/ml) in this study represents the ratio 

of TMC mass over the volume of solvent (n-hexane). 

 

4.2.2.2 Preparation of polyamide rejection layer 

The active rejection layer of the TFC FO membrane was prepared by interfacial 

polymerization on the surface of a polysulfone substrate (see Section 3.2.2). Two 

types of TFC FO membranes were synthesized (denoted as TFC-1 and TFC-2); 

their preparation conditions are summarized in Table 4-1. In this study, MPD 
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performed as the reactive monomers in the aqueous phase while TMC performed as 

the reactive monomer in the organic phase. SDS was dissolved in the aqueous 

solution for TFC-2 to improve the permeability of the membrane. The preparation 

was carried out at room temperature unless otherwise specified. The substrate was 

heated in a 70 C water bath for 2 min before cooling down in ultrapure water at 

room temperature. This substrate was then soaked in an aqueous solution of MPD 

for 2 min, and the excessive MPD solution on the substrate surface was removed. 

Subsequently, an n-hexane solution of TMC was gently poured onto the surface of 

the MPD-soaked substrate and was allowed to react with the residual MPD for 1 

min to form the polyamide rejection layer. The resulting TFC membrane was rinsed 

with tap water to remove the residual reagents and was stored in ultrapure water 

before characterization.  

 

4.2.3 Membrane characterization 

4.2.3.1 Characterization of membrane morphology, porosity, and contact angle 

The morphologies of the membranes were observed with a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM). Membrane samples were dried in vacuum at room temperature 

for 24 h. Samples were then fractured in liquid nitrogen and coated with a thin layer 

of gold using an EMITECH SC7620 sputter coater (Quorum Technologies Ltd., 

UK). SEM images of the membrane surface and cross-section were obtained using a 

Zeiss EVO 50 Scanning Electron Microscope (Carl Zeiss Pte. Ltd.).  

 

The membrane porosity (ε) was determined by measuring the dry mass (mdry) and 

wet mass (mwet) of membrane samples according to Equation (3-1). 

 

The contact angles of the membranes were measured via the sessile drop method, 

using a goniometer (Contact Angle System OCA, DataPhysics Instruments GmbH 

(Tang et al., 2010)). The membrane samples were dried in vacuum at room 

temperature for 24 h before measurement. Small water droplets were applied onto a 

leveled membrane surface and profiles of the water drops were captured by an 

optical system to determine the contact angles.  
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4.2.3.2 Measurement of membrane intrinsic separation properties  

The intrinsic separation properties of FO membranes were evaluated in a cross-flow 

RO filtration setup in the pressurized mode (Figure 3-1). The water permeability A 

of a membrane was evaluated by RO tests over an applied pressure range of 1-5 bar 

with ultrapure water as the feed. The A value was calculated according to Equation 

(3-2). The pure water flux of the polysulfone substrate was determined similarly 

using pure water feed at an applied pressure of 1 bar. 

 

The NaCl rejection and permeability of a membrane were measured in the same RO 

setup over 1-5 bar, using a 20 mM NaCl solution as the feed. External concentration 

polarization was minimized by using a diamond-patterned feed spacer and a 

relatively high cross-flow (22.3 cm/s). The salt rejection of the membrane was 

determined based on conductivity measurements (Ultra Meter II
™

 4P, Myron L 

Company) of the feed and permeate. The NaCl rejection R and permeability B can 

be calculated using Equations (3-3) and (3-4), respectively.  

 

4.2.3.3 FO performance evaluation  

The FO water flux and salt flux were evaluated with the bench-scale FO setup 

(Figure 3-2). Both the feed solution and draw solution were circulated at a fixed 

cross-flow rate of 23.2 cm/s. 0.5 M NaCl solution was used as one of the draw 

solutions to represent the seawater. Moreover, another draw solution containing 2.0 

M NaCl was used to evaluate the potential FO water flux when more concentrated 

DS was available. The feed solution contained 10 mM NaCl to represent the salinity 

in wastewater. Both the AL-DS and AL-FS orientations were tested. The FO water 

flux Jv was determined by measuring the weight change of the feed solution 

(Equation (3-5)) while the salt flux Js was determined by calculating the change in 

salt mass in the feed solution based on conductivity measurements (Equation (3-6)). 

 

The structural parameter S of an FO membrane is defined as the product of the 

support layer thickness (l) and tortuosity (τ) divided by its porosity (ε) (Loeb et al., 

1997; Tang et al., 2010), as in Equation (3-7). In this study, the structural 

parameters were determined experimentally based on the achieved FO water flux 
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and Equations (3-8) and (3-9). 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Characterization of membrane substrates  

Two TFC FO membranes, TFC-1 and TFC-2, were fabricated (Table 4-1) for which 

the substrates are denoted as S-1 and S-2, respectively. The structures of these two 

substrates are shown in Figures 4-1(a)-(d) for S-1 and Figures 4-2(a)-(d) for S-2. 

From the SEM micrographs, both substrates had overall thickness ~75 µm (Figures 

4-1(a) and 4-2(a), and Table 4-2). These substrates had highly porous structures 

with long finger-like pores formed under a thin sponge-like skin layer (thickness < 

2 μm, see Figures 4-1(b) and 4-2(b)). The finger-like pores are preferred for FO 

membranes to minimize the structural parameter, since such pores have a tortuosity 

of nearly unity (see Equation (3-7)). Gravimetric measurements confirmed that both 

substrates had high porosities (77 ± 3% for S-1 and 82 ± 2% for S-2, Table 4-2). 

Corresponding to the high porosity and the finger-like pore structures, relatively 

small S values were achieved for both substrates (0.71 ± 0.14 mm for S-1 and 0.67 

± 0.17 mm for S-2, Table 4-2).    
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(a)                                                          (b) 

          

(c)                                                          (d) 

Figure 4-1 SEM micrographs of substrate S-1. (a) and (b) Cross-sections. (c) 

Bottom surface. (d) Top surface. 

 

          

(a)                                                         (b) 

          

(c)                                                         (d) 

Figure 4-2 SEM micrographs of substrate S-2. (a) and (b) Cross-sections. (c) 

Bottom surface. (d) Top surface.  
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Table 4-2 Characteristics of FO membrane substrates 
a
 

Sample Thickness 
c 
(μm) Porosity 

d 
(%) S value 

e
 (mm) Pure water flux 

f  
(L/(m

2
 h)) Contact angle (°) 

S-1 (TFC-1) 76.1 ± 3.0 77 ± 3 0.71 ± 0.14 107 ± 10 56 ± 1 

S-2 (TFC-2) 72.8 ± 0.7 82 ± 2 0.67 ± 0.17 190 ± 15 53 ± 3 

CTA-HW 
b 

90.0 ± 6.0 (60 
b
) 64 ± 1 0.72 ± 0.15 - 74 ± 2 

g
 

CTA-W 
b
 44.7 ± 14.1 (20 

b
) 46 ± 1 1.00 ± 0.54 - 69 ± 2 

g
 

CTA-NW 144 ± 24 50 ± 2 1.38 ± 0.26 - 74 ± 3 
h
 

BW30 152 ± 4 35 ± 1 37.5 ± 19.6 - 92 ± 2 
i
 

BW30-o 58.1 ± 5.1 49 ± 1 14.0 ± 1.6 - 92 ± 2 
i 

a. The polysulfone substrates were examined for the TFC FO membranes while the integral membrane coupons were used for the 

commercial membranes. The experimental errors are reported as the standard deviation of at least 3 repeated measurements.  

b. The cross-sections of CTA-HW and CTA-W are highly non-uniform due to their woven support. The thickness values given in 

parentheses are the minimum cross-section thickness at the thinnest part of the cross-section. 

c. The thickness measured for commercial membranes includes the contribution from rejection layer. The thickness of the polyamide 

rejection layer for the BW30 is on the order of 200 nm (Tang et al., 2007c). The thickness of the skin layer for CTA membranes is 

on the order of a few micrometers (Figure 4-3) (Wang et al., 2012c). 

d. The porosity values shall be taken as nominal values since the membranes may be slightly swelled by water during measurements. 

In addition, for measuring the porosity of commercial FO and RO membranes, the rejection layers were not removed.  

e. Determined from FO water flux results using Equations (3-8) and (3-9). 

f. Tested at an applied pressure of 1 bar using pure water feed. 

g. Measured for the bottom surface of the membranes. 

h. Measured for the bottom surface of the cellulose triacetate layer after the removal of the non-woven fabric. 

i. Measured for the polysulfone substrate after the removal of the non-woven fabric layer.  
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The slightly higher porosity for S-2 is consistent with the lower polysulfone 

concentration used to cast this substrate. In addition, while some macrovoids were 

developed at the bottom of S-1 (Figure 4-1(a)), substrate S-2 had more uniform and 

better defined pores with pore diameters on the order of a few micrometers (Figure 

4-2(a)). The improved pore structure of S-2 was likely due to the use of LiCl, a 

commonly used pore former to promote the development of the finger-like pores 

(Shi et al., 2008; Setiawan et al., 2012a). Further studies on the formation of such 

finger-like pores are recommended with regard to the substrate optimization. The 

bottom surfaces of S-1 and S-2 are shown in Figures 4-1(c) and 4-2(c), respectively. 

Sub-micrometer pores were observed for both substrates, although the pores for S-2 

were larger. Similarly, the top surface (i.e., the spongy skin layer) of S-2 also 

appeared more porous than S-1 (Figures 4-1(d) and 4-2(d)). As a result of its higher 

bulk and surface porosity as well as the improved pore structure, S-2 had a 

relatively high pure water permeability of 190 L/(m
2
 h bar), nearly double of that 

for S-1.  

 

Based on Equation (3-7) and assuming a tortuosity of 1.0, the contribution of the 

finger-like pores to the overall structural parameter can be estimated (0.1 mm for S-

1 and 0.09 mm for S-2). The large difference between the measured overall S values 

and the estimated values for the finger-like pores can be attributed to (1) the 

termination of some finger-like pores before they reached the back surface of the 

substrates (i.e., dead-end pores), and (2) the presence of the sponge-like skin layer 

(see Figures 4-1(b) and 4-2(b)). The porosity of this skin layer was likely much 

lower compared to the bulk porosity of the substrate. While the skin layer thickness 

was less than 2 μm, it nevertheless can make a significant contribution to the overall 

structural parameter as a result of its tortuous nature and low porosity. From a 

membrane fabrication point of view, there is a critical need to optimize this spongy 

skin layer. An overly porous skin layer with large surface pores may result in more 

defects in the polyamide rejection layer during interfacial polymerization and thus 

compromise the membrane rejection (Petersen, 1993). On the other hand, an overall 

thick spongy skin layer with low porosity and high tortuosity may unnecessarily 

compromise the structural parameter. In view of the critical importance of this skin 
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layer, further studies on the skin layer optimization are warranted.    

 

In order to better understand the role of the support structure on the structural 

parameter S (the current section) and that on the FO performance (Section 4.3.3), 

four commercial membranes (CTA-HW, CTA-W, CTA-NW, and BW30) were also 

characterized. In addition, samples of the BW30 with its non-woven fabric support 

removed (denoted as BW30-o) were also studied. The properties of these 

membranes are summarized in Table 4-2, with their SEM cross-section micrographs 

shown in Figures 4-3(a)-(e). As shown in the micrographs, the CTA-HW (Figure 4-

3(a)) and CTA-W (Figure 4-3(b)) membranes had a unique structure - both 

membranes had woven polyester meshes embedded in the asymmetric CTA 

membranes. These meshes had a fiber size ~30-40 µm and a fiber-to-fiber distance 

~130-170 µm, in good agreement with microscopic observations in the literature 

(Wang et al., 2010c). Due to the presence of this woven mesh, the thickness of the 

membranes was highly non-uniform such that regions away from the mesh fibers 

were thinner than regions where fibers were located. Based on our current 

microscopic observations of multiple locations, the CTA-HW membrane had a 

thickness ranging from ~60 µm at the thinnest location to ~90 µm at the thickest 

location. The support layer of this membrane was highly porous ( = 64%, Table 4-

2), which was also confirmed by the SEM cross-section image (Figure 4-3(a)) that 

shows numerous large finger-like pores (10-40 µm in diameter, also see Ref. (Wang 

et al., 2010c)). The measured S value was ~0.72 mm, comparable to the substrates 

developed (S-1 and S-2, Table 4-2). Compared to the CTA-HW, the membrane 

CTA-W had a much less porous structure - large-sized pores were only observed 

near the fabric fibers (Figure 4-3(b)). As a result, its porosity was only ~46%. 

Correspondingly, the structural parameter for the CTA-W was higher than that for 

the CTA-HW, despite the thinner cross-section for the CTA-W (only ~20 µm at the 

thinnest location, Figure 4-3(b) and Table 4-2). This confirms the critical 

importance of the substrate porosity in determining the S value - large porosity is 

preferred to achieve a lower S value, agreeing well with Equation (3-7). 
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(a)                                                              (b) 

          

(c)                                                             (d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4-3 SEM cross-section micrographs of commercial FO and RO 

membranes. (a) CTA-HW FO membrane. (b) CTA-W FO membrane. (c) 

CTA-NW FO membrane. (d) BW30 RO membrane. (e) BW30 membrane 

without reinforcing fabric (BW30-o).  

 

The structure of the CTA-NW is shown in Figure 4-3(c). Unlike the woven-

50 μm
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supported CTA-HW and CTA-W, the membrane CTA-NW had an asymmetric 

cellulose triacetate layer supported by a non-woven fabric. The cellulose triacetate 

layer was ~60 µm in thickness, and the non-woven fabric layer had a thickness ~80 

µm. Consequently, the overall thickness of the CTA-NW was much greater than the 

other two CTA FO membranes (Table 4-2). The cellulose triacetate layer of the 

CTA-NW had a comparable thickness to that of the CTA-HW (Figures 4-3(a) and 

4-3(c)). In addition, these two membranes also had similar pore structures, although 

the CTA-NW was slightly less porous (Table 4-2). The S value of the CTA-NW 

was ~1.38 mm, larger than that of CTA-HW (0.72 mm). The larger S value for the 

CTA-NW is consistent with its lower porosity and larger overall thickness due to 

the presence of the non-woven fabric layer. 

  

Membrane BW30 is a typical commercial TFC polyamide membrane (Tang et al., 

2007c; Tang et al., 2009b). This membrane comprises an ultrathin polyamide 

rejection layer, a polysulfone substrate, together with a non-woven fabric layer (see 

Figure 4-3(d) and Refs. (Tang et al., 2007c; b)). The thickness of the polysulfone 

layer and non-woven fabric layer were ~60 µm and ~90 µm, respectively. As shown 

in Table 4-2, the BW30 had the largest overall thickness among all the membranes 

evaluated. In addition, its non-woven fabric layer also appeared more compact and 

less porous than that of the CTA-NW (Figures 4-3(c) and 4-3(d)), presumably due 

to the need to withstand significantly higher applied pressure for typical RO 

applications. Thus, it is not surprising to see that the S value for the BW30 (~37.5  

mm) was the largest among the various membranes in Table 4-2, partially due to the 

thick and compact non-woven fabric layer. However, the large S value cannot be 

solely attributed to the fabric layer. Upon removing the non-woven fabric layer, the 

resulting membrane (BW30-o, see Figure 4-3(e)) still had a very large S value of 

~14.0 mm. Compared to the other membranes, the BW30 and BW30-o had a 

spongy pore structure for the polysulfone substrate instead of the straight finger-like 

pore structure. Despite its significant porosity (~50%, see Table 4-2), this spongy 

structure will likely result in a high tortuosity value. This explains why the S value 

of the BW30-o was an order of magnitude higher than the other membranes, even 

though its thickness and porosity were comparable to the other membranes. This 
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result is also consistent with the previous discussion that the S values of the 

membranes TFC-1 and TFC-2 were mainly contributed by the sponge-like skin 

layer despite its small thickness (< 2 μm). 

 

The hydrophobicity of the polysulfone substrates prepared in the current studies 

was also characterized using contact angle measurements (Table 4-2).  Both S-1 and 

S-2 had contact angles ~55º, lower than that of the polysulfone layer of BW30 (~92º) 

as well as those of the CTA membranes. The relatively small contact angles for S-1 

and S-2 can be attributed to the addition of PVP in the membrane casting solutions. 

According to McCutcheon et al. (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2008), hydrophilic 

substrates tend to have better FO flux performance as a result of improved wetting.  

 

4.3.2 Characterization of membrane rejection layers 

The active rejection layer of the TFC FO membranes was synthesized on top of the 

polysulfone substrate via interfacial polymerization, where the sponge-like skin 

layer of the substrate was responsible for providing a smooth surface and sufficient 

mechanical cushion for the polyamide rejection layer. As shown in the SEM images 

(Figures 4-4(a) for TFC-1 and 4-4(b) for TFC-2), the polyamide layers formed in 

the current study had a ridge-and-valley structure that is typical for TFC polyamide 

membranes formed by TMC and MPD monomers (Petersen, 1993; Tang et al., 

2007a; Tang et al., 2009b). The contact angles of the polyamide rejection layers 

synthesized were ~45º, comparable to that measured for the BW30 but lower than 

those of the CTA FO membranes (Table 4-3). The separation properties (water 

permeability A, NaCl rejection R, and NaCl permeability B) of membranes TFC-1 

and TFC-2 were characterized and compared to commercial FO and RO membranes 

in the current section (Table 4-3). 
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Table 4-3 Properties of synthesized TFC FO membranes and commercial membranes
 a

 

Sample 

 

Contact angle 

(°) 

Surface 

morphology 

Water permeability 
b
 NaCl rejection 

c 

(%)
 

Salt permeability B 
d
 

(10
-8 

m/s) 

B/A 
d
 

(bar) 
(L/(m

2
 h bar)) (10

-12 
m/(s Pa)) 

TFC-1 43 ± 4 Ridge-and-valley 1.15 ± 0.16 3.2 ± 0.5 94.5 4.7 ± 1.4 0.16 ± 0.06 

TFC-2 45 ± 4 Ridge-and-valley 1.78 ± 0.23 5.0 ± 0.7 93.4 9.4 ± 1.9 0.20 ± 0.06 

CTA-HW 63 ± 3 Smooth  1.19 ± 0.19 3.3 ± 0.5 78.5 25.6 ± 1.4 0.84 ± 0.08 

CTA-W 73 ± 2 Smooth  0.33 ± 0.04 0.9 ± 0.1 81.9 4.0 ± 0.9 0.47 ± 0.12 

CTA-NW 64 ± 2 Smooth  0.46 ± 0.07 1.3 ± 0.2 92.4 2.7 ± 0.2 0.22 ± 0.03 

BW30 42 ± 2 Ridge-and-valley 3.04 ± 0.44 8.4 ± 1.2 92.2 18.9 ± 1.4 0.24 ± 0.03 

BW30-o 42 ± 2 Ridge-and-valley 2.79 ± 0.40 7.8 ± 1.1 86.9 33.4 ± 4.3 0.47 ± 0.09 

a. The experimental errors are reported as the standard deviation of at least 3 repeated measurements. 

b. Evaluated in the RO testing mode over an applied pressure range of 1-5 bar with ultrapure water as the feed. 

c. Evaluated in the RO testing mode at 3.75 bar with 20 mM NaCl as feed. 

d. Evaluated in the RO testing mode over an applied pressure range of 1-5 bar for a feed water containing 20 mM NaCl. 
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(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 4-4 SEM micrographs of the polyamide rejection layer of (a) TFC-1 and 

(b) TFC-2. 

 

Both the TFC-1 and TFC-2 exhibited comparable or even higher water permeability 

and better NaCl rejection compared to the commercial CTA FO membranes (Table 

4-3). For example, the TFC-2 had a pure water permeability of ~5.0  10
-12

 m/(s Pa), 

approximately 50% higher than that of the CTA-HW membrane. At an applied 

pressure of 3.75 bar in the RO testing mode, both the TFC-1 and TFC-2 had decent 

NaCl rejections of 94.5% and 93.4%, respectively. It is worthwhile to note that the 

solute rejection of an FO membrane can increase significantly at higher testing 

pressures (Tang et al., 2010). The TFC-2 had improved water permeability over the 

TFC-1, partially due to the use of the surfactant SDS in its recipe to improve the 

interfacial polymerization process (Table 4-1 and also see Ref. (Petersen, 1993)). 

The commercial BW30 membrane (with or without fabric) also had a high water 

permeability (~8  10
-12

 m/(s Pa)) while maintaining acceptable NaCl rejection of 

~92% at 3.75 bar. At 13.8 bar, the BW30 had a rejection of ~98% (Tang et al., 

2009b).  

 

Figure 4-5 shows a plot of the NaCl permeability B versus the water permeability A 

for both TFC polyamide membranes as well as the CTA based membranes. In 

general, data points with a higher water permeability and lower NaCl permeability 

(corresponding to the lower right corner of Figure 4-5) are preferred. Compared to 

the CTA membranes that had relatively low A values, the TFC polyamide 

membranes (TFC-1, TFC-2, and BW30) showed superior separation properties of 

the rejection layers. Historically in the RO field, TFC membranes have replaced 
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cellulose acetate based membranes due to their superior separation properties and 

excellent pH stability (stable over pH 3-10) (Petersen, 1993). An added advantage 

of TFC membranes is that the rejection layer and the substrate can be individually 

optimized via the two-step fabrication method (phase inversion followed by 

interfacial polymerization) (Petersen, 1993). Such flexibility is especially valuable 

for FO membrane synthesis, due to the critical importance of both the support layer 

structure (Section 4.3.1) and the rejection layer separation properties. With a 

tailored support structure to minimize the S value and ICP, TFC polyamide based 

membranes can be promising alternatives to existing CTA based FO membranes 

(Section 4.3.3 and Refs. (Chou et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010b; Yip et al., 2010)).  

 

 

Figure 4-5 NaCl permeability versus water permeability for the synthesized 

TFC FO membranes and commercial membranes. Cross-flow RO testing 

conditions: 20 mM NaCl as feed, applied pressure over 1-5 bar, 23 °C. The 

error bars represent standard deviations of at least three repeated 

measurements. 

 

The B/A values of the various membranes are also tabulated in Table 4-3. As 

discussed by Tang and coworkers (Tang et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2011; Zou et al., 

2011), the B/A ratio is a direct indicator of the selectivity of an FO membrane. A 

larger B/A ratio (i.e., lower selectivity) is likely to cause more severe solute reverse 
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diffusion from the draw solution into the feed water (Tang et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 

2011; Zou et al., 2011), which can lead to undesirable solute accumulation in FO 

systems (Xiao et al., 2011) as well as accelerated FO membrane fouling (Zou et al., 

2011). In addition, the rejection of contaminants (such as micropollutants) by a 

dense membrane is also affected by the B/A ratio, with a lower B/A ratio (improved 

selectivity) generally preferred (Jin et al., 2011). In the current study, both the TFC-

1 and TFC-2 had relatively low B/A ratios, once again indicating their superior 

separation properties.   

 

4.3.3 FO performance evaluation 

The FO water flux of the synthesized TFC FO membranes as well as the 

commercial membranes is shown in Table 4-4, where the feed solution contained 10 

mM NaCl and the draw solution contained either 0.5 M or 2.0 M NaCl. Among all 

the membranes evaluated, the commercial RO membrane BW30 had the poorest FO 

water flux despite its superior water permeability (A = 8.4 × 10
-12

 m/(s Pa) or 3.04 

L/(m
2
 h bar)). A water flux of merely 3.20 L/(m

2
 h) was obtained in the AL-DS FO 

testing mode using a 2.0 M NaCl draw solution (osmotic pressure ~100 bar). In 

contrast, an applied pressure of only 1.0 bar would be needed to achieve the same 

water flux in the RO mode. Compared to the pressure-driven RO mode, the 

osmotically-driven FO mode suffers from severe ICP. For the BW30 under the 

above mentioned testing conditions, ~99% of the overall osmotic driven force was 

lost due to ICP. Such FO flux inefficiency for the BW30 was the direct result of its 

sponge-like polysulfone substrate and the thick and compact non-woven support 

that hindered the mass transfer within its support (see Section 4.3.1). A previous 

study has also attributed the lower FO water flux of conventional TFC membranes 

with sponge-like supports to their support layer hydrophobicity (McCutcheon and 

Elimelech, 2008). Upon peeling away the non-woven fabric, the resulting 

membrane BW30-o still had an unacceptably low water flux (Table 4-4). The above 

results clearly suggest that the sponge-like substrate, which tends to have large 

tortuosity value thus promoting severe ICP, is highly undesirable for FO 

applications.   
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Table 4-4 FO water flux of synthesized TFC FO membranes and commercial 

membranes 

Membrane orientation  AL-DS  AL-FS 

DS concentration 0.5 M 2.0 M  0.5 M 2.0 M 

TFC-1 17.3 ± 1.1 41.3 ± 5.0  9.27 ± 0.37 17.4 ± 1.0 

TFC-2 20.0 ± 0.7 53.7 ± 0.8  13.4 ± 2.0 25.1 ± 4.1 

CTA-HW 16.2 ± 1.1 36.1 ± 0.3  9.03 ± 0.00 20.6 ± 3.3 

CTA-W  7.10 ± 0.49 23.0 ± 0.4  5.36 ± 0.33 12.2 ± 0.2 

CTA-NW  8.01 ± 0.16 19.7 ± 1.8  4.12 ± 0.26 7.64 ± 0.80 

BW30 1.77 ± 1.15 3.20 ± 1.44  1.56 ± 0.69 1.96 ± 1.30 

BW30-o  2.89 ± 1.35 4.46 ± 1.97  2.21 ± 0.98 3.34 ± 1.27 

Testing conditions: 0.5 M or 2.0 M NaCl DS; 10 mM NaCl FS. FO water flux 

reported in units of L/(m
2
 h). The experimental errors are reported as the standard 

deviation of at least three repeated measurements. 

 

Both the commercial CTA FO membranes and the fabricated TFC FO membranes 

had relatively low S values. Compared to the BW30, these membranes achieved 

much higher FO water fluxes (Table 4-4). Among the three commercial FO 

membranes obtained from HTI, the membrane CTA-HW had the highest FO water 

flux. This can be explained by (1) its higher water permeability (A = 3.3 × 10
-12

 

m/(s Pa), see Table 4-3) compared to the other two membranes, as well as (2) its 

higher porosity (Table 4-2). The TFC FO membranes fabricated in the current study 

(TFC-1 and TFC-2) had the highest FO water flux among all the membranes 

evaluated. With a 2.0 M NaCl draw solution and using the AL-DS orientation, the 

TFC-2 had a flux of ~54 L/(m
2
 h), which was 50% higher compared to that of the 

CTA-HW, the best performing commercial FO membrane. The TFC-1 and TFC-2 

had an S value in the range of 0.67-0.71 mm, similar to that of the CTA-HW. Thus, 

their better FO water flux over the CTA-HW was mainly due to their superior 

separation properties (Table 4-3). As predicted by Equations (3-8) and (3-9), a 

higher A value can result in improved water flux under otherwise identical test 

conditions (Appendix Section C). Consistent with this explanation, the more 

permeable TFC-2 had a higher FO flux compared to the TFC-1 and CTA-HW. The 

current study convincingly demonstrates that both a low S value and high A value 
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are needed to achieve an excellent FO water flux. While the commercial CTA-HW 

membrane was optimized in terms of its substrate to achieve a low S value (Section 

4.3.1), its rejection layer was far from optimal (Section 4.3.2). On the other hand, 

the conventional RO membrane BW30 had superior water permeability but an 

unacceptably large S value.  

 

The FO solute flux is plotted against the water flux for both membrane orientations 

(see Figure 4-6(a) for AL-DS and Figure 4-6(b) for AL-FS using a 0.5 M NaCl 

draw solution). An ideal FO membrane shall possess high water flux Jv and low 

solute flux Js. A large Js, indicating a severe leakage of draw solutes into the feed 

solution (i.e., solute reverse diffusion), is detrimental to FO operation. Increased 

solute reverse diffusion can promote severe ICP as well as membrane fouling (Xiao 

et al., 2011; Zou et al., 2011). The Js/Jv ratio (i.e., the effective solute concentration 

reverse-diffused through the FO membrane (Tang et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2011; 

Zou et al., 2011)) is represented by the slope between a data point and the origin. 

Thus, data points located in the lower right corner of the figures indicate preferred 

FO performance (higher Jv, lower Js, and lower Js/Jv ratio). The synthesized TFC 

FO membranes showed superior Jv and Js combinations. Both the TFC-1 and TFC-2 

achieved high water flux while maintaining relatively low Js/Jv ratios. As discussed 

previously, the high water flux was due to their optimized substrate structure and 

superior water permeability of the rejection layer. On the other hand, the low Js/Jv 

ratios can be attributed to their excellent selectivity (i.e., their low B/A ratios, see 

Section 4.3.2 and Table 4-3). The FO performance of the synthesized TFC FO 

membranes and those reported in literature is also tabulated in Table 4-5. In 

comparison, the TFC FO membranes generally performed better than the 

asymmetric membranes in terms of FO water flux and selectivity, for which the 

TFC membranes can achieve decent Jv and low Js even when NaCl was used as 

draw solute. The current study suggests that thin film composite membranes offer 

significant advantages over integral asymmetric membranes – (1) the TFC approach 

allows flexibility for independent optimization of the substrate and the rejection 

layer, and (2) the polyamide rejection layer formed by interfacial polymerization 

also tends to have better water permeability and solute rejection (Petersen, 1993; 
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Tang et al., 2009b). 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-6 FO water flux and solute flux of synthesized TFC FO membranes 

and commercial membranes. Testing conditions: 10 mM NaCl as feed solution; 

0.5 M NaCl as draw solution; with both membrane orientations: (a) AL-DS 

and (b) AL-FS. The error bars represent standard deviations of at least three 

repeated measurements. 
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Table 4-5 Comparison of FO performance with literature data 

Structure Material FO performance Testing conditions References 

Jv 

(L/(m
2
 h)) 

Js 

(g/(m
2
 h)) 

Membrane 

orientation 

Feed solution Draw solution Temperature 

(°C) 

TFC flat-sheet membrane Polyamide-polysulfone 17.3 ± 1.1 5.63 ± 0.98 AL-DS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 Present 

work 
9.27 ± 0.37 4.26 ± 2.59 AL-FS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 

TFC flat-sheet membrane Polyamide-polysulfone 20.0 ± 0.7 7.15 ± 1.73 AL-DS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 

13.4 ± 2.0 5.05 ± 0.20 AL-FS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 

Commercial asymmetric 

flat-sheet membrane 

(CTA-HW) 

Cellulose triacetate 16.2 ± 1.1 9.39 ± 0.00 AL-DS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 

9.03 ± 0.00 5.29 ± 0.00 AL-FS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 

Commercial asymmetric 

flat-sheet membrane  

(CTA-W) 

Cellulose triacetate 7.10 ± 0.49 4.88 ± 0.13 AL-DS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 

5.36 ± 0.33 2.26 ± 0.59 AL-FS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 

Commercial asymmetric 

flat-sheet membrane  

(CTA-NW) 

Cellulose triacetate 8.01 ± 0.16 1.96 ± 0.84 AL-DS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 

4.12 ± 0.26 1.12 ± 1.05 AL-FS 10 mM NaCl 0.5 M NaCl 23 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 18.16 ± 0.96 - AL-FS DI water 1.5 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 (Yip et al., 

2010) 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 20.5 ± 3.8 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 (Tiraferri 

et al., 

2011) 

 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 13.9 ± 1.0 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 9.2 ± 0.2 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 6.2 ± 2.8 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 
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Structure Material FO performance Testing conditions References 

Jv 

(L/(m
2
 h)) 

Js 

(g/(m
2
 h)) 

Membrane 

orientation 

Feed solution Draw solution Temperature 

(°C) 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 10.8 ± 2.4 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 12.5 ± 1.0 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 14.3 ± 2.5 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 25.0 ± 4.1 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 17.6 ± 0.4 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 5.6 ± 1.6 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 0.5 ± 0.1 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 5.4 ± 0.6 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

TFC flat-sheet membranes Polyamide-polysulfone 5.6 - AL-FS DI water 1.0 M NaCl 25 ± 0.5 

Double-skinned flat-sheet 

membrane 

Cellulose acetate 48.2 6.5 MgCl2-

Bottom 

DI water 5.0 M MgCl2 22 ± 0.5 (Wang et 

al., 2010a) 

27.4 3.9 MgCl2-Top DI water 5.0 M MgCl2 22 ± 0.5 

Double-skinned flat-sheet 

membrane 

Cellulose acetate 17.3 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.2 AL-DS DI water 2.0 M MgCl2 22 ± 0.5 (Zhang et 

al., 2010) 

 

10.3 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.1 AL-FS DI water 2.0 M MgCl2 22 ± 0.5 

Double-skinned flat-sheet 

membrane 

Cellulose acetate 14.7 ± 1.0 2.2 ± 0.4 AL-DS DI water 2.0 M MgCl2 22 ± 0.5 

9.8 ± 0.7 1.2 ± 0.3 AL-FS DI water 2.0 M MgCl2 22 ± 0.5 

Double-skinned flat-sheet 

membrane 

Cellulose acetate 9.5 ± 0.4 698.6 ± 14.8 AL-DS DI water 2.0 M MgCl2 22 ± 0.5 

7.9 ± 0.5 824.8 ± 15.0 AL-FS DI water 2.0 M MgCl2 22 ± 0.5 
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Structure Material FO performance Testing conditions References 

Jv 

(L/(m
2
 h)) 

Js 

(g/(m
2
 h)) 

Membrane 

orientation 

Feed solution Draw solution Temperature 

(°C) 

TFC hollow fiber Polyamide-

polyethersulfone 

12.9 5.0 AL-DS DI water 0.5M NaCl 23 (Wang et 

al., 2010b) 

 

5 2.12 AL-FS DI water 0.5M NaCl 23 

TFC hollow fiber Polyamide-

polyethersulfone 

32.2 3.5 AL-DS DI water 0.5M NaCl 23 

14 1.75 AL-FS DI water 0.5M NaCl 23 

TFC hollow fiber Polyamide-

polyethersulfone 

32.9 2.9 AL-DS 500 ppm (8.6 

mM) NaCl 

0.5M NaCl 20-25 (Chou et 

al., 2010) 

Positively charged hollow 

fiber 

Poly(amide-imide)-

polyethyleneimine 

6.34 3.0 AL-DS DI water 1.5 M MgCl2 23 (Setiawan 

et al., 

2011) 

 

4.15 1.9 AL-FS DI water 1.5 M MgCl2 23 

Positively charged hollow 

fiber 

Poly(amide-imide)-

polyethyleneimine 

17.3 16.6 AL-DS DI water 1.5 M MgCl2 23 

11.7 3.9 AL-FS DI water 1.5 M MgCl2 23 

Positively charged hollow 

fiber 

Poly(amide-imide)-

polyethyleneimine 

17.2 37.7 AL-DS DI water 1.5 M MgCl2 23 

12.9 4.8 AL-FS DI water 1.5 M MgCl2 23 

Asymmetric hollow fiber Cellulose acetate 7.3 - AL-DS DI water 2.0M MgCl2 - (Su et al., 

2010a) 
5.0 - AL-FS DI water 2.0M MgCl2 - 

Asymmetric hollow fiber Polybenzimidazole 3.84 - AL-DS DI water 2.0 M NaCl 22.5 (Wang et 

al., 2007) 

 

Asymmetric hollow fiber Polybenzimidazole 5.65 - AL-DS DI water 2.0 M MgSO4 22.5 

Asymmetric hollow fiber Polybenzimidazole 7.74 - AL-DS DI water 2.0 M Na2SO4 22.5 

Asymmetric hollow fiber Polybenzimidazole 9.02 - AL-DS DI water 2.0 M MgCl2 22.5 
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Structure Material FO performance Testing conditions References 

Jv 

(L/(m
2
 h)) 

Js 

(g/(m
2
 h)) 

Membrane 

orientation 

Feed solution Draw solution Temperature 

(°C) 

Asymmetric hollow fiber Polybenzimidazole 36.5 - AL-DS DI water 5.0 M MgCl2 23 (Wang et 

al., 2009) 
Asymmetric hollow fiber Polybenzimidazole 32.4 - AL-DS DI water 5.0 M MgCl2 23 

Dual-layer hollow fiber polybenzimidazole-

polyethersulfone/polyvinyl 

pyrrolidone 

17.1 - AL-DS 0.1 g/L 

lysozyme 

aqueous 

solution 

3.125 M 

MgCl2 

- (Yang et 

al., 2009b) 

12.7 - AL-FS 0.1 g/L 

lysozyme 

aqueous 

solution 

3.125 M 

MgCl2 

- 

Dual-layer hollow fiber polybenzimidazole-

polyethersulfone/ 

polyvinyl pyrrolidone 

24.2 - AL-FS DI water 5.0 M MgCl2 23 (Yang et 

al., 2009a) 

Dual-layer hollow fiber polybenzimidazole-

polyethersulfone/ 

polyvinyl pyrrolidone 

33.8 - AL-DS DI water 5.0 M MgCl2 23 

Dual-layer hollow fiber polybenzimidazole-

polyethersulfone/ 

polyvinyl pyrrolidone 

45.6 - AL-DS DI water 5.0 M MgCl2 38.5 
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4.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, thin film composite FO membranes were synthesized. The 

polysulfone substrates, prepared by phase inversion, had long finger-like pores 

under a thin sponge-like skin layer. The polyamide rejection layers were then 

formed by interfacial polymerization of TMC and MPD. The resulting FO 

membranes (TFC-1 and TFC-2) had small structural parameters (S = 0.67-0.71 mm) 

as a result of the thin cross-section, low tortuosity, and high porosity of the 

membrane substrates. In addition, these membranes had a high water permeability 

and selectivity. In comparison to commercial CTA-based asymmetric FO 

membranes as well as the brackish water RO membrane BW30, both the TFC-1 and 

TFC-2 exhibited superior FO performance. With a 2.0 M NaCl draw solution in the 

AL-DS orientation, the TFC-2 achieved a flux of ~54 L/(m
2
 h), which was 50% 

higher than the commercial FO membrane CTA-HW. This was attributed to the 

combination of its high permeability rejection layer and its high-porosity substrate 

with a finger-like pore structure. Meanwhile, the TFC FO membranes had relatively 

low Js/Jv ratios as a result of their excellent rejection layer selectivity. 
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Chapter 5 

Influence of monomer concentrations on the performance 

of polyamide-based thin film composite forward osmosis 

membranes 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The optimal features of high-performance FO membranes include a support layer 

with a small structural parameter and an active rejection layer with high water 

permeability and excellent solute rejection. In this study, TFC FO membranes were 

fabricated by a two-step approach: (1) the porous substrates are formed by phase 

inversion, and then (2) a thin polyamide rejection layer is prepared by interfacial 

polymerization of diamine and trimesoyl chloride. Therefore, the structural 

parameter of the support layer can be individually reduced by optimizing the phase 

inversion step. In parallel, the separation properties of the membranes are also 

allowed to be customized by changing the interfacial polymerization conditions. 

(Petersen, 1993).  

 

Among the handful of existing studies on TFC FO membranes, a few studies (Wang 

et al., 2010b; Tiraferri et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2011b) have focused on the effect of 

the membrane substrate on FO performance. On the other hand, systematic studies 

on the role of the polyamide rejection layer on FO performance are still lacking. It 

is generally understood in the RO literature that there is a strong trade-off between 

the water permeability and salt rejection of TFC-based RO membranes- a 

polyamide rejection layer with higher water permeability typically has a lower salt 

rejection (Tang et al., 2009b; Geise et al., 2011). Unlike pressure-driven membrane 

processes, the FO water flux is highly non-linear with respect to the membrane 

water permeability and solute rejection, as well as the osmotic driving force (see 

Equations 3-8 and 3-9) (Tang et al., 2010). This is mainly due to the presence of 

internal concentration polarization in FO processes (Loeb et al., 1997; McCutcheon 

and Elimelech, 2006; Tang et al., 2010). The trade-off between the membrane water 
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permeability and solute rejection imposes a critical and complicated constraint for 

optimizing FO membrane performance, which deserves further attention.    

 

The objective of this chapter was to investigate the effect of the TFC polyamide 

layer fabrication conditions on FO performance. In this chapter, the TFC polyamide 

membranes were prepared by interfacial polymerization of MPD and TMC in view 

of the superior salt rejection of the resulting membranes (Petersen, 1993; Roh et al., 

1998). The reaction scheme is shown in Figure 5-1. The resulting polyamide 

rejection film has a three-dimensionally crosslinked structure, with n being the 

crosslinking density (Tang et al., 2007c). The influence of the monomer 

concentration used in the interfacial polymerization and the resulting polyamide 

rejection layer separation properties on FO performance was systematically studied. 

This investigation may provide important insights into TFC FO membrane synthesis 

and optimization. In addition, it may help membrane users to select the most 

suitable membranes for a given FO application.  

 

 

Figure 5-1 Schematic of interfacial polymerization (Tang et al., 2007c). 

 

5.2 Materials and methods 

5.2.1 Chemicals  

All reagents used in this chapter were of analytical grade and were used as received. 

Polysulfone beads (molecular weight 75,000-81,000 Da, Solvay Advanced 

Polymers, LLC), n-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Merck Schuchardt OHG), and 

polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP, average molecular weight 1,300,000 Da, Alfa Aesar) 

were used to prepare the membrane substrates. M-phenylenediamine (MPD, Sigma-

Aldrich Inc.), trimesoyl chloride (TMC, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd), 
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and n-hexane (Fisher Scientific) were used to synthesize the rejection layer of the 

TFC FO membranes. Sodium chloride (NaCl, Merck KGaA) solutions were used to 

evaluate both the membrane intrinsic separation properties and the FO performance. 

Ultrapure water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm was obtained from a Milli-Q 

water system (Millipore Singapore Pte. Ltd.), and was used throughout this study 

unless specified otherwise. 

 

5.2.2 Preparation of TFC FO membranes 

5.2.2.1 Preparation of substrate 

The TFC FO membrane was prepared by synthesizing a polyamide rejection layer 

on the surface of a porous polysulfone substrate. For substrate preparation, a casting 

solution composed of 17.5 wt.% polysulfone, 0.5 wt.% PVP and 82.0 wt.% NMP 

(identical composition to substrate S-1 in Chapter 4) was prepared by continuous 

stirring at 70 C. The function of each reagent can be referred to Section 3.2.1. 

After cooling to room temperature (23 ºC), the polymer solution was filtered and 

then degassed for 24 h. An Elcometer 4340 motorised film applicator (Elcometer 

Asia Pte. Ltd.) was used to cast the polymer solution onto a clean glass plate at a 

gate height of 175 μm. The glass plate was then smoothly immersed into a 

coagulant bath filled with tap water (23 ºC) to induce phase separation. The time 

between casting the film and immersing it in the coagulant bath was controlled 

within 10 ± 1 s. The relative humidity in the ambient air was 64 ± 4%. The 

resulting polysulfone substrate was washed thoroughly in a flowing water bath for 

24 h to remove the excess solvent and additives. The clean substrate was then stored 

in ultrapure water before use. 

 

5.2.2.2 Preparation of polyamide rejection layer 

The rejection layer of the TFC FO membrane was formed by interfacial 

polymerization of MPD and TMC (see reaction schematic in Figure 5-1). The 

function of each monomer can see Section 3.2.2. Interfacial polymerization is an 

instantaneous reaction, which would be quickly inhibited by the growing film at the 

interface between the aqueous and organic phases. The resulting polyamide 

rejection layer typically has a thickness of several hundred nanometers (Khare et al., 
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2003; Tang et al., 2007c). Due to the fast reaction, interfacial polymerization is 

diffusion-controlled, for which the resulting polyamide crosslinking density is 

determined by the ratio and magnitude of the instantaneous monomer flux to the 

reaction front (Khare et al., 2003; 2004). Therefore, membranes with different 

separation properties would be obtained by varying the concentration driving force, 

i.e., the monomer concentrations. However, the influence of monomer 

concentrations on the polyamide properties and the corresponding FO performance 

has yet to be studied. Therefore, two series of FO membranes were prepared in this 

Chapter, as shown in Table 5-1. In the first series (the MPD series), the aqueous 

solutions (MPD in water) contained MPD concentrations ranging from 0.5 wt.% to 

2.0 wt.%, while the organic solutions (TMC in n-hexane) had a fixed concentration 

of 5.0 mg/ml. In the second series (the TMC series), the MPD concentration was 

held constant at 1.0 wt.%, and the TMC concentration varied from 0.5 mg/ml to 

10.0 mg/ml. 

 

Table 5-1 Preparation conditions for TFC FO membranes 

S/N Casting solution for 

substrate 

Reagents for interfacial polymerization 

MPD in water 

(wt.%) 

TMC in n-hexane 
a
 

(mg/ml) 

MPD series 1 

17.5 wt.% polysulfone,  

0.5 wt.% PVP,  

82.0 wt.% NMP 

0.5 5.0 

2 1.0 5.0 

3 1.5 5.0 

4 2.0 5.0 

TMC series 1 

17.5 wt.% polysulfone,  

0.5 wt.% PVP,  

82.0 wt.% NMP 

1.0 0.5 

2 1.0 1.0 

3 1.0 5.0 

4 1.0 10.0 

a. The unit of TMC solution concentration (mg/ml) represents the ratio of TMC 

mass over the volume of solvent (n-hexane). 

 

Before interfacial polymerization, the polysulfone substrates were heated in a 70 C 

water bath for 2 min and then quenched in a 23 C water bath. The substrates were 
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then soaked in an MPD solution for 2 min. After removing the excess MPD solution 

on the substrate surface with compressed nitrogen gas, a TMC solution was gently 

poured onto the substrate surface. TMC was allowed to react with MPD for 1 min to 

form the polyamide rejection layer, followed by draining off the excess TMC 

solution from the membrane surface. The nascent composite membrane was washed 

with fresh tap water and stored in ultrapure water before further use. 

 

5.2.3 Membrane characterization 

5.2.3.1 Characterization of membrane substrates 

Images of the polysulfone substrates were obtained with a Zeiss EVO 50 Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM, Carl Zeiss Pte. Ltd.). Vacuum dried membrane samples 

were fractured in liquid nitrogen and were sputter-coated with a uniform layer of 

gold using an EMITECH SC7620 sputter coater (Quorum Technologies Ltd., UK) 

before SEM imaging. The thicknesses of membranes were measured from the SEM 

cross-section images and were further verified by measurement using a micrometer. 

The membrane porosity (ε) was determined by gravimetric measurement of dry and 

wetted membrane samples (Equation 3-1). The S value of the substrate was 

determined by fitting experimental FO water flux data using Equations (3-8) and (3-

9), where the rejection layer water permeability A and solute permeability B were 

measured independently from cross-flow RO tests (Section 5.2.3.2). Sessile drop 

contact angle measurements were performed using an OCA Contact Angle System 

(DataPhysics Instruments GmbH). 

 

5.2.3.2 Measurement of membrane intrinsic separation properties 

The intrinsic separation properties of the synthesized TFC FO membranes were 

evaluated using the cross-flow RO filtration setup (Figure 3-1). All the RO tests 

were performed at 23 C at an applied pressure of 1 bar using a feed water 

containing 100 ppm NaCl. The water permeability was determined based on 

gravimetric measurement of the permeate water flux (Equation 3-2), and the salt 

rejection was determined based on feed and permeate water conductivity 

measurements (Ultrameter II
TM

 4P, Myron L Company) (Equation 3-3). 
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5.2.3.3 Measurement of FO performance 

The FO performance of the TFC FO membranes was evaluated using the bench-

scale cross-flow FO setup (Figure 3-2). All the FO tests were performed at room 

temperature (23 C). The feed solution and draw solution were circulated at a fixed 

cross-flow rate of 23.2 cm/s. Diamond-pattern spacers were placed on both sides of 

the membrane to minimize the effect of external concentration polarization (Wang 

et al., 2010c). An aqueous solution containing 10 mM NaCl was used as the feed. 

Concentrated NaCl solutions (0.5 M and 2.0 M) were used as draw solutions. The 

FO tests were performed in both the AL-DS and AL-FS orientations. The FO water 

flux Jv and salt flux Js were determined by measuring the weight and concentration 

change of the feed solution at predetermined time intervals (Equation 3-5 and 3-6). 

 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Properties of membrane substrates  

Substrates prepared in this part of the work had the same composition as the 

substrate S-1 reported in Chapter 4. SEM examination of the cross-sections 

(micrographs not shown) revealed identical structural features: thin and highly 

porous cross-sections with finger-like pores. For completeness, the substrate 

properties are summarized below (data obtained from Table 4-2): 

 

 Thickness: 76.1 ± 3.0 μm 

 Porosity: 77 ± 3% 

 S value: 0.71 ± 0.14 mm 

 contact angle: 56 ± 1 

 

The small structural parameter (as a result of the thin cross-section, large porosity, 

and long finger-like pores) and relatively low contact angle tend to reduce internal 

concentration polarization (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2008; Wei et al., 2011b). 

McCutcheon et al. (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2008) reported that the FO water 

flux can be significantly improved at increased substrate hydrophilicity as a result 

of improved substrate wetting. The contact angle of the polysulfone substrate was 

significantly lower than the commercial HTI FO membranes (contact angle ~70, 
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Table 4-3). On the other hand, its structural parameter is comparable or slightly 

lower than the HTI membranes (S ranging from 0.72 - 1.38, Table 4-2). 

 

5.3.2 Intrinsic separation properties of TFC FO membranes  

The active rejection layer of the TFC FO membranes was prepared by interfacial 

polymerization of MPD and TMC. The monomer concentrations were 

systematically changed to obtain membranes with different separation properties 

(Table 5-1).  

 

Figure 5-2 shows the influence of the MPD concentration on the membrane 

separation properties, where the TMC concentration was fixed at 5 mg/ml. The 

water permeability was reduced drastically from 5.7 to 1.3 L/(m
2
 h bar) when the 

MPD concentration increased from 0.5 wt.% to 1.0 wt.%. Further increase in the 

MPD concentration from 1.0 wt.% to 2.0 wt.% resulted in another 1/3 reduction in 

the water permeability. Correspondingly, the salt rejection was increased from 45% 

to 75% and the B/A value was reduced from 1.14 bar to 0.31 bar over the MPD 

concentration range of 0.5 wt.% to 2.0 wt.%. Under FO conditions, the salt 

flux/water flux ratio is proportional to the B/A value. Thus, the MPD concentration 

would have significant influence on the FO performance of the membranes, which 

will be discussed in Section 5.3.3. The current results suggest the formation of 

denser and less permeable rejection layers at the higher MPD concentrations. 

Similar results have been reported by other researchers (Song et al., 2005; Roh et al., 

2006). Due to the instantaneous reaction, interfacial polymerization is strongly 

controlled by the diffusion of MPD and TMC to the reaction front. In particular, the 

MPD monomer has to diffuse through the growing film because the reaction with 

TMC occurs on the organic side. The crosslinking density of the resulting 

polyamide film is significantly determined by the ratio and magnitude of the 

monomer fluxes to the reaction front (Khare et al., 2003; 2004). A low monomer 

concentration would lead to low concentration driving force and thus a ―loose‖ 

polyamide film was formed. Increasing the MPD concentration can monotonically 

enhance the degree of crosslinking and form a denser film. With increasing TMC 

concentration, however, the degree of cross-linking will reach a maximum while the 
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degree of branching increasing monotonically. An increased MPD/TMC ratio 

tended to promote a higher degree of crosslinking, which was likely responsible for 

the simultaneous decrease in water permeability and increase in salt rejection. 

 

 

Figure 5-2 Intrinsic separation properties of TFC membranes prepared with 

varied MPD concentrations and fixed TMC concentration (5 mg/ml). Cross-

flow RO testing conditions: 100 ppm NaCl as feed, applied pressure of 1 bar, 

23 ºC. The error bars represent the standard deviation among three membrane 

coupons tested. 

 

Figure 5-3 shows the effect of the TMC concentration on the membrane water 

permeability and NaCl rejection, where the MPD concentration was kept constant at 

1.0 wt.%. Increasing the TMC concentration from 0.5 mg/ml to 10.0 mg/ml resulted 

in a ~50% enhancement of the water permeability. Meanwhile, the membrane 

rejection was also very sensitive to the change in TMC concentration since it 

decreased from 83% to 51%. At the moderate MPD concentration (1.0 wt.%) used 

in the current study, a higher TMC concentration might result in a deficiency of 

MPD at the reaction front. The lower MPD/TMC ratio tends to result in more 

unreacted acyl chloride groups and thus a reduced degree of crosslinking of the 

polyamide rejection layer (Roh et al., 2006; Jin and Su, 2009), which explains the 

higher water permeability and lower salt rejection. 
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Figure 5-3 Intrinsic separation properties of TFC membranes prepared with 

varied TMC concentrations and fixed MPD concentration (1.0 wt.%). Cross-

flow RO testing conditions: 100 ppm NaCl as feed, applied pressure of 1 bar, 

23 ºC. The error bars represent the standard deviation among three membrane 

coupons tested. 

 

The above results demonstrated a strong trade-off between membrane water 

permeability and salt rejection, which is in good agreement with the literature (Tang 

et al., 2009b). This has important implications for TFC FO membrane optimization. 

While the higher water permeability of a ―looser‖ (i.e., less crosslinked) membrane 

tends to enhance the FO water flux due to reduced membrane resistance (Tang et al., 

2011; Wei et al., 2011b), its lower salt rejection may simultaneously cause a more 

severe ICP due to the solute reverse diffusion (which has the opposite effect of 

decreasing the FO water flux (Saren et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2011)). This poses a 

strong constraint on the available FO water flux, which will be further discussed in 

Section 5.3.3.  

 

5.3.3 Influence of monomer concentrations on FO performance 

5.3.3.1 Influence of MPD concentration on FO performance 

The FO water flux and salt flux of the TFC membranes were evaluated using a 10 

mM NaCl feed solution in both the AL-DS and AL-FS orientations. The draw 

solution contained either 0.5 M or 2.0 M NaCl. The dependence of the FO 

performance on interfacial polymerization conditions (i.e., monomer concentrations) 

is shown in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5.  
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(a)                                                          (b) 

    

(c)                                                          (d) 

Figure 5-4 FO performance of TFC membranes prepared with varied MPD 

concentrations and fixed TMC concentration of 5 mg/ml (-■- water flux; -□- 

salt flux/water flux). (a) AL-DS and (b) AL-FS orientations for a 0.5 M NaCl 

draw solution. (c) AL-DS and (d) AL-FS orientations for a 2.0 M NaCl draw 

solution. The feed solutions contained 10 mM NaCl. The error bars represent 

the standard deviation among three membrane coupons tested. 

 

Figure 5-4 shows the effect of the MPD concentration on both the FO water flux Jv 

and the salt flux/water flux ratio Js/Jv. Using a 0.5 M NaCl draw solution in the AL-

DS orientation, Jv decreased from 22 to 11 L/(m
2
 h) as the MPD concentration 

increased from 0.5 wt.% to 2.0 wt.% (Figure 5-4 (a)). This can be attributed to the 

reduced water permeability of the membranes at higher MPD concentrations 

(Figure 5-2), since a lower water permeability generally means a greater decrease in 

the osmotic driven force due to the membrane hydraulic resistance (see Appendix 

Section C and Refs. (Chou et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2011)). Meanwhile, the Js/Jv 

ratio, an important performance parameter in the FO process (Achilli et al., 2010; 

Saren et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2011; Zou et al., 2011), was also significantly 

reduced with increasing MPD concentration. Previous studies demonstrated that the 
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Js/Jv ratio is directly related to the membrane selectivity (Phillip et al., 2010; Tang 

et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2011b; Xiao et al., 2011; Zou et al., 2011). 

Thus, the reduced solute reverse diffusion for membranes formed at higher MPD 

concentrations is readily explained by their better membrane rejection (Figure 5-2). 

An excessively large Js/Jv ratio is undesirable due to (1) the severe solute 

accumulation on the feed side arising from solute reverse diffusion (Lay et al., 2011; 

Xiao et al., 2011), (2) the increased risk of reverse-diffusion-induced membrane 

fouling (Zou et al., 2011), (3) the poor retention against contaminants in the feed 

solution (Jin et al., 2011), and (4) the higher draw solution replenishment cost 

(Achilli et al., 2010). A similar trend was also observed for the AL-FS orientation 

using a 0.5 M NaCl draw solution (i.e., both Jv and Js/Jv decreased at higher MPD 

concentrations, see Figure 5-4(b)), although the FO water flux in AL-FS was 

generally lower due to its more severe internal concentration polarization 

(McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006; Tang et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011c; Tang et al., 

2011). 

 

Figures 5-4(c) and (d) show the effect of MPD concentration on FO performance 

using a 2.0 M NaCl draw solution for the AL-DS and AL-FS orientations, 

respectively. In both cases, the Js/Jv ratio decreased at higher MPD concentrations. 

Once again, this confirms that membranes with a better rejection tend to have a 

lower Js/Jv ratio (Tang et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2011). However, it is interesting to 

compare the FO water flux trends in the AL-DS orientation for the 0.5 M and 2.0 M 

draw solutions. While increasing the MPD concentration from 0.5 wt.% to 2.0 wt.% 

led to a ~50% reduction in the water flux for a 0.5 M DS (Figure 5-4(a)), Jv was 

only marginally affected by the MPD concentration for a 2.0 M DS (Figure 5-4(c)). 

Despite the fact that the water permeability of the membrane formed for a 0.5 wt.% 

MPD was an order of magnitude higher than that for a 2.0 wt.% MPD, this did not 

translate into any obvious enhancement in the FO water flux. This can be explained 

by the more severe solute reverse diffusion for the 0.5 wt.% MPD case- while its 

higher water permeability tends to promote a greater FO water flux due to the lower 

membrane resistance loss, its poor solute retention has the tendency to promote a 

more severe ICP and thus to reduce the water flux (Saren et al., 2011). As an 
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extreme case, a membrane that has a very high water flux but no rejection against 

the draw solution will perform badly in terms of the FO water flux since the 

osmotic pressure difference cannot be effectively established across the membrane. 

Here, the net effect of the membrane separation properties on Jv is likely to be 

governed by the competition between the frictional loss mechanism and the solute-

reverse-diffusion-induced-ICP mechanism. For the 0.5 M NaCl draw solution in the 

current study, the Js-induced-ICP mechanism was likely less important due to its 

relatively low water flux levels (~ or < 20 L/(m
2
 h)) noting that the ICP increases 

exponentially with the water flux, which supports the experimental observation that 

increasing water permeability had a net positive effect on the FO water flux at this 

lower DS concentration. At higher water flux levels (for the 2.0 M NaCl DS), the 

Js-induced-ICP mechanism became more important, such that it counter-balanced 

the positive effect of higher water permeability. Finally, the FO water flux in the 

AL-FS orientation for the 2.0 M NaCl DS is shown in Figure 5-4(d). In this 

particular case, Jv decreased at higher MPD concentrations (lower water 

permeability). Once again, this suggests that Js-induced-ICP was less important, 

most likely as a result of the relatively low water flux level in this orientation.  

 

It is also worthwhile to note that the ICP is strongly affected by the membrane 

structural parameter S (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006; Li et al., 2011c; Tang et 

al., 2011; Wei et al., 2011b). For substrates with very small S values, the Js-

induced-ICP mechanism is probably less important and the membrane frictional 

loss tends to be more critical. In this case, a high A value (i.e., less crosslinked TFC 

membranes) may be more important in order to enhance the FO water flux. For 

membranes with larger S values, the role of solute rejection may become 

increasingly more important due to the more severe ICP. Furthermore, a small S 

value can increase both the water flux and solute flux, but the Js/Jv ratio will not be 

affected (Tang et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2011). According to prior studies (Tang et 

al., 2010; Tang et al., 2011), this ratio is mainly governed by the membrane 

selectivity.  
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5.3.3.2 Influence of TMC concentration on FO performance  

The effect of TMC concentration on TFC FO performance is shown in Figure 5-5. 

In all cases, increasing the TMC concentration resulted in higher Js/Jv ratios 

(Figures 5-5(a)-(d)), which is consistent with the reduced membrane solute rejection 

(Figure 5-3). On the other hand, the dependence of the FO water flux on the TMC 

concentration was more complicated (also refer to Section 5.3.3.1). For the 0.5 M 

NaCl draw solution, the FO water flux increased at higher TMC concentrations in 

both the AL-DS (Figure 5-5(a)) and AL-FS (Figure 5-5(b)) orientations. This trend 

matched well with that of the water permeability (Figure 5-3), i.e., higher Jv was 

obtained for the more permeable membranes. A similar trend was also observed for 

the 2.0 M DS in the AL-FS membrane orientation (Figure 5-5(d)). In these three 

series of tests, membranes prepared with 10.0 mg/ml TMC during interfacial 

polymerization exhibited the highest water flux. This supports our previous 

discussion (Section 5.3.3.1) that increasing membrane water permeability tends to 

improve the FO water flux. The solute reverse diffusion effect on Jv was likely less 

important in these cases due to their relatively low water flux levels (< 25 L/(m
2
 h)).  

 

However, with a 2.0 M NaCl draw solution in the AL-DS orientation, the opposite 

trend for the FO water flux was observed- Jv decreased at higher TMC 

concentration (Figure 5-5(c)) despite the increased water permeability. As discussed 

in Section 5.3.3.1, increasing water permeability does not necessarily lead to a 

better FO water flux, especially when Js-induced-ICP plays a dominant role. In 

these tests, the FO water flux (35-45 L/(m
2
 h)) was relatively high and thus would 

be less sensitive to the increased water permeability at higher TMC concentrations. 

In addition, the salt rejection of the membranes was greatly reduced at higher TMC 

concentrations. For example, the NaCl rejections were 83% and 51% for the 

membranes prepared with 0.5 mg/ml and 10.0 mg/ml TMC, respectively (Figure 5-

3). The 10.0 mg/ml TMC membrane suffered serious salt leakage when it was 

exposed to the high-concentration draw solution (2.0 M NaCl), which was 

compounded with a relatively high water flux level to result in a severe solute-

reverse-diffusion-induced ICP (see Section 5.3.3.1 and Ref. (Saren et al., 2011)). 

Thus, the reduction in FO water flux at higher TMC concentrations was likely due 
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to the dominance of Js-induced-ICP mechanism over the membrane-resistance-loss 

mechanism. 

 

    

(a)                                                          (b) 

    

(c)                                                          (d) 

Figure 5-5 FO performance of TFC membranes prepared with varied TMC 

concentrations and fixed MPD concentration of 1.0 wt.% (-■- water flux; -□- 

salt flux/water flux). (a) AL-DS and (b) AL-FS orientations for a 0.5 M NaCl 

draw solution. (c) AL-DS and (d) AL-FS orientations for a 2.0 M NaCl draw 

solution. The feed solutions contained 10 mM NaCl. The error bars represent 

the standard deviation among three membrane coupons tested. 

 

5.3.4 Implications for FO membrane optimization 

Unlike pressure-driven RO membranes whose water flux generally increases with 

increased water permeability, the current study reveals that the FO water flux is 

governed by both the membrane water permeability and its solute retention in a 

highly non-linear manner. Thus, the optimization of the FO water flux calls for 

careful consideration of the various competing mechanisms. Under conditions 

where solute reverse diffusion may cause a severe Js-induced ICP (e.g., higher draw 

solution concentration and higher water flux level), membranes should be optimized 
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to achieve a high salt rejection even if this is at the expense of lower water 

permeability (see Figures 5-4(c) and 5-5(c) and Refs. (Saren et al., 2011; Tang et al., 

2011)). Furthermore, the reverse-diffused solutes may also accumulate in the feed 

solution (Lay et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2011) or even interact with the foulants in the 

feed solution to cause severe membrane fouling (Zou et al., 2011), which further 

underscores the importance of the membrane rejection on the optimized and stable 

FO water flux. On contrast, membranes with a very low water permeability are 

likely to be dominated by the frictional loss due to their high hydraulic resistance 

(Saren et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2011). In such cases, improving the water 

permeability will likely improve the FO water flux. The current study seems to 

support the notion that both excessively low water permeability and excessively 

high water permeability are not desirable for FO optimization based on a previous 

modeling study (Tang et al., 2011). A balance between water permeability and salt 

rejection is especially important in the development of high-flux FO membranes 

where a relatively high ICP level may be encountered. 

 

The current study also reveals that the optimization of an FO membrane will depend 

on its specific application conditions (e.g., membrane orientation and draw solution 

concentration). As a result of the highly non-linear dependence of FO on operating 

conditions and membrane properties, an optimized membrane for one specific 

application does not necessarily guarantee a good performance under other 

operating conditions. For example, while the membrane for a 10.0 mg/ml TMC had 

the highest water flux for a 0.5 M NaCl draw solution in AL-DS (Figure 5-5(a)), it 

had the lowest water flux for a 2.0 M NaCl DS in the same membrane orientation 

(Figure 5-5(c)). Future FO membrane optimization studies need to explicitly 

consider the constraints imposed by membrane synthesis with respect to the 

different competing mechanisms (frictional loss and ICP) for each given FO 

application.  

 

5.4  Conclusions 

In this chapter, the influence of monomer concentrations and the resulting TFC 

membrane separation properties on the FO performance were systematically 
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investigated:  

 According the RO test results, a strong trade-off between membrane water 

permeability and salt rejection was observed. TFC membranes prepared with 

higher MPD concentrations or lower TMC concentrations had a lower water 

permeability but better salt rejection.  

 The FO solute reverse diffusion was directly related to the membrane rejection 

(which can be obtained by RO tests); higher salt rejection was favorable for 

reducing the Js/Jv ratio. 

 The FO water flux was affected by both the membrane water permeability and 

solute rejection. Under conditions where the membrane-frictional-loss 

mechanism dominates (e.g., at low water flux level due to lower draw solution 

concentration used and/or in the AL-FS orientation), better FO water flux can be 

achieved by increasing the membrane water permeability. In contrast, a higher 

membrane rejection may be more important under conditions where solute 

reverse diffusion may cause enhanced ICP of the back-diffused draw solutes.   

 In viewing the trade-off between membrane permeability and rejection as well 

as the highly non-linear dependence of FO flux on membrane properties and 

operating conditions, FO membranes should be optimized in according to the 

major mechanism (e.g., frictional loss versus solute-reverse-diffusion-induced 

ICP) under the specific operating conditions. Under conditions where the 

membrane frictional loss dominates the FO flux behavior (e.g., low DS 

concentration), the A value plays a more important role in determining the FO 

water flux. However, when ICP is severe, the membrane solute rejection can be 

more critical compared to its water permeability in FO optimization. In the latter 

case, a more densely crosslinked TFC membrane may be preferred. 
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Chapter 6 

Comparison of NF-like and RO-like thin film composite 

forward osmosis membranes - Implications for membrane 

selection and process optimization 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The past decade has witnessed a surge of research activities on FO technology, 

which is accompanied by increasing attention to FO membrane fabrication (Zhao et 

al., 2012b). As discussed in Chapter 5, a critical property of high-performance FO 

membranes is a high solute rejection to prevent the solute diffusion through the 

membrane and to generate a sufficient osmotic pressure difference across the 

membrane (Hancock and Cath, 2009). With the significant interest of using 

seawater as either the feed solution (e.g., FO based seawater desalination (Chou et 

al., 2010)) or draw solution (e.g., PRO based osmotic power generation from the 

controlled mixing of a seawater and a river water (She et al., 2012b)), most of the 

existing membrane fabrication work has focused on developing FO membranes 

with a high sodium chloride rejection (e.g., with RO-like separation properties) 

(Herron, 2005; Chou et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010b; Yip et al., 2010; Bui et al., 

2011; Song et al., 2011; Tiraferri et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2011b; Yip et al., 2011; Yu 

et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012b). However, high-rejection RO-like skins tend to 

have a relatively low water permeability (Tang et al., 2009b; Geise et al., 2011), 

which may limit membrane performance under certain conditions (Wei et al., 

2011a). 

 

Recently, research on FO technology has been expanded to more applications 

(Hoover et al., 2011). Promising examples include the forward osmosis membrane 

bioreactor (Cornelissen et al., 2008; Achilli et al., 2009b; Lay et al., 2010; 

Cornelissen et al., 2011; Alturki et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012a), osmotic power 

generation (Yip et al., 2011; Chou et al., 2012), water recovery (Cath et al., 2005a; 

Lutchmiah et al., 2011), desalination (Tan and Ng, 2010; Zhao et al., 2012a), liquid 
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food processing (Petrotos and Lazarides, 2001; Jiao et al., 2004), and microbial fuel 

cells (Zhang et al., 2011a). The diverse applications impose different requirements 

on the membrane properties. For example, water flux reduction and deterioration of 

biological activity in an OMBR system were observed, partly due to the build-up of 

salinity in the reactor (Xiao et al., 2011; Alturki et al., 2012). In this case, ―loose‖ 

membranes with a lower rejection to feed solutes (e.g., NF-like FO membranes) 

may be able to minimize the accumulation of feed solutes in the bioreactor, 

provided that proper draw solutes are used. NF-like membranes also tend to have a 

higher water permeability than RO-like membranes (Tang et al., 2009b; Geise et al., 

2011) and they may have a different fouling tendency compared to the RO-like 

counterparts. Until recently, there have been only a few NF-like FO membranes 

reported, prepared by various methods such as phase inversion (Wang et al., 2007; 

Yang et al., 2009a; Su et al., 2010a), chemical crosslinking (Qiu et al., 2011b; 

Setiawan et al., 2011; 2012b), and layer-by-layer assembly (Qiu et al., 2011a; Saren 

et al., 2011; Qi et al., 2012b). Nevertheless, systematic comparisons of RO-like and 

NF-like FO membranes (e.g., in terms of their water flux and solute rejection, 

fouling propensity, operational constraints, and potential applications) are still 

lacking.  

 

The objective of this chapter was to systematically compare NF-like and RO-like 

FO membranes in terms of their flux performance and fouling behavior. Due to the 

growing interest in TFC FO membranes (Zhao et al., 2012b), NF-like and RO-like 

TFC polyamide FO membranes were prepared on identical porous substrates. The 

influence of membrane surface characteristics and separation properties on FO 

performance (water flux, solute rejection, and fouling behavior) was investigated. 

The results may have important implications for membrane selection and process 

operation for FO applications. 

 

6.2 Materials and methods 

6.2.1 Chemicals 

Polysulfone (molecular weight 75,000-81,000 Da, Solvay Advanced Polymers 

LLC), polyethylene glycol (PEG, molecular weight 600 Da, Samchun Pure 
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Chemical Ind. Co., Ltd.), lithium chloride (LiCl, Merck Schuchardt OHG) and n-

Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Merck Schuchardt OHG) were used to prepare the 

substrates of the TFC FO membranes. Piperazine (PIP, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), 

triethylamine (TEA, Alfa Aesar), m-phenylenediamine (MPD, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), 

ε-caprolactam (Merck Schuchardt OHG), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Scientific 

Apparatus), trimesoyl chloride (TMC, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) and n-hexane (Merck 

KGaA) were used to synthesize the polyamide rejection layers. Sodium chloride 

(NaCl, Merck Schuchardt OHG), sodium sulfate (Na2SO4, Merck Schuchardt OHG) 

and trisodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7, Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd.) were used 

to evaluate the membrane intrinsic separation properties and FO performance. 

Alginic acid sodium salt extracted from brown algae (referred to as alginate, A2158, 

Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) was used as a model foulant in the FO fouling tests. The feed 

solution pH and ionic composition in the fouling tests were adjusted by adding 

hydrochloric acid (HCl, Merck Schuchardt OHG), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 

Merck Schuchardt OHG) and calcium chloride (CaCl2, Unichem Inc.). All the 

chemicals were of analytical grade and were used as received. Ultrapure water 

supplied from a Milli-Q water system (Millipore Singapore Pte. Ltd.) with a 

resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm was used throughout this study unless specified 

otherwise.   

 

6.2.2 Membrane preparation 

TFC FO membranes were prepared via a two-step process, including a phase 

inversion step to cast a porous substrate and an interfacial polymerization step to 

form an NF-like or RO-like rejection layer on the substrate. Identical polysulfone 

substrates were used to prepare both the NF-like and the RO-like FO membranes, in 

order to specifically study the effect of the rejection layer properties on the FO 

performance. To prepare the substrate, a polymer solution containing 16.0 wt.% 

polysulfone, 5.0 wt.% PEG, 2.0 wt.% LiCl, and 77 wt.% NMP was prepared by 

continuous stirring at 70 C. The function of each chemical can be referred to 

Section 3.2.1. The polymer solution was degassed at 23 C for 24 h, and was spread 

onto a clean glass plate using an Elcometer 4340 film applicator (Elcometer Asia 

Pte. Ltd.) at a casting gate height of 150 µm. The relative humidity in the air during 
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casting was 64 ± 4%. The cast film was immediately immersed into a tap water 

bath to induce phase separation. The time between casting the film and immersing it 

in the coagulant bath was 10 ± 1 s. The solidified membrane was moved to a 

flowing water bath to remove any residual solvent and was stored in ultrapure water 

before use. 

 

The rejection layers of NF-like and RO-like TFC FO membranes were synthesized 

using identical interfacial polymerization procedures, except that different recipes 

were used (Table 6-1). Precast polysulfone substrates were heated in a 70 C water 

bath for 2 min before interfacial polymerization, followed by quenching in a 23 C 

water bath for a compact and stable substrate structure. Recipes for the NF-like 

(denoted as TFC-N) and RO-like (denoted as TFC-R) rejection layer preparation are 

given in Table 6-1. The function of each reagent can be referred to Section 3.2.2. To 

prepare the rejection layer, the substrate was first soaked in a diamine (PIP or MPD) 

aqueous solution for 2 min. Excess solution was removed from the membrane 

surface using compressed nitrogen gas. Then the substrate was brought into contact 

with a n-hexane solution of TMC for 1 min. The interfacial polymerization reaction 

between diamine and TMC monomers formed a crosslinked ultrathin polyamide 

rejection layer on the substrate. The resulting membranes were thoroughly washed 

in flowing water bath, and were stored in ultrapure water before use. 

 

Table 6-1 Monomer solutions for synthesis of the rejection layer of the NF-like 

(TFC-N) and RO-like (TFC-R) TFC FO membranes  

 Diamine solution (in water) TMC solution (in n-hexane) 
a 

TFC-N PIP 1.0 wt.%, TEA 1.0 wt.%,  

SDS 0.1 wt.% 

TMC 2.0 mg/ml 

TFC-R MPD 1.5 wt.%, ε-caprolactam 1.5 

wt.%, SDS 0.1 wt.% 
TMC 1.0 mg/ml 

a. The unit of TMC solution concentration (mg/ml) represents the ratio of TMC 

mass over the volume of solvent (n-hexane). 

 

6.2.3 Membrane characterization 

6.2.3.1 Membrane surface properties 
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Both the substrate and the TFC FO membranes were characterized by attenuated 

total reflection-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR, Spectrum 

2000 FTIR Spectrometer, PerkinElmer). The surface morphology and structure of 

the membranes were examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss 

EVO 50, Carl Zeiss). Before SEM observation, samples were sputter-coated with a 

thin layer of gold using an EMITECH SC7620 sputter coater (Quorum 

Technologies Ltd.). The membrane surface roughness was determined using atomic 

force microscopy (AFM, XE-100, Park Systems). The contact angles of the 

membranes were measured using the sessile drop method (Contact Angle System 

OCA, DataPhysics Instruments GmbH).  

 

6.2.3.2 Membrane intrinsic separation properties 

The water and salt permeabilities of the TFC FO membranes were evaluated in the 

cross-flow RO setup (Figure 3-1) at 23 C with a feed pressure of 5 bar. the water 

permeability (A) was determined using pure water as the feed and was calculated by 

measuring the permeate flux through the membrane (Equation 3-2). The salt 

permeability (B) values for three model salts (NaCl, Na2SO4 and trisodium citrate) 

were evaluated individually using a feed salt concentration of 10 mM. 

Conductivities of the feed and permeate streams were measured (Ultra Meter II
TM

 

4P, Myron L Company) to calculate the membrane rejection as well as the salt 

permeability (Equation 3-3 and 3-4).  

 

6.2.3.3 FO performance  

The FO water flux Jv and salt flux Js of the TFC FO membranes were evaluated 

using the cross-flow FO setup (Figure 3-2). Both the AL-DS and the AL-FS 

orientations were evaluated. The draw solutions were prepared using NaCl, Na2SO4 

or trisodium citrate. Trisodium citrate is a safe sodium salt that is often used as a 

food additive and medical reagent. Its acidity constants are 3.13 (pKa1), 4.76 (pKa2) 

and 6.40 (pKa2). Thus, a trisodium citrate aqueous solution has a high pH (9.3 ± 0.1) 

compared to typical inorganic strong electrolytes (e.g., ~6 for NaCl solution). The 

high solubility of trisodium citrate (42.5 g/100 ml at 25 °C) in water enables 

generating sufficient osmotic pressure for FO applications. Therefore, it was chosen 
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as a potential draw solute in addition to the commonly used inorganic draw solutes 

NaCl and Na2SO4. A 10 mM NaCl solution was used as the FS to simulate the 

typical total dissolved solutes content in domestic wastewater, secondary effluent or 

ground water. Parallel tests with pure water as the FS were conducted to determine 

the reverse diffusion of draw solute. In addition, a 0.5 M NaCl FS was also tested to 

simulate seawater desalination conditions. The temperature of all the FO tests was 

maintained at 23 C. For calculations of the FO water flux and salt flux refer to 

Section 3.3.3. 

 

6.2.3.4 FO fouling tests 

The fouling behavior of the TFC-N and TFC-R were evaluated in the AL-FS 

orientation (the more fouling resistant orientation (Tang et al., 2010)) using alginate 

as a model foulant. For each test, the membrane was first equilibrated with the FS 

(containing 7 mM NaCl and 1 mM CaCl2) and DS (1.5 M Na2SO4) for 30 min 

before alginate was added to the FS to start membrane fouling. The fouling test was 

then continued for 14 h; the water flux right before adding foulant was taken as the 

initial flux. Baseline tests (without foulant addition) were similarly conducted. The 

experimental conditions for fouling test were as follows:  

 

 FS: 100 mg/L alginate, 7 mM NaCl and 1 mM CaCl2, pH 6.0 ± 0.1;  

 DS: 1.5 M Na2SO4;  

 Cross-flow velocities of both the FS and DS: 23.2 cm/s;  

 Temperature: 23 °C.  

 

The fouled membranes were characterized by SEM to check the foulant deposition. 

In addition, membrane coupons (area ~15 cm
2
) were cut from both the fouled and 

clean membranes and were gently rinsed with pure water. They were then soaked in 

0.001 M NaOH under mild sonication for 20 min to extract the foulant from the 

membrane surface (Wang and Tang, 2011b). The extract was analyzed by the 

phenol-sulfuric acid method using UV wavelength of 485 nm to determine the 

deposited foulant mass.  
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6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Membrane surface properties 

In this study, NF-like and RO-like TFC FO membranes were prepared using 

identical polysulfone substrates, for which the cross-section was shown in Figure 6-

1. The substrate had a small thickness of 74.6 ± 0.8 µm. The cross-section of the 

substrate showed a highly porous structure with elongated finger-like pores aligned 

under a sponge-like skin layer. The porosity of the substrate was as high as 77.0 ± 

0.6%. Thus, a moderate structural parameter of the substrate was achieved (0.87 ± 

0.18 mm). The thin and highly porous substrate structure was specially designed to 

achieve a lower ICP potential based on prior studies. 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Cross-sectional SEM image of the polysulfone substrate of NF-like 

and RO-like TFC FO membranes. 

 

ATR-FTIR spectra of the substrate and FO membranes are shown in Figure 6-2(a). 

Comparison between the spectra of the TFC-N and the substrate shows a new peak 

at ~1620 cm
-1

 for the TFC-N, which can be assigned to the amide I band for the 

semi-aromatic poly(piperazine-amide) layer (Tang et al., 2009a). The TFC-R had 

three characteristic peaks at 1659 cm
-1

 (amide I band), 1611 cm
-1

 (aromatic amide) 

and 1547 cm
-1

 (amide II band) of the fully aromatic polyamide chemistry (Tang et 

al., 2009a). SEM micrographs show that the TFC-N (Figure 6-2(b)) had a smoother 

surface compared to the TFC-R (Figure 6-2(c)). The ridge-and-valley roughness 

structure of the TFC-R, which was absent in the TFC-N, is characteristic of the 

MPD/TMC-based fully aromatic polyamide rejection layer (Tang et al., 2009a). 

Based on AFM characterization (Figure 6-2(d) and (e)), the root-mean-square 
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roughness (Rrms) values were 29.0 ± 4.4 nm for TFC-N and 184.9 ± 19.9 nm for 

TFC-R (Table 6-2). The surface contact angles of TFC-N and TFC-R were 25.7 ± 

3.9° and 39.2 ± 5.2°, respectively (Table 6-2), which are in good agreement with 

previously reported values for semi-aromatic and fully aromatic polyamide films 

(Tang et al., 2009b). The significantly different surface properties of the TFC-N and 

TFC-R may have important implications for their fouling behavior (see Section 

6.3.4), since membranes with smoother and more hydrophilic surfaces tend to have 

better fouling resistance for pressure-driven membrane processes (Vrijenhoek et al., 

2001; Li et al., 2007; Wang and Tang, 2011c). 
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(a) 

   

(b)                                                                  (c) 

   

(d)                                                                   (e) 

Figure 6-2 ATR-FTIR, SEM and AFM characterizations of TFC-N and TFC-R 

membranes: (a) ATR-FTIR spectra of the prepared polysulfone substrate and 

TFC FO membranes, SEM images of (b) TFC-N and (c) TFC-R, and AFM 

images of (d) TFC-N and (e) TFC-R. 
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Table 6-2 Properties of NF-like (TFC-N) and RO-like (TFC-R) TFC FO 

membranes 

Membrane properties TFC-N
 

TFC-R
 

Surface roughness (nm) 29.0 ± 4.4
 

184.9 ± 19.9
 

Contact angle (°) 25.7 ± 3.9
 

39.2 ± 5.2
 

Water permeability (A) 
a
 

  

(L/(m
2
 h bar)) 5.01 ± 0.25

 
3.46 ± 0.34

 

(× 10
-12

 m/(s Pa)) 13.92 ± 0.71
 

9.62 ± 0.93
 

NaCl   

Rejection 
b
 (%) 33.3 ± 0.2

 
97.5 ± 0.2

 

Permeability (BNaCl) 
b 

(m/s) 1.45 ± 0.06 × 10
-5 

1.10 ± 0.16 × 10
-7 

BNaCl/A (bar) 10.41 ± 0.09 0.11 ± 0.01 

Na2SO4   

Rejection 
b 

(%) 98.8 ± 0.01
 

99.6 ± 0.1
 

Permeability (BNa2SO4) 
b 

(m/s) 7.81 ± 0.47 × 10
-8 

1.66 ± 0.42 × 10
-8 

BNa2SO4/A (bar) 0.06 ± 0.001 0.02 ± 0.003 

Trisodium citrate   

Rejection 
b
 (%) 99.4 ± 0.01

 
99.6 ± 0.03

 

Permeability (BNa3C6H5O7) 
b 

(m/s) 
4.72 ± 0.15 × 10

-8 
1.96 ± 0.40 × 10

-8 

BNa3C6H5O7/A (bar) 0.03 ± 0.001 0.02 ± 0.002 

a. Determined with pure water feed in the RO mode at 5 bar and 23 C. The 

experimental errors are reported as the standard deviations of at least three 

repeated measurements. 

b. Determined with 10 mM salt in feed in the RO mode at 5 bar and 23 C. The 

experimental errors are reported as the standard deviations of at least three 

repeated measurements. 

 

6.3.2 Membrane intrinsic separation properties 

The water and solute (NaCl, Na2SO4 and trisodium citrate) permeability coefficients 

of the TFC-N and TFC-R are summarized in Table 6-2. The TFC-N had a much 

higher water permeability (A = 5.01 ± 0.25 L/(m
2
 h bar)) than that of the TFC-R (A 

= 3.46 ± 0.34 L/(m
2
 h bar)). Compared to the existing commercial cellulose 
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triacetate (CTA) FO membranes (HTI, Albany, OR), for which the water 

permeability is 0.33-1.19 L/(m
2
 h bar) (Section 4.3.2), both the TFC-N and TFC-R 

exhibited superior water permeabilities. The solute permeability (B) of the TFC-N 

followed the sequence of NaCl > Na2SO4 > trisodium citrate, which is consistent 

with the increasing molecular weights of these solutes. As typical for NF 

membranes, the TFC-N showed a low rejection to NaCl (33.3 ± 0.2% at 5 bar), 

whereas its rejection of Na2SO4 and trisodium citrate were significantly higher (98.8 

± 0.01% and 99.4 ± 0.01%, respectively, when tested at 5 bar). In contrast, the TFC-

R had a high rejection (>97% at 5 bar) to all the three solutes.  

 

The NaCl permeability of the TFC-N was two orders of magnitude higher than that 

of the TFC-R (Table 6-2). The much lower NaCl rejection of the TFC-N suggests 

that this type of NF-like FO membrane may not be suitable for applications where 

the DS is NaCl based (e.g., PRO for seawater osmotic energy recovery (She et al., 

2012b)) or when NaCl in FS needs to be rejected (e.g., FO based seawater 

desalination (Chou et al., 2010)). For Na2SO4 and trisodium citrate, the TFC-N had 

comparable selectivity to the TFC-R, which suggests that the TFC-N may have 

potential applications for non-NaCl based FO applications. The FO performance of 

the two membranes using the three different DSs is compared in Section 6.3.3; the 

implications for selecting optimal FO membranes and operating conditions for 

given FO applications are further discussed in Section 6.3.5. 

 

6.3.3 FO performance of NF-like and RO-like TFC FO membranes 

It has been demonstrated in Chapter 5 that the FO water flux was determined by the 

rejection layer via a frictional loss mechanism and solute-reverse-diffusion induced 

ICP. In view of the contribution of the substrate, it can be concluded that the water 

flux during an FO process is governed by several important mechanisms: (1) the 

frictional resistance loss mechanism (MR) (Wei et al., 2011a), (2) the solute reverse 

diffusion induced ICP (MICP-Js) (Wei et al., 2011a), and (3) the concentrative 

internal concentration polarization of feed solutes (MICP-feed in AL-DS) or the 

dilution of draw solutes (dilutive ICP or MICP-draw in AL-FS) (McCutcheon and 

Elimelech, 2006). In this section, the FO performance of the NF-like and RO-like 
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TFC FO membranes was systematically compared. The influence of the membrane 

separation properties (salt permeability B and water permeability A) and operating 

conditions on FO performance will be systematically evaluated in view of these 

mechanisms (Table 6-3). 

 

Table 6-3 Major mechanisms and important parameters governing the water 

flux of FO membranes 

Orientation Major mechanisms Important parameters 

Membrane 

related 

DS related FS 

related 

AL-DS 

(higher flux, less 

fouling resistant) 

Frictional loss (MR) A - - 

Js-induced ICP (MICP-Js) A, Bdraw, S Bdraw, Ddraw - 

Concentrative ICP of 

feed solutes (MICP-feed) 

Bfeed, S - Bfeed, πfeed, 

Dfeed 

AL-FS 

(lower flux, more 

fouling resistant) 

Frictional loss (MR) A - - 

Js-induced ICP (MICP-Js) A, Bdraw, S Bdraw, Ddraw - 

Dilutive ICP of draw 

solutes (MICP-draw) 

S Ddraw - 

 

6.3.3.1 Influence of solute permeability 

The FO water flux performance of the TFC-N and TFC-R using different draw 

solutes (NaCl, Na2SO4 and trisodium citrate) are shown in Figure 6-3, and the 

solute reverse diffusion can be found in Figure 6-4. According to the experimental 

results, the TFC-R exhibited better performance than TFC-N when NaCl was used 

as the draw solute (Figures 6-3(a)-(d)). For example, Jv generated by the 1.5 M 

NaCl draw solution (osmotic pressure πdraw = 72.2 bar, 10 mM NaCl in FS) was 

33.2 ± 4.5 L/(m
2
 h) for the TFC-R (Figure 6-3(b)) but that was only 4.7 ± 1.4 L/(m

2
 

h) for the TFC-N (Figure 6-3(a)) in the AL-DS orientation. More than 98% of the 

osmotic driving force was lost for the TFC-N due to ICP. Nevertheless, MICP-feed 

was not a dominant mechanism in this particular case - even after replacing the 10 

mM NaCl FS with pure water, Jv of the TFC-N increased only marginally to 5.2 ± 

1.2 L/(m
2
 h) (Figure 6-5). Corresponding to its lower FO water flux using NaCl DS, 
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the TFC-N had a Js/Jv ratio of 29.8 ± 4.2 g/L in the AL-DS orientation, about two 

orders of magnitude higher than that of the TFC-R (0.27 ± 0.03 g/L, Figure 6-4). 

The severe NaCl reverse diffusion of TFC-N is attributed to the large NaCl 

permeability (Table 6-2) (Wei et al., 2011a).  The leakage of draw solutes through 

the low rejection membrane to the feed water reduced the effective osmotic pressure 

difference and increased the ICP level inside the membrane substrate (Js-induced 

ICP or MICP-Js) (Wei et al., 2011a). The effective osmotic pressure due to solute 

reverse diffusion can be estimated by the B/A value for the selected draw solute 

(Tang et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2011). For the TFC-N, the BNaCl/A value was ~10.4 

bar (Table 6-2), which is much larger than the osmotic pressure arising from the 

feed solutes (πfeed ~0.5 bar for 10 mM NaCl) such that MICP-Js dominated over MICP-

feed (Figure 6-5). Only a marginal difference in Jv was observed for the TFC-N with 

pure water and 10 mM NaCl as feed (Figure 6-5). In comparison, the BNaCl/A value 

for the TFC-R (0.11 ± 0.01 bar) was much smaller compared to πfeed, suggesting 

that MICP-Js was much less important in the case of the TFC-R. For example, Jv of 

the TFC-R was very sensitive to the feed solution especially when the feed 

concentration was low (e.g., 0-10 mM) in the AL-DS orientation (Figure 6-5(a)). 

This analysis explains the much higher water flux for the TFC-R when NaCl was 

used as the DS. 
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(a)                                                                   (b) 

    

(c)                                                                    (d) 

Figure 6-3 FO water flux of the NF-like and RO-like TFC FO membranes with 

membrane orientation of: (a) (b) AL-DS and (c) (d) AL-FS. The membranes 

evaluated are with an NF-like rejection layer (TFC-N) for (a) (c) and with an 

RO-like rejection layer (TFC-R) for (b) (d). The tests were operated using 10 

mM NaCl as feed and different salts as the draw solute (as legends) at 23 C. 

The osmotic pressures of draw solutions were calculated by OLI System 

software. Error bars represent standard deviations of at least three repeated 

measurements. 
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(a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 6-4 FO salt flux/water flux ratio of TFC FO membranes with (a) NF-

like (TFC-N) or (b) RO-like (TFC-R) rejection layer using different draw 

solutes (as legends). Pure water was used as feed and the testing temperature 

was 23 C. The osmotic pressures of the draw solutions were calculated by OLI 

System software. Error bars represent standard deviations of at least three 

repeated measurements. 

 

    

(a)                                                                 (b) 

Figure 6-5 FO water flux of the NF-like (TFC-N) and RO-like (TFC-R) TFC 

FO membranes using different feed solutions, with membrane orientation of (a) 

AL-DS and (b) AL-FS. NaCl was used as the draw solute and the testing 

temperature was 23 C. The osmotic pressures of the NaCl draw solutions were 

calculated by OLI System software. Error bars represent standard deviations 

of at least three repeated measurements. 
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citrate (Figure 6-3(a)), which is identical to that of the solute rejection. This result is 

not surprising since the MICP-Js mechanism can be dominant for the NF-like FO 

membranes as discussed above. The B/A values followed the order of NaCl > 

Na2SO4 > trisodium citrate (Table 6-2), which suggests that MICP-Js was in 

decreasing importance following the same order. A high FO water flux was 

obtained for the case of Na2SO4 and trisodium citrate, where MICP-Js played a less 

significant role (B/A = 0.06 and 0.03 bar, respectively). Therefore, NF-like FO 

membranes have a promising water flux when using draw solutes with a lower 

permeability coefficient. By only using a 0.3 M trisodium citrate DS (πdraw = 19 

bar), Jv was as high as 43.9 ± 3.1 L/(m
2
 h) and Js/Jv was as low as 0.006 ± 0.002 

g/L. The water flux of the TFC-R in AL-DS was much less sensitive to the DS type 

(Figure 6-3(b)), which is explained by the relatively low B/A values for the three 

solutes (~ or < 0.11 bar). The effect of the DS type on the FO water flux in AL-FS, 

where MICP-draw plays a significant role, is further discussed in Section 6.3.3.3. 

 

6.3.3.2 Influence of membrane water permeability 

The membrane water permeability plays an important role since when it is low the 

membrane will inevitably experience severe frictional resistance loss. By comparing 

the water flux results of the TFC-N (Figure 6-3(a)) and the TFC-R (Figure 6-3(b)) 

when using Na2SO4 or trisodium citrate as the DS in the AL-DS orientation, it is 

clear that the TFC-N performed better than the TFC-R. For example, the TFC-N 

achieved a water flux ~37% higher than the TFC-R for a 0.5 M Na2SO4 DS (πdraw = 

24 bar) and a 10 mM NaCl FS. The results for the trisodium citrate draw solution 

showed even a larger difference. The enhanced water flux performance for the 

TFC-N under these conditions is a result of its higher water permeability (~50% 

higher than that of the TFC-R). However, it is important to note that the beneficial 

effect of an increased water permeability can only be observed when MR dominates 

over the other mechanisms (such as MICP-Js, MICP-feed, and MICP-draw). For example, 

when NaCl was used as the DS, the water flux of the TFC-N was an order of 

magnitude lower than that of the TFC-R (Figures 6-3(a) and 6-3(b)) due to the 

dominance of MICP-Js for the low rejection TFC-N (Section 6.3.3.1).  
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Comparison of the water flux performance of the TFC-N and TFC-R in the AL-FS 

orientation using Na2SO4 or trisodium citrate as the DS is also interesting (Figure 6-

6). The two membranes had nearly identical water fluxes in the AL-FS at πdraw > 10 

bar, as indicated by the overlapping error bars. This may be explained by the 

dominant role of MICP-draw in the AL-FS orientation (see more discussion in Section 

6.3.3.3) relative to MR. However, at πdraw < 10 bar, Jv of the TFC-N was 30%-40% 

higher compared to that of the TFC-R. For the latter case, ICP was less important 

due to the relatively low water flux level such that MR became more significant.  

 

   

(a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 6-6 FO water flux of the TFC FO membranes with an NF-like (TFC-N) 

or RO-like (TFC-R) rejection layer, using (a) Na2SO4 and (b) trisodium citrate 

draw solutions. The tests were operated using 10 mM NaCl as the feed in AL-

FS mode at 23 C. The osmotic pressures of the draw solutions were calculated 

by OLI System software. Error bars represent standard deviations of at least 

three repeated measurements. 

 

6.3.3.3 Influence of solute diffusion coefficient 

In the AL-FS orientation, the dilutive ICP of the draw solutes (MICP-draw) can 

significantly reduce the effective draw solution concentration at the interface 

between the rejection layer and the porous support (McCutcheon and Elimelech, 

2006). This mechanism is not applicable in the AL-DS orientation. Thus, the FO 

behavior in AL-FS can be quite different from that in AL-DS, which can be seen by 

comparing Figure 6-3(b) and Figure 6-3(d) for the TFC-R membrane. In the AL-FS, 

Jv increased in the following order: NaCl > Na2SO4 > trisodium citrate as the DS. In 

contrast, no significant difference in Jv was observed in the AL-DS among the 
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different draw solutes. As discussed in Sections 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.2, the water flux 

in the AL-DS is governed by three mechanisms: MR, MICP-feed, and MICP-Js. As long 

as the membrane rejection against the draw solutes is sufficiently high (for the case 

of the TFC-R) to minimize MICP-Js, the FO water flux will not be strongly affected 

by the type of draw solute since both MR and MICP-feed are not directly dependent on 

the DS solute. In the AL-FS, however, the draw solutes have to diffuse into the 

porous support layer in a direction opposite to the permeate water flux. Previous 

studies have revealed that the dilutive ICP is exponentially dependent on the mass 

transfer rate of the draw solutes (Ddraw/S, where Ddraw is the draw solute diffusion 

coefficient and S is the structural parameter of the support layer) (Loeb et al., 1997; 

Cornelissen et al., 2008; Xiao et al., 2011; Zhao and Zou, 2011b). For membranes 

with the same structural parameter, the severity of dilutive ICP increases for draw 

solutes with a lower Ddraw. The dominance of dilutive ICP means that the order of Jv 

for the TFC-R in the AL-FS merely follows that of the draw solute diffusion 

coefficients (at a concentration of 1.0 M and 23 °C, DCl- = 1.67 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s, DSO42- = 

7.02 × 10
-10

 m
2
/s, D[C6H5O7]3- = 4.74 × 10

-10
 m

2
/s). Besides the diffusion coefficient, 

the viscosity of the draw solutes may also affect the water flux in AL-DS, with 

larger molecules (higher viscosity) typically reducing Jv (She et al., 2012a), 

although this effect was less important in the current study due to the overwhelming 

influence of the diffusion coefficient. 

 

The TFC-N had an interesting behavior in the AL-FS orientation (Figure 6-3(c)). A 

slightly higher Jv was obtained for the Na2SO4 DS compared to trisodium citrate, 

which can be explained by the larger diffusion coefficient of Na2SO4 and thus its 

lower level of dilutive ICP. Nevertheless, NaCl, with the highest diffusion 

coefficient among the three draw solutes, performed poorly as a DS for the TFC-N. 

Once again, the low rejection of TFC-N against NaCl resulted in severe reverse 

diffusion of NaCl from the DS, which led to a low Jv controlled by MICP-Js (Section 

6.3.3.1). 

 

6.3.4 Membrane fouling resistance 

Fouling is a critical issue in membrane separations (Lay et al., 2010; Lee et al., 
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2010; Mi and Elimelech, 2010b; Tang et al., 2010; Wang and Tang, 2011a; b; Qi et 

al., 2012b). This section compares the fouling propensity of the poly(piperazine-

amide) based NF-like and fully-aromatic polyamide RO-like TFC membranes using 

alginate as a model foulant. The fouling tests were run in the AL-FS orientation. 

This orientation is often adapted when the feed has a high fouling tendency, in order 

to avoid foulant entering the porous support and causing internal pore clogging (Mi 

and Elimelech, 2010b; Tang et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2011). During the fouling tests, 

no significant flux decline was observed for both membranes over the 14 h tests 

(Figure 6-7(a)). SEM was used to examine the fouled membranes; foulant 

extraction was performed to determine the amount of foulant mass deposited on the 

membrane surface. For the TFC-N, there was no obvious change in the membrane 

surface morphology after a fouling test (Figure 6-7(b), compared to the virgin TFC-

N in Figure 6-2(b)). Furthermore, foulant deposition was not detectable based on 

our extraction results. In contrast, a moderate amount of foulant mass (8.8 ± 2.1 

µg/cm
2
) was measured for the fouled TFC-R; its ridge-and-valley surface roughness 

structure was completely covered by the foulant layer (see fouled TFC-R in Figure 

6-7(c) and virgin TFC-R in Figure 6-2(c)). The more foulant deposition for TFC-R 

can be attributed to its relatively more hydrophobic and rougher surface (Table 6-2) 

(Vrijenhoek et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2007a; Wang and Tang, 2011c). Prior studies 

on RO and NF membrane fouling have indicated that surface roughness could be 

one of the most influential membrane properties contributing to fouling, since the 

foulant would preferentially accumulate within the valleys of the rough polyamide 

layer and causes clogging (Vrijenhoek et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2007a; Wang and 

Tang, 2011c). It is also worthwhile to note that the commercial CTA FO 

membranes also have relatively smooth membrane surfaces (roughness ~36 nm and 

lack of the ridge-and-valley structure, see (Tang et al., 2010)), which is consistent 

with the low fouling tendency of these membranes reported in the literature (Lay et 

al., 2010; Mi and Elimelech, 2010b).  
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(a) 

   

(b) Foulant mass: not detected                     (c) Foulant mass: 8.8 ± 2.1 µg/cm
2
 

Figure 6-7 Membrane fouling results: (a) normalized water flux (actual 

flux/initial flux) in FO fouling tests for the TFC-N and TFC-R, (b) SEM image 

of the fouled TFC-N membrane, and (c) SEM image of the fouled TFC-R 

membrane. FO fouling tests conditions: feed contained 7 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

CaCl2 and 100 mg/L alginate; pH was 6.0 ± 0.1; draw solution was 1.5 M 

Na2SO4; initial water flux was 9.8 ± 0.9 L/(m
2
 h) for the TFC-N and 8.1 ± 0.8 

L/(m
2
 h) for the TFC-R; the fouling test duration was 14 h (23 °C). Baseline 

tests were similarly conducted without alginate addition. The normalized water 

flux was determined as the ratio of real-time FO water flux versus the initial 

water flux. 

 

The foulant deposition on the TFC-R did not appear to significantly affect its FO 

water flux performance, which may be explained by the inherent flux stability in the 

AL-FS orientation possibly due to the ICP self-compensation effect (Tang et al., 
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2010). While the increased membrane resistance tends to reduce the FO water flux, 

this is compensated by a reduced level of ICP (thus increasing the effective driving 

force) that moderates the flux reduction. Nevertheless, the greater foulant deposition 

propensity of the fully aromatic polyamide based TFC-R may still be a potential 

concern; its long term flux stability needs to be further investigated in future 

studies. 

 

6.3.5 Implications for FO membrane processes 

Table 6-3 summarizes the various competing mechanisms governing flux 

performance of the FO process.  MICP-feed is only applicable to the AL-DS 

orientation, whereas MICP-draw is only applicable to the AL-FS orientation. In 

addition, MR and MICP-Js are applicable to both membrane orientations. These 

mechanisms are affected by various membrane-related, DS-related, and FS-related 

parameters, as listed in Table 6-3. In general, FS parameters (such as its osmotic 

pressure πfeed and the diffusion coefficient of the feed solutes Dfeed) are fixed for a 

given FO application. On the other hand, one can choose the membrane 

type/properties (and sometimes DS type/properties) to optimize FO performance. It 

is generally known that membranes with a lower structural parameter, higher water 

permeability, and lower solute permeability are preferred (McCutcheon and 

Elimelech, 2006; Hancock and Cath, 2009; Wei et al., 2011b). However, the 

difficulty in FO optimization often lies in the complicated trade-off relationships 

between the different parameters and their competing effects on various 

mechanisms. For instance, a higher permeability membrane (large A) reduces MR at 

the possible expense of more severe MICP-Js due to the trade-off in its rejection to 

draw solutes (larger Bdraw). Similarly, large draw solutes reduce Bdraw (less severe 

MICP-Js) but their lower Ddraw reduces the mass transfer of the draw solutes in the 

support layer (more severe MICP-draw in the AL-FS orientation).  

 

From a process optimization point of view, a set of systematic criteria for the 

selection of FO membranes and draw solutes will be highly valuable. First of all, a 

critical criterion is having a high rejection to the draw solute (Bdraw/A << πfeed (Xiao 

et al., 2011)) to minimize the detrimental MICP-Js effect. This can be done by 
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carefully selecting the draw solute and membrane combination (e.g., NaCl/TFC-R 

couple or trisodium citrate /TFC-N couple). For the draw solute selection, the Ddraw 

value should be as high as possible so long as MICP-Js is not the dominant 

mechanism. Other draw solute properties, such as its solubility and available 

osmotic pressure, the ease of regeneration, toxicity, cost (Achilli et al., 2010), and 

their potential to promote membrane fouling on the FS side (Zou et al., 2011; She et 

al., 2012a) should be considered as well. Similarly, a high A value is favored to 

minimize MR as long as MICP-Js is not important by ensuring Bdraw/A << πfeed. 

Additional criteria for the membrane and orientation selection include their effect 

on fouling and on the required feed solute rejection (e.g., internal concentration 

polarization of feed solutes in AL-DS may reduce contaminant rejection (Jin et al., 

2011)). 

 

Table 6-4 presents some potential osmotically driven applications, including FO 

desalination, PRO osmotic power generation, and OMBR (Cath et al., 2006; Zhao et 

al., 2012b) to illustrate the principles for FO membrane selection. In FO based 

desalination, dissolved solutes (e.g., NaCl and boron) in the seawater feed need to 

be adequately rejected. In this case, the rejection of the feed solutes requires the use 

of RO-like FO membranes. The AL-FS orientation is preferred to minimize 

membrane fouling and also to maintain high rejection of feed contaminants such as 

boron (Jin et al., 2011). For PRO applications, seawater or seawater RO brines may 

be used as the DS (Yip et al., 2011; She et al., 2012b). To avoid severe MICP-Js, RO-

like FO membranes with a high NaCl rejection are needed. Since feed solute 

rejection is generally not a concern in PRO, the AL-DS orientation is preferred for 

its higher water flux (thus higher power density). However, fouling in this 

orientation can be a significant concern. When a FS with a high fouling potential 

(such as treated effluent) is used, one may be forced to operate PRO in the AL-FS 

orientation for improved flux stability.  
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Table 6-4 Parameters for membrane selection and process optimization in osmotically driven membrane processes 

Application Feed  solution Draw solution Fouling potential 

of feed solution 

Membrane orientation Type of FO membrane 

FO 

desalination 

 

Seawater (contaminant to 

be removed, NaCl and 

other major ions, boron) 

 

 

Synthetic draw solutions 

 (Bdraw /A << πfeed) 

Mild to moderate AL-FS to minimize 

fouling and maintain 

high rejection 

RO-like, good NaCl 

and boron rejection 

PRO power 

generation 

River water 

 

Seawater, RO brine 

 

Mild to moderate AL-DS  RO-like, good NaCl 

rejection 

 

Treated effluent or 

wastewater 

 

 

Seawater, RO brine High Maybe AL-FS to 

reduce fouling  

 

RO-like 

OMBR Activated sludge (TDS,  

biomass, waste organics) 

Seawater,  RO brine 

 

High AL-FS RO-like, good NaCl 

rejection 

 

Synthetic draw solutions 

 (Bdraw/A << πfeed) 

High AL-FS NF-like or RO-like 
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For OMBR applications, the feed solution has a very high fouling propensity, which 

dictates that the AL-FS orientation shall be applied. When synthetic draw solutes 

are used, one may either use RO-like or NF-like membranes as long as adequate 

rejection can be achieved against the draw solutes. Indeed, the adoption of NF-like 

FO membranes can be advantageous for several reasons: (1) their higher water 

permeability reduces membrane frictional loss, (2) their better surface chemistry 

reduces fouling potential, and (3) their lower retention to TDS reduces 

accumulation of feed salts in the bioreactor that can hinder the FO performance and 

biological activities (Xiao et al., 2011; Alturki et al., 2012). Similarly, in other 

applications where the primary intention is to concentrate organic/biological 

components rather than to reclaim water (e.g., concentrating liquid foods (Petrotos 

and Lazarides, 2001) and microalgal biomass (Zou et al., 2011), the use of high 

permeability NF-like FO membranes can be promising. 

 

6.4 Conclusions 

NF-like and RO-like TFC FO membranes were fabricated and systematically 

compared in terms of FO performance and fouling behavior in this chapter. The 

results revealed that the water flux in the FO process is governed by several 

important mechanisms, i.e., MR, MICP-Js and MICP-feed in the AL-DS orientation and  

MR, MICP-Js and MICP-draw in the AL-FS orientation. In particular, the MICP-Js is of 

uppermost importance in influencing the membrane flux behavior. Thus, much 

higher water flux was achieved by the TFC-R in NaCl based processes, while the 

TFC-N with low NaCl rejection (33.3 ± 0.2% at 5 bar) performed poorly, with a 

low water flux and a Js/Jv ratio about two orders of magnitude higher than that of 

the TFC-R. When Na2SO4 and trisodium citrate were used as draw solutes, the 

TFC-N exhibited a high FO water flux due to the minimized effect of the MICP-Js 

and the high water permeability of the NF-like rejection layer. In the AL-FS 

orientation, however, the TFC-N and TFC-R had similar water fluxes when using 

Na2SO4 or trisodium citrate as the draw solute, as a result of the dominant effect of 

the MICP-draw. When the solute flux was low, Jv increased with higher draw solute 

diffusion coefficient (NaCl > Na2SO4 > trisodium citrate). According to the above, 

the aforementioned governing mechanisms are affected by various membrane-
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related, DS-related and FS-related parameters, e.g., A, Bdraw, Ddraw, S, πfeed, etc. 

Criteria for membranes and operating conditions were proposed. Application of 

these criteria in potential FO applications such as FO desalination, PRO power 

generation and OMBR had important implications for the selection of NF-like or 

RO-like membranes in FO processes as well as process optimization. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and recommendations 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

High-performance flat-sheet TFC FO membranes were synthesized in this study. 

The membranes consisted of a porous substrate prepared by phase inversion and an 

ultrathin polyamide rejection layer formed by interfacial polymerization. Both 

layers were specially tailored for FO operating conditions. Using the TFC FO 

membranes, mechanisms that govern the membrane performance in FO processes 

were systematically studied. Conclusions from this research are summarized in the 

following. 

 

(1) High performance FO membranes should have a small structural parameter (S 

value), high water permeability (A value) and low solute permeability (B value). 

In other words, both the membrane support and rejection layer properties are of 

critical importance to FO performance. Fabrication of TFC membranes allows 

individual optimization of the membrane substrate and rejection layer. Hence, it 

provides TFC FO membranes an important advantage over integral asymmetric 

membranes. This is proved by the experimental results, since the TFC FO 

membranes synthesized in this study generally achieved higher water fluxes 

while maintaining a relatively low salt flux/water flux ratio, compared to the 

evaluated commercial integral asymmetric FO membranes. 

 

 (2) The synthesized TFC FO membranes were characterized and compared with 

asymmetric FO membranes and TFC RO membranes to understand the effects 

of the support structure on the structural parameter and on the FO performance. 

The TFC FO membranes appeared to have highly porous substrate structures 

with long finger-like pores formed under a thin sponge-like skin layer. The FO 

results showed that this finger-like pore structure can minimize the tortuosity, 

and thus is preferred for reducing the structural parameter and for minimizing 

the ICP. In addition, increasing the porosity and reducing the membrane 
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thickness are also beneficial to reduce the structural parameter. On the other 

hand, the poor performance of commercial TFC RO membranes under FO 

conditions can be attributed to their thick and highly tortuous spongy-like 

support structure where severe ICP could take place during the FO process. 

 

(3) FO membranes with different separation properties were obtained by 

systematically changing the monomer concentrations during interfacial 

polymerization. A strong trade-off between membrane water permeability and 

salt rejection was demonstrated during membrane fabrication. Membranes 

prepared with higher MPD concentrations or lower TMC concentrations had a 

lower water permeability but improved salt rejection.  

 

(4) The FO water flux is affected by both the membrane water permeability and the 

salt rejection. While the higher water permeability of membrane tends to 

enhance the FO water flux due to reduced membrane frictional resistance loss, 

the coupled lower salt rejection may simultaneously cause more severe internal 

concentration polarization due to the solute reverse diffusion, which has an 

opposing effect that cuts down the FO water flux. A balance between the water 

permeability and salt rejection should be achieved during the optimization of 

FO membranes. 

 

(5) As a result of the highly non-linear dependence of the FO performance on the 

operating conditions and membrane properties, an optimized membrane for one 

specific application does not necessarily guarantee good performance for other 

applications. In view of the trade-off between membrane-related and operating 

parameters as well as their competing effects, FO membranes should be 

optimized according to the dominating mechanism for specific operating 

conditions.  

 

(6) The FO water flux is governed by several important mechanisms: the frictional 

resistance loss mechanism (MR), the solute-reverse-diffusion-induced ICP 

mechanism (MICP-Js), the concentrative ICP of feed solutes in the AL-DS 
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orientation (MICP-feed) or the dilutive ICP of draw solutes in the AL-FS 

orientation (MICP-draw). These mechanisms are affected by various membrane-

related, draw-solution-related and feed-solution-related parameters. A set of 

systematic criteria for the selection of FO membranes and draw solutes is 

proposed. The most important criterion is a high rejection to draw solutes, 

which can be achieved by optimal combination of membrane rejection and draw 

solute. The water permeability of the membrane and diffusion coefficient of the 

draw solute should be as high as possible when MICP-Js is not a dominant 

mechanism. Additional criteria also include the fouling resistance and feed 

solute rejection. 

 

(7) RO-like and NF-like TFC FO membranes were compared in FO processes to 

shed light on the selection of membranes for FO applications. RO-like FO 

membranes exhibited better performance than the NF-like counterpart in the 

NaCl based tests, due to the superior NaCl rejection of the former. By using 

draw solutes with a lower permeability coefficient (e.g., Na2SO4 and trisodium 

citrate), however, the highly permeable NF-like FO membrane exhibited 

comparable, or even better performance than RO-like membranes when MR 

dominates over the other mechanisms (e.g., MICP-Js, MICP-feed, and MICP-draw). In 

addition, the more hydrophilic and smoother surface of the NF-like rejection 

layer tended to have better fouling resistance and thus is advantageous in 

applications with high fouling potential. 

 

7.2 Recommendations 

According to the findings from this research, several future studies are 

recommended to further improve the TFC FO membranes as well as the potential 

engineering applications of osmotically driven membrane technology.  

 

(1) The skin layer of substrate has critical influence on the formation of rejection 

layer as mentioned in Section 4.3.1. A relatively dense skin layer with 

appropriate surface pore size is necessary to reduce the defects in the polyamide 

rejection layer. On the other hand, this dense layer would become a main 
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contribution to large structural parameter for FO membranes because of its high 

tortuosity and low porosity. Therefore, studies on the effects of the substrate 

skin layer from the aspects of surface pore size, pore structure and thickness are 

suggested. 

 

(2) Systematic studies on the formation of finger-like pore structure in the 

membrane support layer can be conducted in the future. The cross-sections of S-

1 and S-2 in Chapter 4 showed different morphologies due to the different 

compositions of casting solutions used. Straight finger-like pores were observed 

in the S-2 substrate, whereas distorted macrovoids were observed on the bottom 

of the S-1 substrate. The mechanisms how the macrovoids formed and 

decreased are not clear yet. The relevant parameters may include polymer 

concentration in the casting solution, compatibility between the additives and 

the polymer-solvent-non-solvent system, viscosity of the casting solution, 

composition of the coagulant bath, etc.  

 

(3) The fully aromatic polyamide based TFC FO membranes appeared to have 

rough surface morphology due to the very fast reaction between MPD and TMC 

during the rejection layer formation, which makes the membranes very 

susceptible to foulant deposition. Approaches to reduce the surface roughness 

should be explored. For example, a molecular layer-by-layer deposition process 

was proposed recently to form a polyamide film with small roughness (Johnson 

et al., 2012). The effects of reactive monomers, additives and organic solvents 

on the surface roughness are suggested to investigate as well. 

 

 (4) In view of the increasing interest in FO technologies, large scale applications 

like OMBR and osmotic power generation are expected in the near future. 

Fabrication of high mechanical strength FO membranes would be a crucial topic 

to facilitate module design and assembly. More polymers with excellent 

mechanical strength should be tested. In addition, it is an efficient way to 

incorporate a reinforcing fabric in the substrate, for which the influence on the 

pore structure of the polymer layer and the structural parameter has yet to be 
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studied. 

 

(5) Selection of draw solute is another technical challenge in the FO applications as 

discussed in Chapter 6. More attentions should be paid to the development of 

draw solutes, which could be the conventional salts as used in this study as well 

as advanced synthetic solutes with high osmotic pressure, high diffusion 

coefficient and low permeability. Efficient regeneration technology of the draw 

solution should be developed as well. 

 

(6) The commercially available FO membrane modules from HTI are with the 

spiral-wound configuration, which is widely used in the NF and RO modules. In 

the FO process, a high concentration draw solution rather than pure water needs 

to be circulated in the permeate side. The ICP phenomenon could occur on each 

side of the membrane. These unique problems impose special requirements on 

the FO modules design (Xiao et al., 2012), which could be varied depending on 

the applications. Thus, the FO modules with either flat-sheet or hollow fibre 

membranes have yet to be optimized in terms of module dimension, spacer and 

even module configuration. 

 

(7) Major mechanisms and parameters that govern the FO performance have been 

investigated in this study. Modeling work to simulate the effect of these 

mechanisms could be carried on in the future study. Most of the current FO 

modeling studies are using the analytical ICP model developed by Loeb. Other 

methods such as computational fluid dynamics (Gruber et al., 2011; Gruber et 

al., 2012) could also be used for more comprehensive modeling in the FO 

process as well as FO module study. 
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Appendix 

Modeling the effects of membrane optimization on FO 

performance 

 

Section A Introduction 

FO water flux is determined by the membrane properties in a highly non-linear 

manner due to the presence of ICP (Loeb et al., 1997; McCutcheon et al., 2005b; 

Tang et al., 2010). Meanwhile, the severity of ICP depends on several membrane-

related, DS-related and FS-related parameters (see section 6.3.5). Net effect of these 

parameters on FO water flux can be predicted by an ICP model, which was 

developed by Loeb et al. (Loeb et al., 1997) and has been verified in many studies 

(Gray et al., 2006; McCutcheon and Elimelech, 2006; Tang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 

2010b): 

 

AL-DS:                                        ln draw v
v

feed

A J BD
J

S A B





 



                                  (A1) 

 

AL-FS:                                         ln draw
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feed v

A BD
J

S A J B








 
                                  (A2) 

 

where Jv is the FO water flux, D is the diffusion coefficient of solute, S is the 

structural parameter of membrane, πdraw and πfeed are the osmotic pressures of draw 

solution and feed solution, respectively, A and B are the membrane water and salt 

permeability coefficients, respectively. 

 

According to the ICP model, three membrane-related parameters, i.e., structural 

parameter (S value), water permeability (A value) and salt permeability (B value), 

are determinant to FO water flux. Experimental investigation on the influence of 

these parameters and related governing mechanisms has been presented in Chapters 

4-6. In this appendix, simulation based on the ICP model was conducted from the 
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membrane property point of view, to provide theoretical knowledge of the influence 

of membrane optimization. Reference values of the modeling parameters (Table A1) 

were determined according to the membrane properties and experimental conditions 

in this study. 

 

Table A1 Reference values of modeling parameters 

Parameter Reference value 

Solute diffusion coefficient, D 1.3 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s 

Osmotic pressure of draw solution, πdraw 99.9 bar for 2.0 M NaCl 

Osmotic pressure of feed solution, πfeed 0.5 bar for 10 mM NaCl 

Membrane water permeability, A 5.0 × 10
-12

 m/(s Pa) 

Membrane salt permeability, B 1.0 × 10
-7

 m/s 

Structural parameter, S 0.7 mm 

 

Section B Effect of structural parameter  

The influence of membrane structural parameter on the FO water flux is shown in 

Figure A1. A lower Jv is achieved when a membrane with larger S value is used. 

Increasing the membrane S value leads to higher resistance of support layer to mass 

diffusion and thus enhances ICP. It is also the main reason for the poor FO 

performance of typical RO membranes, despite their superior water permeability 

and salt rejection (see Chapter 4). In the current simulation, a water flux of 179 

L/(m
2
 h) (equal to the water flux under an equivalent hydraulic pressure) can be 

achieved in both the AL-DS and AL-FS orientations if the membrane is support-free 

(S = 0). The influence of S value is especially important in the AL-FS orientation 

due to the presence of serious dilutive ICP. Since it may not be practical to use a 

support-free FO membrane, developing substrates with minimum S value and 

sufficient mechanical strength is important for FO membrane fabrication. 
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Figure A1 The predicted FO water flux as a function of membrane structural 

parameter. Simulation parameters: A = 5.0 × 10
-12

 m/(s Pa), B = 1.0 × 10
-7

 m/s, 

D = 1.3 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s, πdraw = 99.9 bar, πfeed = 0.45 bar. 

 

Section C Effect of membrane water permeability 

The influence of membrane water permeability on the FO water flux is shown in 

Figure A2. Initially, Jv increases almost proportionally to A value when other 

parameters are constant. However, less enhancement of water flux can be achieved 

by further increasing A value after a certain region. The results suggest that for FO 

membranes with low water permeability, the frictional resistance loss mechanism 

(MR) plays a dominant role. For example, the commercial asymmetric FO 

membranes studied in Chapter 4 had relatively low water permeability (Table 4-3). 

The A values of CTA-W and CTA-NW were only 0.9 × 10
-12

 m/(s Pa) and 1.3 × 10
-

12
 m/(s Pa), respectively. Thus, much higher water flux was obtained by using the 

more permeable CTA-HW membrane (A = 3.3 × 10
-12

 m/(s Pa)). On the other hand, 

in view of the trade-off between the membrane water permeability and rejection 

(Section 5.3.2), FO membranes with A values in the plateau region are not 

suggested to further improve the permeability, in order to avoid the negative effect 

of the corresponding lower salt rejection.  
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Figure A2 The predicted FO water flux with increasing membrane water 

permeability. Simulation parameters: B = 1.0 × 10
-7

 m/s, S = 0.7 mm, D = 1.3 × 

10
-9

 m
2
/s, πdraw = 99.9 bar, πfeed = 0.45 bar. 

 

Section D Effect of membrane salt permeability  

The effect of adjusting salt permeability on the FO water flux is shown in Figure A3. 

A lower Jv is achieved with a higher membrane salt permeability. With constant 

membrane water permeability, the increasing salt permeability leads to a higher B/A 

ratio (i.e., lower membrane selectivity). It was suggested by previous study that the 

salt flux/water flux ratio (Js/Jv) is directly determined by the membrane selectivity 

(Tang et al., 2010). A larger B/A value may lead to severe reverse diffusion of draw 

solute and correspondingly lower water flux (i.e. the MICP-Js mechanism).  

 

Jv is less sensitive to the change in B value in the AL-FS orientation because of the 

overwhelming effect of DS dilution (MICP-draw) over the draw solute leakage (MICP-

Js), as well as the self-compensation mechanism in this orientation. In the AL-DS 

orientation, ICP on the feed side is contributed by the accumulation of feed solute 

(MICP-feed) as well as the reverse diffusion of draw solute (MICP-Js). Optimizing B 

value is more effective when MICP-Js dominates over MICP-feed, i.e., B/A >> πfeed. For 

example, the water flux of a ―loose‖ membrane with B value of 1 × 10
-6

 m/s (B/A = 

2 bar, much higher than πfeed 0.5 bar) can be improved from 23.9 L/(m
2
 h) to 29.8 

L/(m
2
 h) via reduction of B value by 75% (B/A reduced to 0.5 bar). For a high-

rejection membranes, e.g., the membrane with B value of 1 × 10
-7

 m/s (B/A = 0.2 
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bar, lower than πfeed 0.5 bar) as TFC-2, reducing the B value by 90% (B/A reduced 

to 0.02 bar) can only enhance the water flux from 32.2 L/(m
2
 h) to 34.2 L/(m

2
 h). In 

addition, modification of the membrane rejection layer may result in a lower B 

value but also a lower A value, of which the net effect would depend on the testing 

conditions (Section 5.3.2). Thus, an optimal combination of A and B values should 

be decided according to the membrane properties and operating conditions. 

 

 

Figure A3 The predicted FO water flux with increasing membrane salt 

permeability. Simulation parameters: A = 5.0 × 10
-12

 m/(s Pa), S = 0.7 mm, D = 

1.3 × 10
-9

 m
2
/s, πdraw = 99.9 bar, πfeed = 0.45 bar. 

 

Section E Conclusions 

In this appendix, the effects of membrane optimization in terms of structural 

parameter S, water permeability A and salt permeability B on the FO water flux was 

predicted using the ICP model. According to the results, ideal FO membranes 

should have small structural parameter, higher water permeability and lower salt 

permeability. The S value is a critical parameter for FO membranes, which can be 

individually tailored during substrate fabrication. On the other hand, the 

optimization of membrane rejection layer would be constrained by the trade-off 

between the membrane permeability and salt rejection. For the low permeability 

membranes of which the Jv is mainly constrained by the membrane frictional 

resistance loss, membranes should be improved to have water permeability as high 

as possible. While for the membranes with high permeability, Jv tends to be less 
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affected by the water permeability change but severe Js-induced-ICP may occur and 

lead to a low water flux. In this case, membranes should be optimized to have 

higher salt rejection. 
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